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Forests are inherently multiple use areas and the economic, ecologic and envi-
ronmental services they provide to society illustrates their importance (Vlaamse
Hoge Bosraad, 2003). In the 20th century, large parts of the world have become
strongly urbanized and forests are increasingly recognized as vital elements for
keeping urban dwellers in touch with nature (Konijnendijk et al., 2005). In
various countries across Europe (e.g. United Kingdom, Denmark, the Nether-
lands, Belgium), this has prompted decision makers to adopt ambitious policies
for increasing forest cover (Van Herzele, 2005).
Afforestation strategies - especially apparent in heavily urbanized regions
of Western Europe - are a prominent part in forest programs at national and
regional scale (Van Herzele et al., 2005; Van Herzele, 2006). These forestry
programs are set up through an iterative process of planning, implementation,
monitoring and evaluation of management activities (Verheyen, 2004). In each
phase of this process, forest policy depends on reliable, quantitative information
on forest cover.
Equally on an international level, the development and monitoring of interna-
tional agreements on the environment requires accurate and up-to-date forestry
information, which should be comparable across countries. One example is the
reporting of carbon sinks and sources in the framework of the Kyoto Protocol,
where afforestation, reforestation and deforestation are monitored from 1990
onwards. Another example is the certification of lumber companies according
to criteria of sustainable forest management (Baskent and Keles, 2005).
1
Chapter 1. Key Research Issues
A key task of a forester, be it on an international, national or local level, is
to develop, evaluate and apply a schedule of management activities for a forest
stand, a landscape or a watershed. This process is referred to as forest ma-
nagement planning∗ and consists generally of three steps: (i) formulation of the
management goals and objectives, (ii) gathering data on the current condition
of the forests and predict likely outcomes of a series of management activities,
and (iii) making decisions about feasible management prescriptions (Davis et al.,
2001).
Traditionally, forestry was aimed at sustainable wood production and the
forest stand was the area of land forming the basic area for management pur-
poses, referred to as the management unit (Davis et al., 2001). Conventional
forest management planning has met numerous societal needs, but it has also
caused a host of problems, originating in conflicts between management for
short-term and long-term benefits, and between management at small scales
and large scales (Liu and Taylor, 2002). The forestry sector is required to re-
alize its full potential to produce economic, social and environmental services.
To tackle some of the problems, related to management of forests for the op-
timization of their social and environmental services, the landscape is nowadays
gradually gaining acceptance as a management unit. However, using the land-
scape as a management unit requires methods to track spatial characteristics
of forest cover, and these have to some extent been provided by the research
domain of Landscape Ecology. This field of research has intensively addressed
forest fragmentation issues and has identified several aspects of forest fragmen-
tation, such as forest loss, change in forest size, irregularity of forest boundaries
and isolation of forests. Forest attributes such as size, shape, and relative po-
sition of forests in a landscape are expected to have an influence on the social,
environmental and ecological functions of a forested landscape (Baskent and
Keles, 2005; Crow and Gustafson, 2004).
The application of landscape ecology concepts in forest management plan-
ning is currently mainly used for reserve design and the selection of sites for
conservation (Turner et al., 2001; Gergel and Turner, 2002; Bogaert et al.,
2000b). Landscape ecology has long been a conceptual undertaking, and its
use for (strategic) spatial forest planning still faces several limitations. Some
obstacles are for instance the requirement to use advanced statistical methods,
a poor understanding of landscape function and lack of knowledge concerning
the interpretation of indicators of spatial pattern (Hobbs, 1997). Different in-
terpretations of a landscape abound. Forman and Godron (1986) were the first
to delineate the landscape as a scientifically useable concept. They defined the
landscape as an area of land containing a mosaic of habitat patches. Later, a
∗Throughout this work, forest management planning refers to the management of the
regional forest cover, and not to the management of one forest complex. Forest management
planning is regarded at the strategic level.
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more anthropocentric definition was proposed, referring to the land surface at
scales of hectares to many square kilometers (Turner and Gardner, 1991). A
clear standard for the spatial delimitation of a landscape is thus not available,
but it is commonly several square kilometers large, and different land cover
types are present, such as forests, fields and built up areas. The different land
cover types taken as a whole constitute a landscape mosaic (Baskent and Jor-
dan, 1995).
The spatial pattern of the landscape mosaic (also referred to as spatial struc-
ture) is determined by two aspects of the spatial arrangement of forest patches
in a landscape, composition and configuration. Composition describes what is
present in the landscape and its relative proportions, but without reference to
the location within the landscape. Configuration refers to the specific spatial
arrangement of patches and their shapes (Turner et al., 2001).
Spatial structure can be assessed qualitatively or quantitatively. The ability
to quantify pattern is nonetheless a major advantage to the study of landscape
change (Baskent and Keles, 2005). Without numerical parameters, the forester
depends on hazy words to describe desirable spatial patterns, and is left without
clear indications what he is supposed to do to obtain these patterns and what
quantitative criteria are suitable to measure success (Davis et al., 2001). Quan-
titative measures can be used as an input for models, theoretical constructs
that represent processes, in a simplified way, by a set of variables and a set of
relationships between them (Frohn, 1998; Davis et al., 2001). They are used by
natural resource managers in substitution for controlled experiments to predict
the outcome of management decisions (Davis et al., 2001). When applied to
spatial patterns of forest cover in an area of several square kilometers, models
can establish connections between a certain spatial pattern of forest cover and
a certain forest service, or detect cause-effect relationships among intervention
strategies and changes in spatial pattern.
Because of their advantages as a quantitative approach, pattern metrics have
become widespread as quantitative descriptors of spatial pattern (Cardille and
Turner, 2002; Turner et al., 2001). Pattern metrics were first mentioned in the
early 1980’s, but their use received a boost in the mid-nineties from the de-
velopment of freeware such as Fragstats (McGarigal et al., 2002).
This work focusses on the application of pattern metrics in highly human-
modified regions for the description of spatial forest pattern, and the detection
and monitoring of change in spatial forest cover pattern. This should help forest
management planning at the landscape level to select best practices. These are
techniques or methodologies that, through experience and research, have proven
to reliably lead to a desired result (Davis et al., 2001).
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Chapter 1. Key Research Issues
All parts of the analysis are performed on forest maps situated in Flanders.
This is a highly urbanized region with an average population density of about
431 inhabitants per square kilometer, where forests are small, scattered and di-
verse. Moreover, the impact of urbanization and transport infrastructure upon
the landscape is considerable (Van Eetvelde and Antrop, 2005). This does not
preclude the remaining forests from occupying an important place in society.
On the contrary, these small and scattered forests are considered hot-spots for
both biodiversity and recreation (Leyman and Vandekerkhove, 2003).
1.1.1 Pattern description
In order to draw up a typology (or classification) of spatial forest cover pat-
tern in Flanders, an appropriate method based on a quantitative approach was
sought. The available software packages for the quantification of spatial pattern
propose over one hundred pattern metrics. In literature, pattern metrics selec-
tion has to some extent been arbitrary and differs among studies. When pattern
metrics selection was not arbitrary, different criteria are used. In some cases, the
metrics that are selected are those, who have proven to be most indifferent to
possible errors in the data set. In other studies, the researchers have employed
advanced statistics in order to select a workable subset of pattern metrics that
contains the majority of information, contained in the data set comprising all
pattern metrics. The added value of this approach has nonetheless not been
assessed.
1.1.2 Change detection
In Western Europe, a long tradition of forest mapping exists, starting in 1775
with the production of the Ferraris map. This map was the first in covering the
entire region of Flanders. Before aerial photography and satellite imagery were
available, all maps were drawn manually, based on field experience (National Ge-
ographical Institute, 2006). More recent maps, such as the forest maps of 1990
and 2000, are made using computer-aided remote sensing technology (AGIV,
2005). As nowadays automated mapping methods, even for very high resolu-
tion imagery, are being developed (Van Coillie et al., 2007), it is expected that
a recurrent mapping of forests, i.e. revisiting the same area with a regular time
interval of for instance 10 years, will soon be technically possible.
While the current relative abundance of spatial data is undoubtedly a valu-
able asset, several difficulties are encountered when studying forest cover span-
ning such a long time period. When combining data from a time period spanning
300 years, this data will originate from various sources, and will be created by a
diversity of techniques. Different spatial data types have different sources of er-
ror and provide information at varying accuracy levels (Gergel and Turner, 2002;
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Turner et al., 2001). Some changes†, detected by comparison of these maps, can
be caused by a difference in positional accuracy of the data and might have
little to do with actual changes. When the time span is wide and the studied
phenomenon is fragmented, the effect of data misregistration can be huge. This
should be kept in mind when interpreting the results of change detection studies.
This problem can to some extent be overcome by using for instance aggrega-
tion techniques (i.e. setting positional accuracy to the level of the coarsest data
prior to further analysis) or fuzzy set theory. A fuzzy set is an interpretation
of the original crisp data, and its imprecision, into ‘vague’ objects, using mem-
bership values, assigned by a membership function (Hagen-Zanker et al., 2005;
Zhang and Stuart, 2001). Although fuzzy sets are considered to be a valuable
approach for handling uncertainty in spatial data (Wang and Hall, 1996), they
are not often used in change detection studies. One of the reasons is the ab-
sence of straightforward rules for assigning membership values and the use of
operands for change detection (Hagen, 2003).
1.1.3 Monitoring change in forest cover
To monitor change in forest cover, it is important that the method used is
relatively insensitive to data errors, violations of assumptions or unmet require-
ments. Variables used to report change should not considerably be affected if
only a small fraction of the data changes. This is exactly the definition of a
robust method and a robust variable. However, applying a robust method for
the quantification of spatial forest cover pattern and its changes does not auto-
matically lead to an understanding on whether these changes are desired. This
is determined by the expectations that are placed upon the forest. Translating
these expectations to an explicit forest function enables policy makers (i) to as-
sess the value of a given forest pattern and (ii) to agree upon frames of reference
for forest management planning.
Traditionally forests have been regarded predominantly as wood suppliers.
In this context, appreciation is straightforward: more forest means more wood
and wood products. Any afforestation is thus positive, even if it results in small
forests on marginal soils. In order to ensure not only wood quantity, but also
wood quality, both the selected tree species and the applied silvicultural mea-
sures in the forest stand needs to be adapted to the site conditions.
†Change can occur in two ways, modification and transformation. When modification takes
place, the type of the land cover remains the same (e.g. forest), but its quality changes (e.g.
from dense forest to low-density forest). Transformation refers to a change process where the
land cover type changes (e.g. from forest to agriculture). In this work, only transformation is
studied.
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Nowadays, forest expansion is often inspired by the provision of recreation
opportunities for an increasingly urbanized population (Konijnendijk, 2003; Van
Herzele, 2005, 2006). New methods are thus required to evaluate how well
current and (planned) future forest conditions satisfy current and future forest
recreation needs. The development of a method, based on pattern metrics, to
assess the recreational value of a spatial forest cover pattern, would mean a
major achievement towards an objective appreciation of multi-functional forest
landscapes in an urbanized environment.
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1.2 Research frame
1.2.1 Main research objectives
Recent developments in society (such as an increasing urban population, an in-
crease in leisure time etc.) have forced forest policy makers to increase their
interest in urbanized regions, and more specifically the forest patterns that oc-
cur in these areas. In this work, several methodologies are presented in order
to assess appropriate procedures for the description of severely fragmented fo-
rest patterns. This quest was guided by the definition of best practices for the
monitoring and analysis of advanced forest fragmentation in urbanized areas.
Additionally, we wanted to explore the possibilities of using pattern metrics to
incorporate spatial objectives in forest planning at the strategic level, using the
landscape as a management unit.
The experiments performed in this work should meet the following objectives
and research questions.
Objectives
• Development of a procedure to quantify spatial forest cover pattern in
Flanders
– Development of objective criteria for quantifying forest fragmentation
– Development of a typology for classifying forested landscapes based
on their spatial structure
• Assessment of temporal changes of spatial forest cover pattern in Flanders
• Development of a GIS-based decision support tool for spatial forest ma-
nagement planning, by evaluating scenarios, based on their impact on
forest recreation opportunities
Research Questions
• What are the best practices to describe spatial forest cover pattern in
Flanders?
– Which pattern metrics are fit to quantify the spatial forest cover pat-
tern in Flanders ? What is the added value of a statistical approach
for the selection of a subset of pattern metrics ?
– To what extent does the selected sampling strategy (referring to land-
scape unit and spatial resolution) influence the changes in spatial
forest cover pattern ?
– Which classes of spatial forest cover pattern can be distinguished in
Flanders ?
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• What are the best practices to assess the change of forest cover in Flan-
ders ?
– What is the impact of positional errors in historical forest data ?
– How can the effect of positional errors be handled or minimized ?
– How can the dynamics of spatial forest cover be modelled, based on
current forest patterns ?
• How can pattern metrics serve as decision support for strategic forest
management planning, if the focus rests on forest recreation ?
– What methods are currently used to assess the recreative value of a
given forest pattern ?
– To what extent can the recreative value of a given forest pattern be
assessed using pattern metrics ?
1.2.2 Organization of this Dissertation
Part I contains several items which the reader might need on his journey through
this book. The main concepts used in this work are presented in Chapter 2.
Since most terminology is borrowed from the field of Landscape Ecology, a con-
cise introduction to this research domain is provided. Definitions, as well as
common tools and working methods are clarified. Chapter 3 depicts the general
setting of this research by drawing the general forest history in the study area
of Flanders. This will help the reader who is not familiar with this region to
understand the origin of today’s forest pattern. This chapter concludes with
a brief overview of the current legislation connected with afforestation and de-
forestation in Flanders. Thereupon the study area is described in more detail,
the software and data used throughout this study is listed (Chapter 4).
The experimental part of this thesis is contained in Parts II (1 chapter), III
(3 chapters) and IV(1 chapter). In Part II, the one and only chapter (Chap-
ter 5) answers the first research question. The chapter starts with a detailed
description of available pattern metrics, followed by a discussion of problems en-
countered during the application of these metrics. An ensemble of experiments
is performed to assess the influence of material parameters for pattern quan-
tification. As a result, objective criteria for quantifying forest fragmentation in
Flanders are proposed. Finally, a typology for classifying forested landscapes
based on their spatial pattern is presented.
The assessment of long-term changes of the spatial forest cover pattern in
Flanders is the central theme of Part III. Chapter 6 studies changes in forest
area and the error introduced by the use of maps with varying accuracy. A posi-
tional error is enforced upon a reference map using a simulation approach. The
resulting false change is unraveled using pattern metrics. Chapter 7 explores
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methods to mitigate the effect of positional error on change estimates. Several
aggregation methods are put on trial. This is followed by an exploration of the
use of fuzzy sets for this problem. The focus lies on the fitting of membership
functions. In Chapter 8, the path of error propagation is abandoned. Instead,
the role that pattern metrics can play in change models is assessed.
The use of pattern metrics in forest monitoring is elaborated in Part IV,
composed of only one chapter. Chapter 9 starts with a short overview of exis-
ting forest monitoring systems, focussing on the indicators used and the forest
function under consideration. Secondly, the use of pattern metrics is tested for
the monitoring of the recreational function of forest. This is done by relating
metrics value to the outcome of a GIS-based recreation model, which is used to
compare scenarios for planning on a strategic level.
Finally, in Chapter V the main conclusions of this work are presented and
recommendations for future research are provided.
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DEFINITIONS, CONCEPTS AND TOOLS
As this work borrows quite some definitions, concepts and tools from the domain
of Landscape Ecology, a brief introduction is given to this field. This overview
however is not intended to provide an exhaustive overview of this field.
2.1 Positioning landscape ecology
Landscape ecology is an interdisciplinary field, based originally on ecology and
geography (Forman and Godron, 1986). Today, many other scientific domains
contribute to landscape ecology, such as biology, forestry, economical and poli-
tical sciences. The distinction from ecology is found in the spatial context, which
is much larger than those traditionally studied in ecology. Landscapes are large
by conventional definition, and in most cases, humans are identified as the agents
shaping them (Mladenoff, 2006). A second difference with for instance ecology
and biology, pertains to the anthropocentric character of the discipline. Land-
scape ecology will often focus on the role of humans in creating and affecting
landscape patterns. Hence, a great deal of landscape ecology studies considers
environments, where humans are the dominant force, or at least one of many
important agents of landscape change. Major human impacts are obvious in
natural, semi-natural, and built-up areas (Mladenoff, 2006). Landscape ecology
can thus be considered as an interdisciplinary science dealing with the interrela-
tion between human society and its broad living environment (Mladenoff, 2006).
Within a landscape, the main focus of landscape ecology is on the spatial
and temporal variation (Forman and Godron, 1986; Crow and Gustafson, 2004).
This pertains to variation or heterogeneity, its causes and consequences, in order
to detect and understand emerging patterns in the landscape.
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2.2 A short history
Landscape ecology as a discipline has known two (parallel) evolutionary lines,
which may be labelled as the ”European school” and the ”American school”.
In Europe, landscape ecology has a long history. The term Landscape Eco-
logy was coined in 1939 by Carl Troll, a German geographer (Forman and Go-
dron, 1986). Coming from a tradition of geography and vegetation science, he
developed this terminology and many early concepts of landscape ecology as
part of his work applying aerial photograph interpretation to studies of interac-
tions between environment and vegetation (Forman and Godron, 1986; Turner
and Gardner, 1991). Initial impetus for this discipline came thus from the
geographer’s aerial view of the environment, for example, the patterns in the
environment visually apparent in an aerial photograph.
Landscape ecology developed in Europe from historical planning on human-
dominated landscapes (Forman and Godron, 1986). Here, it had an emphasis on
typology, classification, nomenclature, and was mostly concerned with built-up
areas, and is studied more often in schools for Landscape Architecture, Planning
and Design than in Biology departments (Mladenoff, 2006).
The American school is not restricted to North and South America, but also
includes Australia and New Zealand. As a younger discipline than its European
counterpart, it became very popular from the early 1980’s. In contrast to the
European school, it focusses much more on natural systems, or semi-natural
systems, such as Natural Parks (Turner et al., 2001). Research efforts predo-
minantly are directed to the development of theory and models.
Landscape ecology became a discrete, established discipline, marked by the
organization of the International Association for Landscape Ecology (IALE) in
1982. By this date, landmark books were published, defining the scope and
goals of the discipline, such as these by Naveh and Lieberman (1983) and For-
man and Godron (1986). Technological progress, and in particular the rapid
advances in computing power, the availability of remotely sensed data such as
satellite images, and development of powerful computer software packages (a.o.
GIS), provided the tools for studying spatial patterns over large areas. The
advent of GIS has revolutionized landscape ecology because it allowed the ex-
ploration of more sophisticated spatial questions than was possible with a paper
map (Gergel and Turner, 2002; Turner et al., 2001). Today, theory and appli-
cation of landscape ecology continues to develop through a need for innovative
applications in a changing landscape and environment. Landscape ecology to-
day relies more and more on simulations, with an associated development of
powerful quantitative methods to analyse the interactions of patterns and pro-
cesses (Turner et al., 2001).
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2.3 Concepts in landscape ecology
Landscape ecology not only introduced a new vocabulary of terms but also
adapted general ecology theory terms in new ways. Many of the terms used in
landscape ecology are connected to each other (Turner et al., 2001; Gergel and
Turner, 2002).
2.3.1 The landscape
The focus on large geographic areas is consistent with how humans typically
observe their environment, and this is as if seen through a wide angle lens.
Landscape studies are generally made from an anthropogenic viewpoint, and
one should keep in mind that all maps are models designed by humans.
Different definitions of the landscape are in use. Forman and Godron (1986)
were the first to delineate the landscape as a scientifically useable concept. They
defined the landscape as follows:
A landscape is a heterogeneous land area composed of a cluster of
interacting ecosystems that is repeated in similar form throughout.
Generally, a landscape is an area that is spatially heterogeneous in at least one
factor of interest (Turner et al., 2001). Later, a more anthropocentric definition
was proposed, referring to the land surface covering hectares to many square
kilometers (Turner and Gardner, 1991) or, more specifically, as the European
Landscape Convention states, as an area, as perceived by people, whose charac-
ter is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors
(Gulinck et al., 2001).
No absolute size for a landscape can be set, and a landscape will not be
defined by its size, but rather by its spatial heterogeneity, and by a particular
phenomenon. In a more pragmatic approach, existing spatial units are used to
delimit a landscape. Either pre-existing landscape stratification (e.g. ecoregions
or regions based on landscape characteristics) is applied, or landscape units are
described from management issues. Administrative borders such as city, state
or county boundaries can delineate a landscape unit (Murakami et al., 2005;
Vademecum, 2000; Cumming and Vernier, 2002). In vegetation monitoring, the
unit could be a forest parcel or a track of rangeland. In the scope of sustainable
development and nature conservation, units are delineated by physical features
(Gulinck et al., 2001; Wimberly and Ohmann, 2004; Stern et al., 2004). Often
watersheds or river basins are the main unit of monitoring, analysis and manage-
ment (Vademecum, 2000; Stanfield et al., 2002; Wimberly and Ohmann, 2004;
Jackson and Jensen, 2005).
It is important that methods can be applied to a landscape of any size and
permit comparison between different patterns and regions. Therefore, regular
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grids are equally in fashion, since they are independent of local conditions and
do not follow extant boundaries (Hulshoff, 1995; Hunsaker et al., 1994; Honnay
et al., 2003; Griffith et al., 2003; Lewis and Brabec, 2005). A lattice with equally
sized grid cells is superimposed on the maps. The grid cells can be square or
hexagonal, as for instance done in the US Environmental Protection Agency
(Griffith et al., 2000; Hunsaker et al., 1994). In other cases, the landscape unit
is simply determined by the availability of data, such as the areal extent of map
sheets, aerial photographs or satellite images (Wickham and Riitters, 1995).
2.3.2 Landscape elements
The basic element or unit of a landscape is a patch, defined as a non-linear and
relatively homogeneous area that differs from its surroundings (Forman and
Godron, 1986; Farina, 2000; Liu and Taylor, 2002; Crow and Gustafson, 2004).
Patches can also be referred to as ecotopes, biotopes, landscape components,
landscape elements, landscape units, landscape cells, habitats or sites (Forman
and Godron, 1986). Patches must be defined relative to a phenomenon under
consideration and will be delineated by their boundaries. A patches’ boundary
is located where a discontinuity in land cover or vegetation type occurs (Crow
and Gustafson, 2004). Patches are featured by shape and spatial configuration.
Elongated or linear patches are referred to as corridors. Their width is con-
sidered important from an ecological point of view (Forman and Godron, 1986;
Crow and Gustafson, 2004).
Corridors are usually attached to a patch of a similar land cover type. They
have important functions as strips of a particular type of landscape differing
from adjacent land on both sides (Forman, 1995). As such, they enable animals
and plants to migrate through the landscape.
The third landscape element is the landscape matrix, defined as the domi-
nant land cover class (Forman and Godron, 1986; Crow and Gustafson, 2004).
The land cover class making up the matrix is the most extensive and the most
connected land cover type in the landscape. As such, the matrix makes up the
‘background’ of a landscape.
These three types of landscape elements together determine the conceptual
model of a landscape, referred to as the patch-corridor-matrix model (Forman
and Godron, 1986).
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2.3.3 Landscape structure
Often landscape elements are not randomly distributed across the landscape.
The landscape mosaic describes the internal order that is distinguished in a
landscape, composed in its entirety of patches, corridors and the matrix (For-
man, 1995). This order is also referred to as landscape structure or spatial pat-
tern (Forman and Godron, 1986; Forman, 1995; Farina, 2000). Spatial pattern
is determined by the composition, the spatial configuration, and the proportion
of different patches across the landscape.
2.3.4 Scale
Characterizing pattern involves its detection, and hence the scale at which it
is expressed. Despite early attention to the effects of the size of the sampled
landscape on measurements, the importance of scale was poorly addressed until
the 1980’s. The assessment that pattern-process relationships vary with scale
required scholars to give explicit consideration to scale in the design of ex-
periments and the interpretation of results. It became obvious that different
problems require different scales of study, and that most problems require mul-
tiple scales of study. The theory of scale and hierarchy emerged as a framework
for dealing with scale (Turner et al., 2001).
Scale refers to the spatial or temporal dimensions of an object. It is mea-
sured by two factors : extent∗ and grain.
Often, an anthropocentric definition is maintained, and a landscape refers
to a land surface at scales of hectares to some square kilometers (Turner and
Gardner, 1991). However, the exact size of a landscape depends on research
and management objectives (Liu and Taylor, 2002; Turner and Gardner, 1991).
A landscape could range from square meters, when for instance beetles are
studied, to thousands of square kilometers or larger, when eagle habitat is eva-
luated. When land use policy is the subject of interest, the landscape extent
can even be larger (Forman and Godron, 1986).
Spatial grain is the finest level of resolution within a given data set (Turner
and Gardner, 1991; Gergel and Turner, 2002). This is defined by the pixel size
of raster imagery, the cell size for raster data, or the minimum mapping unit
for polygon vector maps. In biodiversity studies, the scale is determined by the
organism concerned, for instance an eagle. The finest component of the envi-
ronment which an eagle considers as a specific land cover type, will decide the
grain (Turner and Gardner, 1991).
∗In this work, extent refers to the spatial sampling unit.
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It is clear that grain and extent are related. When spatial detail decreases
in a fixed extent, spatial variance will decrease. When the grain size is in-
creased, spatial pattern is averaged over a larger area, and the between-pixel
heterogeneity decreases (Mladenoff, 2006). When looking for specific biological
interactions, a fine-scale study should be chosen, while general relations are ex-
pected to become apparent at a broad scale.
The cell size and extent at which the landscape is observed has an influence
on the patches, boundaries and landscape heterogeneity (Crow and Gustafson,
2004). Different patterns will be detected at different scales of investigation
(Gergel and Turner, 2002). Relationships that are noticeable at broad scales
might be impossible to detect at finer scales.
Unfortunately, landscape ecology does not a priori define specific scales that
may be universally applied. It remains a challenge to identify the scale that best
characterizes the relationships between spatial heterogeneity and the process of
interest (Turner et al., 2001). In theoretical biodiversity studies, the extent
will be dictated by the distance at which the organism can recognize an object,
relevant to its survival. In a more pragmatic approach, the scale is generally
decided by the quality and detail of the available data, such as imagery, and by
computing power.
Finally, it is not sufficient to detect a suitable extent and grain for landscape
studies. It is also important to realize that the degree of detail in the classifi-
cation scheme of thematic maps will influence the perceived pattern (Forman,
1995; Gergel and Turner, 2002). When a landscape is divided into nominal
broad classes, such as a forest class and a non-forest class, the perceived spatial
heterogenity will be lower than when several forest sub-classes are considered.
2.3.5 Boundaries and the edge effect
The line where two adjacent ecosystems meet, forms a boundary (Forman, 1995).
Edge refers to the portion of an ecosystem near its boundaries, where influences
of the adjacent patches can cause an environmental difference between the inte-
rior of the patch and its edge. A typical example is a forest patch, surrounded by
a land cover with an open structure, such as agricultural fields (Forman, 1995).
The forest edge near the boundary receives more solar radiation, and features
a higher temperature and drier conditions (Rutledge, 2003). The different mi-
croclimate near the forest edge equally affects the soil conditions, the species
composition and the vegetation structure (Bogaert et al., 2001). This has con-
sequences for forest management. For instance, severe blowdown of tree stems
occurs more often in stands with a higher amount of forest edge (Lindemann
and Baker, 2002), and forest fire is generally initiated in the dry, fire-prone edges
(Cochrane and Laurance, 2002). However, forest damage caused by recreational
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pressure is likely to occur away from the edge. Since most forest boundaries are
made up by roads, they are considered too noisy by most forest visitors (De
Vries and Goossen, 2002).
2.3.6 Disturbance
Disturbance refers to any event, relatively discrete in time, which can be natural
or anthropogenic, as long as it disrupts the ecosystem, community, or population
structure or the physical environment. Disturbances include both destructive,
catastrophic events as well as less notable, natural environmental fluctuations
(Forman and Godron, 1986). Some examples of extreme forest disturbance are :
forest fire, wind throw or other storm damage (Bogaert et al., 2001; Lindemann
and Baker, 2002). Deforestation can also be caused through clearing by farmers
(Trani and Giles, 1999; Hayes et al., 2002). Less severe disturbances will not
cause deforestation directly, but change the forest type of a given stand. After
clearing, the spontaneous regrowth does generally not feature the same forest
type. Insect outbreaks or elevated recreational use result in degraded forests
(Bresee et al., 2004).
2.3.7 Fragmentation
Fragmentation is defined as the breaking up of a habitat, an ecosystem, or land-
use type into smaller parcels (Forman, 1995). Fragmentation causes the loss of
continuity in either space or time (Bennett, 1999; Crow and Gustafson, 2004)
and can be considered to be the result of six discrete processes (Bennett, 1999;
Gergel and Turner, 2002):
1 Reduction in the total area of the habitat
2 Increase in the amount of edge
3 Decrease in the amount of interior habitat
4 Isolation of one habitat fragment from other areas of habitat
5 Breaking up of one patch of habitat into several smaller patches
6 Decrease in the average size of each patch of habitat
A fragmented forest is caused by deforestation (Trani and Giles, 1999), but
can also be induced by clear-cut harvesting and road building (Bresee et al.,
2004). Thus the spatial forest pattern can reveal trends in forest management,
through for instance the distribution of stand types, and the size of cutting units
(Wolter and White, 2002; Crow and Gustafson, 2004). Alternatively the spatial
forest pattern can expose colonization strategies, as for instance in Rondonia
(Brazil), where forest fragmentation was determined by settlement patterns of
new farmers (Batistella et al., 2003).
In literature, fragmentation of temperate old growth forest has received most
attention (e. g. by Kurttila et al. (2002)), because of the considerable ecological
value of these old growth stands.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the fragmentation process (after Bennett (1999)).
Six discrete processes can be distinguished : 1. reduction in the total area of
habitat, 2. increase in the amount of edge, 3. decrease in the amount of interior
habitat, 4. isolation of one habitat fragment from other areas of habitat, 5.
breaking up of one patch of habitat into several smaller patches, 6. decrease in




2.4.1 Quantification of pattern
2.4.1.1 Need for a quantitative approach
There are several reasons to opt for a quantitative approach to spatial pat-
tern characterization. Firstly, quantitative methods are necessary to determine
whether two landscapes differ from one another in an objective, rather than
subjective way (Gergel and Turner, 2002). A quantitative approach allows to
perform an exploratory analysis that is precursor to a more strategic hypothesis
testing (Turner et al., 2001).
Landscape ecology pertains to the interactions among spatial patterns within
the environment and natural and/or human processes (Gulinck et al., 1993).
One thus needs to understand and quantify the landscape pattern in order to
relate it to, for instance, a species diversity or a landscape change process, to
make predictions, or compare management alternatives. A study by Imbernon
and Branthomme (2001) found a high difference in forest patterns between sites,
only depending upon the degree of fragmentation at a given site. Using a quan-
titative approach, the shape of forest gaps was linked to tree fall orientation
(Salvador-Van Eysenrode et al., 1998). Other examples are relationships found
between forest pattern and biodiversity (Honnay et al., 2003), and between fo-
rest pattern and predictions of perceived beauty for forest recreation (Meitner,
2004). Insight in these relationships will help forest managers to monitor forest,
or to create forest patterns, that are appreciated by forest users, such as bird
watchers or hikers.
2.4.1.2 Indices of landscape pattern
Because of the advantages of a quantitative approach, pattern metrics have
become widespread as quantitative measures of spatial pattern (Turner et al.,
2001; Cardille and Turner, 2002; Gergel and Turner, 2002; Crow and Gustafson,
2004). Pattern metrics were first mentioned in the early 1980’s, but their use
received a boost in the mid-nineties from the development of freeware such as
Fragstats (McGarigal et al., 2002; Gergel and Turner, 2002), R.LE for GRASS
GIS (Baker and Cai, 1992) and APACK (APACK, 2005). In this short period
of time, the number of possible ways to quantify landscape pattern has risen to
over one hundred (Gergel and Turner, 2002).
Generally, two groups of indices can be recognized: composition metrics and
configuration metrics. The first kind comprise some of the simpler metrics, as
they do not take the spatial arrangement of the landscape elements into consi-
deration (Gergel and Turner, 2002).
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2.4.2 Indices for habitat fragmentation
Because pattern metrics do not directly feature an ecological meaning, ecolo-
gists developed rules to classify forests, or habitat patches, based on their spatial
characteristics. This lead to the development of a fragmentation model, defined
by Riitters et al. (2002). This model is based on a boolean grid, and determines
both the proportion of forest (Pf), as the forest connectivity (Pff) within a slid-
ing window. This connectivity is calculated by the number of forest-forest pixel
edges, divided by the total number of pixel edges that have a forest pixel on at
least one side. The forest pixel in the middle is classified, according to Figure
2.2, into ‘core’, ‘perforated’, ‘edge’, and ‘patch’. A forest landscape is described
by summarizing the pixels belonging to each of the forest classes.
Figure 2.2: The model used by JRC to determine forest fragmentation. Pf and
Pff refer to area density and forest connectivity. Regions of the parameter space
correspond with ”core”, ”edge”, and ”patch” (Riitters et al., 2002)
The model defined by Riitters et al. (2002) was implemented by the Joint
Research Center of the European Union and extended with extra forest classes
(Vogt, 2006). This application was developed to assess the ecological status of
forests in a uniform way throughout Europe.
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2.4.3 Models of landscape change
2.4.3.1 Why use models?
Setting up and implementing controlled experiments to study landscape change
is impossible for political, economic, social and logistical reasons. Therefore
landscape ecology makes frequent use of models in order to analyze and un-
derstand the forces that shape landscapes. Formalizing a conceptual model
using mathematical relationships allows to make projections based on the rela-
tionships, assumptions, and initial conditions that are imbedded in the model
(Turner et al., 2001).
2.4.3.2 Neutral models
Neutral landscape models are simple models, serving as a reference for the
modelling of landscape change. Lacking consideration of ecological effects, they
generally serve as a point of departure for more complex models or as a null
hypothesis for comparison with actual landscapes (Gardner, 1996; Li et al.,
2004). Gergel and Turner (2002) define a neutral model as :
a model that exhibits characteristic spatial patterns in the absence of
processes that may affect patterns in real landscapes.
Neutral landscapes are then artificial landscapes, generated by neutral models,
using simple random processes, as for instance implemented in the free software
RULE (Gardner, 1999; Li et al., 2004) or SIMMAP (Saura and Martinez-Millan,
2000). Some landscape patterns created by RULE are shown in Figure 2.3.
2.4.3.3 Markov models
Perhaps the most fundamental data on landscape change arise from observa-
tions of the state of a landscape at two time periods. For example, we might
have land cover maps classified from satellite images obtained on two dates ten
years apart, and note that some of the cells (or pixels) changed type over that
time interval. One way to summarize landscape change is to simply summarize
all the times, on a cell-by-cell basis, in which a pixel changed cover types over
the time interval under study. Most image processing software has automated
algorithms for this type of change detection. The transition matrix P is a com-
plete description of the changes in the proportions of land cover types observed
over the considered time period (Dale et al., 2002).
A straightforward change model, referred to as a Markov model, assumes
that to predict the state of the system at time t+1, one only needs to know the
state of the system at time t. The Markov model then uses the transition matrix
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Figure 2.3: Some examples of ‘random’ landscapes produced by RULE (Gard-
ner, 1999). The black pixels represent habitat, and white pixels represent non-
habitat.
P, to determine the probability that a cell † in a given cover type will change
to another given cover type during a single time step. These probabilities are
then used to project the state of the system into the future (Dale et al., 2002;
Gergel and Turner, 2002).
A first problem when using Markov models to analyze change over a long
time period, is that the rates of change, and thus the rules causing change, are
often not linear. This is referred to as nonstationarity (Remmel et al., 2002).
Secondly, spatial dependencies are not taken into account by these simple tran-
sition models (Gergel and Turner, 2002). One way to discover whether the
model’s assumptions hold, is to examine the errors made by the model in a map
(Mladenoff, 2006).
†Today, GIS software have implemented Markov models for raster data. There is no reason
why these models could not be used for polygon data sets as well.
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Finally, Markov models do not incorporate the landscape history in the cal-
culations. There may be cases where prior land uses influence landscape dyna-
mics (Mertens and Lambin, 2000; Gergel and Turner, 2002). However, including
additional data in a Markov model leads to an exponential increase in model
complexity.
In landscape ecology, Markov models are used for forest fire modelling, si-
mulation of forest cover change (Brown et al., 2002), or forest succession (Weaver
and Perera, 2004). This procedure yields future land cover maps, as well as his-
torical land cover data, which is missing in a time series (Petit and Lambin,
2002b). A sufficiently long time series allows to identify driving factors of past
forest change, evaluate the consequences of current management, but can also
provide a mechanism for targeting field visits (Wear et al., 2004).
2.4.3.4 Cellular automata
Cellular automata (CA) models are an extension of Markov models, where the
transition rules for a given pixel are determined by the state of the pixels in its
neighborhood. CA models have the ability to simulate complex geographical
phenomena and have been used to model landscape changes in natural environ-
ments (Brown et al., 2006), cultivation patterns (Jepsen et al., 2006), and urban
land use change (Leao et al., 2004; Li and Yeh, 2004; De Almeida et al., 2005;
Brown and Robinson, 2006).
2.4.3.5 Metapopulation models
A second kind of model that is widely used in landscape ecology are metapopu-
lation models. A metapopulation is a population of the same species which, as
a result of habitat fragmentation, is scattered into subpopulations, existing in
different patches in the landscape. Although these subpopulations are spatially
separated, they still interact at some level and form spatially structured popu-
lations. These interactions are seized in metapopulation models, and are used
to assess the impact of spatial pattern on populations and their persistence (or
survival) in the landscape (Gergel and Turner, 2002; Mladenoff, 2006).
Metapopulation biology currently plays a rather curious role in landscape
ecology and conservation biology. The theory is quite well developed, yet there
remains very little empirical support of some of the fundamental components of
the theory (Gergel and Turner, 2002; Mladenoff, 2006).
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2.5 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter an overview was provided of the history of landscape ecology.
This discipline started off by drawing up a conceptual framework for the descrip-
tion of landscape pattern. The emerging terminology allowed for the analysis
of landscapes and their dynamics. A lot of time was spent on the development
of landscape theory, of which the backbone is the concept of scale. Only after-
wards the focus glided towards the analysis of the causes of landscape change,
and finally to the consequences of spatial patterns and their dynamics.
A major step forwards was taken with the development of quantitative me-
thods to describe landscape structure, which allows to formulate and test hy-
potheses on a landscape level. Although landscape ecology has become a full-
grown discipline, counting a multitude of active scholars with different back-
grounds, a need still exists for methods and models to accurately simulate land-
scape change. However, the great challenge of landscape ecology nowadays is to




HISTORY OF FOREST COVER AND FOREST
POLICY
3.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to describe, in a concise manner, the most important
evolutions of forest cover in Flanders. Looking back upon the historical back-
ground of forest management can help to explain present day forest patterns.
The extremely fragmented landscape in Flanders makes it hard to believe that
this region was once entirely covered with forest. Since the first century A.D.,
there was a sequence of forest regression and progression and these prompted
policy makers to devise forest legislations.
3.2 The Roman Period and Middle Ages
3.2.1 Background
Little is known about the early history of Flemish forests. It is accepted that
some years before the Roman period, a continuous forest cover occurred in large
parts of Flanders (Tack et al., 1993; Verhulst, 1995). The first large scale ex-
ploitation period was initiated by Roman rulers (Van Miegroet, 1976; Tack et al.,
1993). While the forest became fragmented, it remained the dominant land
cover. During the following centuries, forest recovered because of decreasing
population pressure (Tack et al., 1993; Verhulst, 1995). In the Frankish period
(5th to 9th century), three quarters of Flanders was covered with forests.
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Between 900 and 1300 however, the Flemish population rose dramatically
and cities prospered, mostly due to textile production and trade (Verhulst, 1995;
Van Eetvelde and Antrop, 2005). This exercised an important influence on the
surrounding countryside, where forests were converted to grazing land for sheep
or to agricultural fields (Van Miegroet, 1976; Verhulst, 1995; Van Eetvelde and
Antrop, 2005). Initially small forests were cut down by local people in the 10th
century. Later on, logging took place on a larger scale by contractors, in service
of sovereign rulers (Tack et al., 1993). A large part of the remaining forests
degraded to heath land due to excessive forest use (Verhulst, 1995). During this
period, the whole of Western Europe was facing a wood shortage, leading to the
first major energy crisis (Laroussinie, 2002).
To resolve this crisis, trees were planted around existing forests and on
marginal agricultural fields and meadows. Forest expansion would continue
till the 18th century (Tack et al., 1993).
3.2.2 Forest Legislation
Forests were considered as areas with a multiple function, and were used under
the Common Law by local communities for collection of wood and other forest
products, as well as for grazing (Laroussinie, 2002). As population pressure
grew, the common law lead to overexploitation and forest degradation (Ver-
hulst, 1995). Sovereign rulers - who were the owners of forest lands - tried to
temper this evolution by designing a forest legislation, or forest code, narrowing
down the common law. The first one in Flanders was the ‘Edict van Nijvel’ in
1290 by the duke of Brabant and the ‘Ceurboek van Soniën’ from 1300, which
was expanded in 1564 (Van Miegroet, 1976; Laroussinie, 2002). The sovereigns
Albrecht and Isabella laid down a comprehensive forest legislation in the ‘Edikt
of 1617’. This forest legislation was not in force in the whole region of Flanders,
but only applied to specific forest regions, according to the feudal structure
of land ownership. It was in force till 1754 and was an important source of
inspiration for more recent forest codes (Van Miegroet, 1976).
3.3 The Industrial Revolution
3.3.1 Background
Around 1740, a new period of forest regression commenced. Although the pres-
sure on wood as fuel resource decreased with the use of coal, deforestation con-
tinued under the pressure of an increasing rural population, that was in need
of more farm land (Tack et al., 1993). Industrial expansion caused the rapid
expansion of some cities (Van Eetvelde and Antrop, 2005). The forest cover
around 1775 is depicted on the Ferraris map (Van Miegroet, 1976).
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Gradual depletion of forest resources continued into the 18th century. The
growing industry used large amounts of raw material, avidly sold by sovereigns
from clearcuts in state forests, leading to a second forest crisis (Laroussinie,
2002; Tack et al., 1993).
3.3.2 Forest Legislation
Public usage of the forest, as determined in the Common Law, was completely
banned and silviculture as a scientifically based land use took a start. Forests
were managed according to user needs (Lust, 2002). Large scale rehabilita-
tion of forest was boosted by subsidized planting of softwood for the industry
(Laroussinie, 2002). Especially in the eastern part of Flanders and Wallonia,
large pine plantations were established (Lust, 2002).
3.4 Forest in the new country of Belgium
3.4.1 Background
In 1830, the country of Belgium was established through independence from the
Netherlands. This ended the depletion of forest resources (Lust, 2002). Initially,
forest regulation and policy was implemented by the Department of Registra-
tion within the Ministry of Finances (Van Miegroet, 1976). Right from 1831
on a start was made with the formulation of a national legislation to regulate
forest use, but it was only in 1854 that a complete national forest legislation
was established (Van Miegroet, 1976).
Towards the end of the 19th century, a general recovery of the forest was
caused by i.a. technical developments, accompanied by a rural exodus, that
lifted the pressure on forest reserves (Laroussinie, 2002; Lust, 2002). Former
agricultural fields were converted to forest and private persons acquired the
right to be land owners (Van Miegroet, 1983; Albrechts, 1999). In 1847 a law
on the exploitation of waste grounds provided for an afforestation grant, which
proved to be very effective (Lust, 2002).
In the beginning of the 20th century, forests suffered from the war and agri-
cultural pressure returned (Tack et al., 1993; Lust, 2002). This more or less
annihilated the recovery forests had made in 1900 (Lust, 2002).
3.4.2 Forest Legislation
In 1854, the national Forest Code came into force and established a Department
of Forestry (Eaux et Forêts in French), which remained nonetheless dependent
of the Department of Registration until 1885. In that year, the Department
of Forestry was transferred to the Department of Agriculture (Van Miegroet,
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1976). During this time, no significant changes were made to the Forest Code.
Although the Forest Code was rather complete and balanced, the absence of
a clear definition of the forest concept led to various misunderstandings, espe-
cially concerning deforestation (Van Miegroet, 1976). Deforestation and forest
clearing were not considered illegal as such (Van Miegroet et al., 1982) and could
proceed after a special investigation, executed by the Forest Administration, in
presence of all stakeholder groups (Van Miegroet, 1976).
It is important to mention that this Forest Code was only valid for state
forests (Van Miegroet, 1976). These state forests were considered to be pro-
perty of the state, not of the community and were thus not open to the public,
save with explicit permission (Van Miegroet, 1983). Besides state forests, an
increasing amount of forests were privately owned, and were not subject to
state regulation (Van Miegroet et al., 1982). This implies that the exploitation
of privately owned forests was free of any control, and their deforestation was
permitted.
3.4.3 Protection of private forests
As a result of massive forest destruction during the first world war, public
opinion exerted pressure to prevent the decline of privately owned forests (Van
Miegroet et al., 1982). In 1931 the national government decided to interfere,
leading to the law of 28 December 1931 concerning the protection of privately
owned forests (Van Miegroet et al., 1982; Van Miegroet, 1976). The main objec-
tives were prohibition of deforestation and the obligation of reforestation after
a clearcut. By prohibiting the subsequent sale of forest, which in practice led
to fragmentation of ownership, the government wanted to prevent the shrinking
of forest fragments below the threshold of 5 ha.
This law provided the Minister of Agriculture with the right to act against
abnormal or excessive logging in privately owned forests. This rule was not
applicable to deciduous forests smaller than 10 ha, which accorded small forest
owners unbounded logging opportunities (Van Miegroet et al., 1982). Addi-
tionally, the initiative had to come from the Minister, meaning that there was
no offence unless the minister lodged an official protest. Very often resistance
from the Minister came too late, which rendered this law little effective (Van
Miegroet et al., 1982).
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3.5 After World War II
3.5.1 Background
As in most European countries after World War II, forest policy was pre-
dominantly economically oriented, focussing on cost effectiveness and produc-
tion forests, containing mostly softwood (Lust, 2002; Van Herzele, 2005). Re-
forestation occurred mainly in the - more productive - Walloon part of Belgium,
while Flanders was gradually deforested (Van Herzele, 2005).
3.5.2 Forest Legislation
During this period, no changes were made in forest legislation, although there
was a growing awareness that the Code Forestier was no longer adapted to
forest management needs (Van Miegroet, 1979). The extensive application of
these grants for the afforestation of brushland and abandoned agricultural fields
persist until this day (Lust, 2002).
3.5.3 Spatial Planning
Spatial planning after World War II was aimed at a quick reconstruction of the
country and development plans were drafted, be it only for the municipalities
that were most in distress. The spatial policy during this period was permissive
and focussed on infrastructure development, leading to a continuing fragmenta-
tion of open space and nature areas (Albrechts, 1999).
This changed with the spatial planning act of 1962, which provided a hierar-
chical framework for land use regulation. The national government delineated
spatial planning in a first type of policy documents, referred to as legally binding
land use plans (Albrechts, 1999). A second type of policy documents were area
development plans, which determined the allowed use of a territory by precisely
indicating the allowed activities in each zone type. These were provided at na-
tional and local level, where comprehensive development zone maps covered the
whole municipality, and special planning schemes focussed on a smaller part of
the municipality (Albrechts, 1999). Both plans were set up in consent of the
regional government (Van Miegroet et al., 1982; Kuijken, 2004). One of the
shortcomings of the law for protection of private forests dating from 1931 was
thus partly remedied in 1946, when the Spatial Planning Division stipulated
that a building permit was needed for deforestation∗ . This permit was granted
by the Ministry of Spatial Planning (Tack et al., 1993).
∗Deforestation is here defined as the logging of trees and replacing the forest by another
land use
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It is noteworthy that in this procedure, the Forest Administration was not
involved. Deforestation licences were evaluated by the Spatial Planning Division
and forest protection was dependent on laws and regulations on Spatial Planning
(Van Miegroet et al., 1982). Deforestation was only prohibited if it interfered
with the development zone maps but none of the destinations (such as area for
nature development, recreation area, ...) guaranteed forest preservation (Van
Miegroet et al., 1982).
3.6 1970 - present time
3.6.1 Background
As mentioned before, forest policy in Flanders was mainly linked with the do-
main of applied economics (Van Miegroet, 1976). In the early 1970’s, the legis-
lation in the Code Forestier inherited from the past and the economic vision on
forestry could not be used effectively by the Forest Administration to protect
forests against growing urbanization (Van Herzele, 2005).
In 1980, land use planning and nature conservation was delegated to the
Flemish region and a Flemish Forest Administration was established (Lust,
2002; Van Herzele, 2005). Due to overall development and growing prosperity
of a larger population, the importance of forest recreation was acknowledged,
leading to public access to state forests and an increased budget for forest ac-
quisition and recreational facilities in forests (Lust, 2002; Van Herzele, 2005).
The Flemish Forest Administration also took up the task of designing a specific
forest legislation for the region of Flanders, where in 1980, 80 % of the total fo-
rest cover was privately owned (Van Miegroet, 1983, 1979, 1991; Kuijken, 2004).
It would take until 1990 for the Flemish forest legislation - Het Bosdecreet or
Forest Decree - to come into effect (Van Miegroet, 1979, 1991; Lust, 2002).
The 1970’s and 1980’s were nonetheless characterized by continuing loss of
forest due to infrastructure development (predominantly highways). This evo-
lution was only countered in the 1990’s by an increasingly assertive attitude of
forest lobby groups, reflected in a series of policy instruments, in which forest
expansion and creation of forests near towns and cities received high priority
(Van Herzele, 2005).
Since the 1970’s a double evolution has taken place. At one side the social
significance of the forest has grown immensely, and the protective and envi-
ronmental functions of forest became increasingly valued (Van Miegroet, 1976).
No longer exclusively foresters, but also biologists, hydrologists,... became in-
volved in the design of forest management plans (Laroussinie, 2002). Higher
demands were put on the forest (Van Miegroet, 1976). Forest policy acquired
an international dimension (Lust, 2002).
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3.6.2 Forest Legislation
The Forest Decree of 1990 retains some links with the Code Forestier of 1854,
which was mainly aimed at sustainable timber production (Van Miegroet, 1991).
Several acts are maintained, but reinterpreted and expanded from the perspec-
tive of multi-functional forestry (Van Miegroet, 1991; Van Herzele, 2005). An
important change is that the legislation is equally applicable to privately owned
forests (Van Miegroet, 1991).
3.6.2.1 Objectives of the Forest Decree
The main objectives are described in Art. 2 as follows (Van Miegroet, 1979,
1991):
to preserve, protect, expand and manage the forests in Flanders
This implies that expansion of forest cover is an important issue (Van Miegroet,
1991).
3.6.2.2 Main features of the current Forest Law
In order to avoid misunderstanding of key issues such as deforestation and af-
forestation, concepts need to be legally defined. A clear definition of forest is
provided and its main functions are listed (Van Miegroet, 1979, 1991). The
forest definition is inspired by the definition by the FAO, referring to a land
surface, where the presence of trees and woody vegetation is an important, but
not essential characteristic, comprising a specific fauna and flora and fulfilling
multiple functions (Van Miegroet, 1991; Vanhaeren, 2002). Temporal absence
of trees is permitted to deal with the effect of natural disasters, e.g. fire and
windthrow and to allow for natural regeneration (Van Miegroet, 1991; Van-
haeren, 2002). A minimal surface is not determined, to ensure the preservation
of tiny forest patches with high ecological value (Van Miegroet, 1991; Vanhaeren,
2002). Deforestation occurs when a land surface is deprived of trees over a pe-
riod of 50 years, or when an alternative destination is given to the land surface
(Van Miegroet, 1991; Vanhaeren, 2002).
A second main feature in the Flemish Forest Decree is the obligation to
draft a management plan for all forests over 5 ha, which should be approved
by the Flemish Forest Administration (Van Miegroet, 1991; Vanhaeren, 2002).
All logging activities defined in this plan can be carried out without further
administrative requirements, but for additional cuts a licence is needed (Van
Miegroet, 1991; Vanhaeren, 2002).
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The ban on deforestation thus is not absolute ; permission is granted by
the Administration of Spatial Planning, after hearing the advice of the Forestry
Administration. This advice is given according to several guidelines, as summa-
rized in Table 3.1 (Van Miegroet, 1991; Vanhaeren, 2002).
Table 3.1: Guidelines for advice on deforestation. (After Vanhaeren (2002))
Positive advice
to perform works of public interest
in housing or industrial areas, according to an approved legally binding land
use plan
in a non-expired licensed allotment (1)
Negative advice
in a Habitat or Bird Directive area (2)
rare forest type or very old forest (dating from 1775)
very valuable area, as registered on the Biological Valuation Map
when the forest serves as a corridor between important forest and nature zones
when the forest is contiguous with a green area on the Area Development Plan
when the forest is a part of the Planned Green Network
when the forest surface exceeds 2 ha and is an important recreation area
when the forest is situated in the search area (3) for forest extension
(1) Division of a larger administrative unit of land into several smaller administrative
units, also called lots
(2) Habitat area and Bird Line area are two units of a European Ecological network,
where nature conservation is a priority
(3) The search area is a zone of the Destination Plan, where afforestation is planned
The Ministry of Urban Planning however is not compelled to follow the ad-
vice of the Forest Administration. When persuasive arguments are present, the
Forest Administration will adapt its advice (Vanhaeren, 2002). The final re-
sponsibility for deforestation remains with the Spatial Planning Administration
(Van Miegroet, 1991).
Starting from 2001, all deforestation, including historic deforestation, should
nonetheless be compensated, as regulated by article 90bis. Based on aerial pho-
tographs (available for 1989-1990), areas that were subject to deforestation after
1990 need to be compensated with afforestation on other sites. Due to lack of
reference data regarding forest cover prior to 1990, replanting or compensa-
tion cannot be extorted for deforestation that occurred before 1990 (Vanhaeren,
2002). A second case where compensation is not obligatory, is deforestation
for building construction and clearing of spontaneous regrowth on agricultural
fields and which date back less than 22 years (Vanhaeren, 2005).
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The compensation should take place in one of the following areas in the de-
velopment plan: green zones, zones for nature development, park zones, buffer
zones, forest zones, forest expansion zones, agricultural zones, recreation zones,
zones for public utility and amenity (Vanhaeren, 2005).
3.6.2.3 The Forest Decree in an international setting
During the ten years following the United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development in Rio de Janeiro (1992), a steady effort has been made in the
reformation of national (and international) laws (FAO, 2001). The new laws
focus on forest management and the integration of sustainability principles as
planning tools. Much emphasis is laid on criteria, defining the principles, and
indicators, or variables that help monitor the effect of management over time,
considering the different functions of the forest. Internationally, the same forest
functions are recognized as in the Forest Decree, broadly subdivided in produc-
tive, protective and social functions (FAO, 2001).
The Forest Decree is equally typical for an international trend since 1992 to
grant a timber concession conditional on prior approval of a management plan
for public and privately owned forests (FAO, 2001). Subjection of the private
forests to forest legislations seems unavoidable due to the growing privatization
in the global forestry sector. More rare are countries requiring a compensation
for authorized clearing, either directly through the obligation to afforest or re-
forest a piece of land, or indirectly by paying clearing taxes, which will serve to
finance compensatory reforestation (FAO, 2001).
3.6.3 Forest expansion in Spatial Planning
Since forest expansion became a key issue in natural resource planning during
the 1990’s, it is equally included in the Long-Term Forestry Plan †. This do-
cument stresses the importance of the creation of new (urban) forests around
large urban areas. Several estimates of optimal future forest cover have been
proposed. Some assessments suggest a forest cover of 30 % by the year 2050 as
necessary to fulfill the needs of society. This would represent an expansion of
100 % of the forest cover assessed in 1990 (Van Herzele, 2005). The Long-Term
Forestry Plan remained nonetheless a forest policy document, and was never
formally approved, despite its legal base in the Forest Decree (Van Herzele,
2005).
†This plan was drafted by several eminences in the forestry sector and describes their vision
on the forestry sector up to the year 2100.
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In the same period a new spatial strategy has been defined by the Flemish
Planning Department in the new Structure Plan for Flanders. This is an overall
spatial policy framework, providing a frame of reference for all kinds of spatial
initiatives and spatial developments (Albrechts, 1999). In the Plan, 10,000 ha
of forest expansion is approved, and should be located by the Flemish govern-
ment in Regional Development Plans between 1997 and 2007 (Vanhaeren, 2002).
However, a recent evaluation of the Structure Plan by MiNa (2006) indicates
that less than 15 % of the intended 10,000 ha has actually been planned in the
Regional Development Plans.
The opportunities for local governments in Flanders to develop a vision on
the environment are rather limited (Albrechts, 1999). In the 1990’s, the cen-
tral government tried to improve its relationship with municipalities. Through
subsidies (financial compensation) the Flemish government encourages muni-
cipalities to develop Municipal Nature Development Plans (GNOP’s). A first
phase from 1992 to 1996 dealt mainly with an inventory of the green spaces.
The most recent phase (from 2002 to 2004) focussed on the creation and ma-
nagement of parks and other public greenspaces (Van Herzele, 2005).
Finally, the European Union equally created a support measure for the af-
forestation of agricultural lands. In Flanders, 10,000 ha of agricultural land is
eligible for afforestation under this policy (Vanhaeren, 2002; Kuijken, 2004).
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STUDY AREA, SOFTWARE AND DATA
4.1 Study area
Flanders was selected as the study area for this research project. It is a highly
urbanized region with an average population density of about 450 inhabitants
per square kilometer (N.S.I., 2007). The impact of urbanization and transport
infrastructure upon the landscape is extreme (Van Eetvelde and Antrop, 2005)
and forests are small, scattered and diverse. As these remnant forests become
a scarce resource, they occupy an increasingly important place in society.
Because the aim of this study was to provide tools for the evaluation of
forest management at a regional scale, a wall-to-wall approach∗ was preferred
to the selection of a sub-sample of the Flanders region. One of the reasons for
this choice is the difficulty of characterizing regional patterns through sampling
(Hunsaker et al., 1994; Riitters et al., 2006).
Flanders is the northern autonomous region of Belgium (Figure 4.1), and
is situated between 2 ◦ 36’ and 6 ◦ 29’ E and between 49 ◦ 31’ and 51 ◦ 30’
N. Flanders covers 13,522 km2 and features a modest forest cover (146, 000 ha
or ca. 11% of the total area). The forest is highly fragmented (Figure 4.2) ;
85 % of the forests is smaller than 5 ha and 38 % is smaller than 1 ha (De
Keersmaeker et al., 2001b; Leyman and Vandekerkhove, 2003). Other figures
feature in Vlaamse Hoge Bosraad (2003): 70 % is smaller than 10 ha, 50 % is
smaller than 5 ha and 14 % is smaller than 1 ha.
∗A wall-to-wall approach is a 100 percent sample that provides measurements for all geo-
graphic areas (Riitters et al., 2006).
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Figure 4.1: Map of the country of Belgium. Belgium is composed of three au-
tonomous regions: Flanders (in dark grey), Wallonia (in light grey) and Brussels
(in white)
4.2 Software
Spatial analysis was performed using a Geographic Information System (GIS):
ArcView 3.1 and the extension Spatial Analyst 1.1 (ESRI, 2004). During the
last phase of this research project, an increasing amount of spatial analysis was
performed using ArcGIS 9.1 (ESRI, 2007).
Pattern metrics were computed using the free software package Fragstats
(McGarigal et al., 2002) and statistical analysis was conducted using S-PLUS
(Insightful, 2006).
4.3 Forest map data
Both historical and recent forest maps (listed in Table 4.1) are used in this work.
Recent forest maps (map bk1 and bk2 ) were available in digital vector format at
the Flemish Forest Administration. These maps are in the Lambert72 projection
system, which is used for all geographical data in Belgium (De Keersmaeker
et al., 2001a). Three historical maps, which were originally made in the Bonne
projection, have been digitized and transformed into the Lambert72 projection
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Figure 4.2: Spatial forest cover pattern in Flanders (AGIV, 2001a). The grey
shades represent forests.
system by the Institute for Forestry and Wildlife Management (De Keersmaeker
et al., 2001b). These five maps were used in this work to analyze spatial forest
cover pattern. Other existing maps, as for instance a cadaster map of 1850 or the
Biological Evaluation Map, were not used because they were either not available
as vector data for the entire region, or did not show the required consistency.
Table 4.1: Meta-data of the used forest maps (source: De Keersmaeker et al.
(2001a))
Name Period Scale Projection
Ferraris fer 1771-1778 ca. 1/10.000 Bonne
Vandermaelen vdm 1846-1854 1/20.000 Bonne
NGI topographic map ngi 1920-1940 1/20.000 Bonne
Regional forest map 1990 bk1 1978-1992 1/5.000 Lambert72
Regional forest map 2000 bk2 1995-2001 1/5.000 Lambert72
4.3.1 Ferraris (fer)
In 1770 the Empress Maria Theresa ordered Joseph De Ferraris (1726 - 1814)
to draw a map of the Austrian Low Countries, at a scale of 1:11.250 (Depuydt,
2001). This map was named ‘Carte de Cabinet des Pays-Bas autriciens’. This
map was based on surveys by the general staff as from 1749 ; additional surveys
were conducted between 1771 and 1774 (De Smet, 1965). Although the original
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fewer details - was finished in 1777 and commercialized in 1778 (De Ferraris,
1775; De Smet, 1965; Depuydt, 2001). A sample of this map is shown in Fi-
gure 4.3. The Ferraris map contained 275 map sheets (Depuydt, 1991). At this
time, maps did not represent topography (relief), nor did they feature a legend
(Depuydt, 2001; National Geographical Institute, 2006). The Carte de Cabinet
is supplemented by 12 volumes of comments (Lust, 2002).
The accompanying text describes three kinds of forests, ‘high’ forests, ‘low’
forests and pine forests. Heath areas, orchards and meadows were not included
in the forest class (De Keersmaeker et al., 2001a). High forests are represented
by small trees on a green background. Low forests are distinguished from high
forests by a smaller density and a rounder shape of drawn trees within green
polygons. Pine forests are symbolized by small trees on a yellow background
(De Ferraris, 1775).
These documents are considered as a very valuable source of cartographic
data, visualizing the entire country of Belgium at an era just before industria-
lization initiated the modern urban expansion (Van Eetvelde and Antrop, 2005).
However, the map is geometrically distorted (Van Eetvelde and Antrop, 2005).
Count Ferraris based its map on the French maps, but did not use their trian-
gulation network (Depuydt, 1991, 2001). The lack of a triangulation network
gave rise to a cumulation of absolute planimetric error, that grows larger as
one moves from south to north (Depuydt, 1990, 1991, 2001). The mean error
was estimated to be 10 %, although in some sheets the error amounts to 40 %
(Depuydt, 1990). Nonetheless, a relation was observed between the positional
error and the geographic object. Church towers were mapped very accurately,
rivers were mapped with a lower accuracy, and isolated farms and road crossings
feature the lowest positional accuracy (Depuydt, 1990, 2001). About 10 % of
the used control points had a positional error of more than 250 m per kilometer
(Depuydt, 1990, 1991).
Digitization by INBO Originally, the map was drawn in the Bonne projec-
tion. The entire map was vectorized by the Institute for Forestry and Wildlife
Management (De Keersmaeker et al., 2001a). After scanning of the maps and
digitization, the resulting shape file was projected to the Lambert72 projection
system. The map nonetheless comes with a health warning. The possibility of
large positional errors up to 200 m must be taken into account (Onkelinx et al.,
2004). This is caused by the positional errors in the original maps and the fact
that forests were mapped less accurately than for instance church towers.
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Figure 4.3: Sample of the Ferraris map, scale 1:20.000
(source: De Ferraris (1775))
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4.3.2 Vandermaelen (vdm)
In the 19th century, the cartographer Philippe Vandermaelen (1795-1869) founded
a private institute for cartography. Although this institute edited several topo-
graphic maps, we refer in this work to the topographical map of Belgium at
a scale of 1:20 000 (1846-1854). This map was composed of 250 map sheets
and drawn in the Bonne projection, based on the existing cadastral map from
Pop, a Dutch controller (Belgium was a Dutch province at the time)(Depuydt,
2001). Additional information was obtained from the military explorations of
1816-1830 (Chantrenne and Op De Beek, 1994; Depuydt, 2001). This map’s
accuracy is slightly higher than the accuracy of the Ferraris map, and was esti-
mated at 5 % or 52 m per kilometer (Depuydt, 2001). Since this map includes
an indication of elevation, it could be used to plan the construction of railroad
lines (National Geographical Institute, 2006). The resulting map was printed in
black-and-white (Chantrenne and Op De Beek, 1994). A fragment of this map
and its legend is included in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Legend to the Vandermaelen map
Only two forest classes are described on the Vandermaelen map : forest
(bois in French), containing both broad-leaved and mixed forests, and pure pine
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forests (bois de sapin in French). The first class is represented by polygons,
filled with circles of irregular position and size. Pine forest is represented by
the same polygons, with the letter ‘s’ in the middle of the polygon. Meadows
(pré in French) and heath (bruyère in French) is not included in the forest class.
On the Vandermaelen map, orchards feature the same symbol as agricultural
fields and are thus not included in the forest class (De Keersmaeker et al., 2001a).
Digitization by INBO All sheets of the Vandermaelen map were scanned,
georeferenced and digitized on screen (De Keersmaeker et al., 2001a).
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4.3.3 Topographic map of the interbellum (ngi)
This colour map was the third version of topographic map by the National Geo-
graphic Institute (AGIV, 2005). The map is drawn in the Bonne projection and
was completely revised during the period between the two world wars (Institut
Cartographique Militaire, 1937; National Geographical Institute, 2006). Since
the updating of this map for the entire area of Flanders took about 15 years
(National Geographical Institute, 2006), no single production date is provided
for this version. It is presumed that the map is dated ‘around 1940’. For this
edition, the triangulation of the elevation was entirely revised in order to pro-
vide an accurate basis for large infrastructure works of this period, such as the
development of the railway system and the construction of highways (National
Geographical Institute, 2006). A fragment of this map is shown in Figure 4.5
and the symbols are clarified in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.5: Sample of the topographic map from around 1940, scale 1:20.000
Figure 4.6 contains eight classes that could be interpreted as forest classes.
Forest classes were: high forest, mixed forest, brushwood, pine forest, and scrub.
Other classes, such as nurseries, orchards, plantations and hop fields are not
included in the forest class (De Keersmaeker et al., 2001a).
Digitization by INBO The transformation of scanned maps to vector lay-
ers was performed by the Flemish Institute for Nature and Forest (INBO) (De
Keersmaeker et al., 2001a). In the digitization process, the distinction between
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High forest High forest Mixed forest Nurseries Orchards
with shrubs
Brushwood Pine forest Scrub Plantations Hop field
Figure 4.6: Legend to the topographic map from around 1940
deciduous and coniferous forests was not made ; only a binary code forest/non-
forest was recorded. Open areas in the forest, such as orchards, meadows or
heath areas have not been digitized as forest. As this was done for all historical
maps, confusion between forest classes was hereby avoided.
However, a changing definition of forest could introduce a bias into the data
set. It is possible that forest in the past had a lower density than is the case
now, and would be classified as ‘brush’ using present day terminology. Unfor-
tunately, a clear forest definition was not established until 1990. Analyzing the
bias introduced through changing forest definitions requires data, which were
not available.
4.3.4 First forest map 1990 (bk1 )
The first regional forest map was produced using visual interpretation of colour
infrared (CIR) aerial photographs (scale 1:5.000) from the period 1978-1990
(Figure 4.7). This was executed by a private remote sensing firm (Eurosense
Technologies nv.). Field visits were carried out for correction and validation of
the results (AGIV, 2005).
For this data layer, forest is defined as an area, where trees and woody
vegetation are the main land cover type, and which features a characteristic
fauna and flora. This is the definition of forest, as stated in the forest decree of
1990 (Vanhaeren, 2005). The following land uses are explicitly not considered as
forest : (i) orchards, (ii) gardens and parks, (iii) christmas tree plantations and
tree nurseries, and (iv) rows of trees. Non-spatial attributes are tree species,
developmental stage, crown closure and the applied silvicultural system.
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     	
	
Figure 4.7: Sample of the forest map of 1990 (AGIV, 1990) draped over a CIR
Ikonos Image (AGIV, 2003); the checkered shapes represent forests.
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4.3.5 Second forest map 2000 (bk2 )
Based on panchromatic aerial photographs of 1995 (scale 1:5.000), the forest
map of 1990 was updated by the Flemish GIS Administration (AGIV, 2005).
Additional field visits were carried out from July 1999 to July 2000 by the Fle-
mish Forest Administration. This map is referred to as the ‘forest reference layer
2001’ (AGIV, 2005). An extract of this vector layer, draped over panchromatic
photographs is shown in Figure 4.8.
     	
	
Figure 4.8: Sample of the forest map of 2000 (AGIV, 2001a) draped over
panchromatic aerial photographs (for Geographic Information of Flanders,
1997); the checkered shapes represent forests.
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4.3.6 Remark regarding the regional forest maps
According to the methodology of the digitization of historical maps by INBO,
open space inside forest was not retained as forest. Orchards, meadows, heath
areas and water bodies were filtered out of the data set. This was done to ensure
the comparability of the different data layers.
4.4 Data excluded from analysis
4.4.1 Biological valuation map of Flanders (BVM)
The biological valuation map of Flanders consists of two parts, (i) a nominal
and (ii) an ordinal map of biotopes in the Flemish region. Land use, as well
as plant community data and small landscape elements are used to assess the
value of different biotopes. The map is drawn at a scale of 1/10.000. The no-
minal map features a large amount of land cover classes, reflecting the observed
vegetation type. For fast and easy interpretation the data are also translated
into a biological valuation, based on an ordinal scale, and depicted by a color
code on the map (INBO, 2007). Based on four criteria, rarity, biological quality,
vulnerability and replaceability, each mapping unit (defined as one biotope) is
valued as (1) biologically very valuable (in dark green), (2) biologically valuable
(in light green), or (3) biologically less valuable (in white). Some parcels con-
tain different vegetation types and elements with different values. In that case,
a mixed valuation is assigned (in shaded green). Areas that are important for
fauna, feature red hatching (Wouters et al., 2006). Figure 4.9 shows a sample
of the biological valuation map.
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Figure 4.9: A sample of the biological valuation map (INBO, 2007). Color
codes represent areas that are :(1) biologically very valuable (in dark green), (2)
biologically valuable (in light green), or (3) biologically less valuable (in white).
Parcels containing elements with different values are assigned a mixed valuation
(in shaded green). Areas of faunistic importance feature red hatching.
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The purpose of the biological valuation map is to monitor the value of the
Flemish landscape, reflecting its ability to provide a habitat for a rich endoge-
nous fauna and flora (Wouters et al., 2006). Two versions of the BVM exist,
the first version was started in 1978 and completed in 1996. The second version
was initiated in 1997 and is scheduled to be finished in 2007. The large time
lag between the start and completion of the valuation map is inevitable, since
no automated procedures are used and each biotope is visited by field experts.
However, since this work is not focussing on the ecological value of an area, but
on a boolean forest/non-forest map, it was deemed more appropriate to use the
regional forest mapping instead of the biological valuation map. The time lag
between start and completion of the regional forest map is considerably smaller.
4.4.2 Forest map by Gulinck and Wellens (1982)
In 1981, a forest map was drafted using Landsat MSS imagery (Gulinck and
Wellens, 1982). The scale of this forest map was 1/250.000, which was consid-
ered too coarse for this study.
4.4.3 CORINE data set
The land cover project is part of the European Union programme CORINE
(Coordination of Information on the Environment) and is intended to provide
consistent localized geographical information on the land cover of the Member
States of the European Community (European Environmental Agency, 2007).
The CORINE Land Cover map was produced jointly by the European Com-
mission and the Member States. A first version was available in 1990 and an
update was made in 2000. CORINE land cover maps are designed to be used
at a scale of 1:100,000 and have a minimum mapping unit of 25 ha. It records
44 land cover † and land use ‡ classes which represent the major surface types
across Europe.
The CORINE land cover maps are based on SPOT and LANDSAT ima-
gery, completed with ancillary data where available. Ancillary data essentially
comprise topographic maps, thematic maps relating to land cover, statistical
information, and aerial photographs.
This data set was not used to monitor forest fragmentation in Flanders
because of the size of the minimum mapping unit. The minimum size of 25
ha is too large, when one considers that the majority of forests in Flanders are
smaller than 5 ha.
†Land cover essentially concerns the nature of features (forests, crops, water bodies, bare
rock, etc.).
‡Land use is concerned with the socio-economic function (agriculture, habitat, environ-
mental protection) of basic surfaces.
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Forest managers and researchers are interested in identifying and understand-
ing general relationships between spatial forest cover patterns and forest-related
processes, particularly those that result from human activities, such as defor-
estation and afforestation (Rutledge, 2003). In this context, the effectiveness of
forest management should be measured with appropriate indicators that reflect
spatiotemporal changes of forested landscapes (Baskent and Keles, 2005). Land-
scape pattern metrics were designed as numeric variables to describe aspects of
spatial forest cover pattern (Griffith et al., 2000). Within a large set of pattern
metrics, two broad categories can be distinguished. Non-spatial pattern metrics
include measurements of the number of classes and their proportion of the total
area, while spatial indices describe patch attributes (Rutledge, 2003).
With the availability of freeware such as Fragstats (McGarigal and Marks,
1994), R.LE for GRASS GIS (Baker and Cai, 1992) and APACK (APACK,
2005), more than 100 pattern metrics can easily be calculated (Crews-Meyer,
2002; Stanfield et al., 2002; Cumming and Vernier, 2002). Despite the abun-
dance of indices and tools to calculate them, there is limited practical knowledge
on everyday use of pattern metrics (Baldwin et al., 2004). Even though the an-
alytical aspects of most indices are quite clear, the interpretation of pattern
metrics remains uncertain and threshold values are rarely determined, since a
pattern metrics value is often simultaneously affected by multiple factors (Li
and Wu, 2004). Pattern metrics selection has to some extent been arbitrary
and differs among studies (Saura and Carballal, 2004). Before embarking on
a review of several decades of research on the characteristics and behaviour of
pattern metrics, we present an overview of the standard set of indices within
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Fragstats. Since these indices are easily computed with most freeware packages,
they feature frequently in landscape studies.
5.2 Frequently used pattern metrics
5.2.1 Hierarchy of pattern metrics
Before describing the metrics in detail, it is useful to note that indices of spatial
pattern can be computed at different levels. When metrics describe characteris-
tics of individual patches∗, they are referred to as patch-level indices. Class-level
metrics are obtained when patch-level indices are averaged for all the patches
of a given land cover class. Aggregation of those class-level metrics for a given
subregion yields zonal indices. Finally, landscape-level metrics are integrated
over all patch types and over the entire study area (Mladenoff, 2006). Not all
pattern metrics can be defined at all levels, but higher-level indices are generally
derived from lower-level indices (Riitters et al., 1995).
5.2.2 Area distribution
The first type of pattern metrics are basic attributes of the landscape, such as
the number of patches. This can be expressed as the total number of patches
in the landscape (np) or related to the size of the landscape (pd: patch density
per ha).
Another straightforward attribute of spatial pattern is the total area of a
given patch type, expressed in hectares (ta). If ta is scaled to the size of the
landscape, it is referred to as proportion (Equation 5.1). This index is a fun-
damental metric and quantifies the proportional abundance, or percentage, of
each patch type in the landscape. Because it is a relative measure, it is an






ai = total area of patch type i (ha)
A = total landscape area (ha)
When several patch types occur in a landscape, these types will feature
different proportions. The degree to which a landscape is dominated by one
patch type is assessed by the dominance index (Equation 5.2). This variable
∗For the definition of patches and the terminology used in landscape studies, we refer to
Chapter 2.
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measures the diversity of the landscape and varies between 0 and 1. Values near
1 indicate a landscape dominated by one or few patch types, while values near







where pi = the proportion of the i
th path type
S = the number of patch types
A second diversity measure is the Shannon Evenness index (Equation 5.3).
Its interpretation is the inverse of dominance. Values near 1 indicate that the
proportions of each patch type are nearly equal, while values near 0 indicate







with the parameters as defined above.
The distribution of patch sizes throughout the landscape is further described
by the mean patch size (area.mn in ha) (Baskent and Jordan, 1995). It is an
intuitive index to measure aggregation on categorical maps (He et al., 2002).
Other measures are the median patch size (area.md), standard deviation from
the mean patch size (area.sd in ha) and the coefficient of variation (area.cv
in %), determined by equation 5.4. Lower values indicate a more uniform dis-





Statistics such as mean (.mn), median (.md), standard deviation (.sd) and
coefficient of variation (.cv) are commonly calculated for all patch-level metrics,
in order to scale up from the patch level to the landscape level. All of these
pattern metrics give equal weight to each patch. In the context of forest cover
dynamics, larger forest patches are often more important, e.g. when estimating
a landscape’s susceptibility to fragmentation †, or when assessing the potential
of a given landscape to harbor a given animal species ‡. In this case the largest
patch index (lpi) can be used (Batistella et al., 2003), assessed by division of
†In order to estimate a landscape’s susceptibility to fragmentation, one could for instance
argue that small forests are deforested more rapidly than large forests
‡Certain animal species prefer extensive forests, and will not be attracted by small forest
patches
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the area (in ha) of the largest forest patch in the landscape by the total forested
area (in ha) and expressed in % (McAlpine and Eyre, 2002).
5.2.3 Edge
Total forest edge (te in m) refers to the length of edge that exists at the interface
between e.g. forest and other land classes (Trani and Giles, 1999; McGarigal
and Marks, 1994) while edge density (ed in m/ha) indicates the amount of edge






TE = total length (m) of edge in landscape
LSA = total landscape area (ha)
5.2.4 Patch shape complexity
The complexity of the edges between patch types is computed by edge-to-area
ratios, called shape indices. These can be calculated in a variety of ways. The
simplest shape index is a straightforward perimeter-area ratio (para in Equa-
tion 5.6)(Trani and Giles, 1999). The perimeter is expressed in m and the
area is expressed in m2. A problem with this metric as a shape index is that it





This is tackled by the (patch) shape index (shape), calculated as the amount
of edge of a patch, relative to the edge length that would be present if the patch
was a standard compact shape of the same size. It therefore alleviates the size
dependency problem of para. When working with vector data, the standard
compact shape is taken to be the circle. In this case, the shape index represents
the deviation from circularity (Equation 5.7). When using raster data however,
the shape index measures the complexity of patch shape compared to a square















The overall landscape shape index (lsi) is calculated by dividing te by the
edge that would be present if all forest were regrouped in a single compact patch.
Higher values indicate higher complexity (McAlpine and Eyre, 2002). Because
lsi is influenced both by shape complexity and by np, sometimes preference is
given to the mean shape index (shape.mn) (Batistella et al., 2003).
Fractal dimension (frac, see equation 5.9) has equally been used to describe
patch shape complexity. This index ranges from one to two. Values close to one
indicate a landscape made up of compact shapes, and values close to two rep-
resent landscapes with very complex perimeters (Read and Lam, 2002; Baskent
and Jordan, 1995).
FRAC =
2 · log perimeter
log area
(5.9)
The contiguity index assesses the spatial connectedness, or contiguity, of
cells within a grid-cell patch to provide an index of patch boundary configu-
ration and thus patch shape. For each cell, a contiguity value is quantified by
convolving a 3x3 pixel template with a binary digital image in which the pixels
within the patch of interest are assigned a value of 1 and the background pixels










z = number of cells in patch i
cijr = contiguity value for pixel r in patch ij
υ = sum of the contiguity values in a 3-by-3 cell template
aij = area of patch ij in terms of number of cells
gyrate is the last variable indicating patch shape complexity. It equals the
mean distance (m) between each cell in the patch and the patch centroid (see
Equation 5.11). More specifically, the radius of gyration is a measure of patch
extent; it is affected by both patch size and patch compaction (McGarigal et al.,
2002).
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hir = distance (m) between cell ir [located within patch i]
and the centroid of patch i (the average location)
z = number of cells in patch i
This section gave an overview of the most common shape indices. A discus-
sion of all available measures of shape complexity however is outside the scope
of this chapter.
5.2.5 Isolation
Isolation connotes the tendency for patches to be relatively far from other
patches of the same land cover type. Two indices were developed which dis-
tinguish isolated patches from these which are part of a complex of patches.
The degree of isolation of a patch is assessed by the distance to its nearest
neighbor. Averaging this distance for all patches of a landscape yields the mean
nearest neighbor distance (enn.mn in m). The second isolation metric is the
mean proximity index (prox.mn) (equation 5.12). This index is absolute and
allows comparison among landscapes of any size, as long as the search buffer
used around each patch is the same (Gustafson and Parker, 1992). In many
studies the buffer width is arbitrarily set to 1 km (McGarigal and Marks, 1994).
At this distance the influence of a forest patch on the value of prox is supposed
to be small. Since no threshold values have been determined, the buffer width
in this work was equally set at 1 km. One advantage of this approach is that
proximity values can directly be compared with the results of other studies.
PROX =




aij = area (m2) of patch ij in the neighbourhood of patch i
hij = distance (in m) between patch i and patch ij
N = number of patches
m′ = number of patches within the neighbourhood of patch i
5.2.6 Contagion metrics
The contagion(Equation 5.13) metric is often used to measure the overall de-
gree of clumping of patches in a landscape (Li and Reynolds, 1993; Rutledge,
2003). The calculations are based on the relative frequency of finding one given
land cover type next to a second land cover type. ‘Like adjacencies’ refer to
two adjacent pixels containing the same land cover class. All the values for qij
are combined into one metric. The resulting variable indicates the ‘texture’ or
‘graininess’ of the landscape. This characteristic of the landscape is generally
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described as a ‘salt-and-pepper’ mixture.








pi = the proportion of the ith path type
qij = the probability of adjacency between
cover type i and cover type j
S = the number of patch types
However, a drawback is that the contagion value can vary depending on the
method used to calculate frequencies of adjacency (Rutledge, 2003). Both the
aggregation index (ai) and degree of division (division) have been proposed as
alternatives to contagion (Rutledge, 2003).
ai equals the number of like adjacencies, divided by the maximum possi-
ble number of like adjacencies, which is achieved when the forest is maximally
clumped into a single, compact patch. ai only uses the like adjacencies, not
the adjacencies with non-forest land cover. A variant of this measure is the
percentage of like adjacencies (pladj). This metric equals the number of like
adjacencies of the forest class, divided by the total number of cell adjacencies.
When computing the latter metric, cell boundaries can be counted twice, which
is not the case for the first metric (McGarigal et al., 2002). Both pattern metrics
are expressed as a percentage.
division was introduced by Jaeger (2000) and is based on the cumulative
patch area distribution and is interpreted as the probability that two randomly
selected pixels in the landscape are not located in the same forest patch (Equa-
tion 5.14).
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Other metrics use the same cumulative patch area distribution in a slightly
different way, e.g. the splitting index (split - Equation 5.15), effective mesh
size (mesh - Equation 5.16) introduced by Jaeger (2000) and the patch cohesion
index (cohesion - Equation 5.17), presented by Schumaker (1996).






























ai = area (m2) of patch i
pi = perimeter (m) of patch i
TLA = total landscape area (m2).
The probability of adjacency (Equation 5.18) refers to the probability that a
grid cell of a given cover type is adjacent to another given cover type. High val-
ues of probability of adjacency will occur when the cover types are aggregated,
and are organized in a clumpy way. Low values indicate that the cover types






qij = the probability of adjacency
between cover type i and cover type j
nij = the number of adjacencies
between cover type i and cover type j
ni = the total number of adjacencies for cover type i
The acronyms of the landscape metrics that are used in this work are sum-
marized in table 5.1.
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5.3 Obstacles for the use of pattern metrics
5.3.1 Finding non-redundant subset
Many pattern metrics are correlated and provide redundant information on the
spatial pattern studied (Jackson and Jensen, 2005). Ideally, there is a small set
of metrics, which span the important dimensions of pattern and structure, but
which are not redundant (Riitters et al., 1995). One focus of research has been
to find a subset of pattern metrics comprising a minimum set to adequately
describe landscape pattern. The reason for this is twofold. First, finding a non-
redundant subset would eliminate the need to calculate all metrics. Secondly, it
is easier to interpret one single metric than a linear combination of many pattern
metrics. The method mostly used to choose metrics for monitoring landscape
pattern is data reduction through principal component factor analysis (Jackson
and Jensen, 2005; Griffith et al., 2000; Honnay et al., 2003; McAlpine and Eyre,
2002; Stanfield et al., 2002; Riitters et al., 1995). Prior to multivariate analysis,
a basic spatial experimental unit needs to be defined.
5.3.2 Selecting landscape units: extent and grain
Theoretically, an experimental unit is defined as the unit of resource material to
which a treatment is applied and from which the conclusions are drawn (Stern
et al., 2004). In landscape studies, the experimental unit is a landscape (or
landscape unit)§.
The essential part of defining the landscape and its boundaries is performed
arbitrarily (Buergi et al., 2004; Wimberly and Ohmann, 2004). A standard
methodology does not exist and both approaches have their pros and cons. The
choice of landscape units is both defined by, and has an influence on the available
data and the selected criteria (Gulinck et al., 2001). The interpretation of pat-
tern metrics may be more robust when the landscapes are bounded by natural
region boundaries (Riitters et al., 1995). On the other hand, naturally occurring
regions present irregularly sized and shaped partitions, which will cause a scale
effect for some indices and obscure the responses of interest (Stern et al., 2004;
Brown et al., 2000). Moreover, the comparison between different regions is not
possible unless a regular grid is used.
Metric values change, not only with the extent, but also with the grain (pixel
size or spatial resolution) of the landscape (Baldwin et al., 2004). For instance,
increasing spatial detail will decrease the smallest patch size, because one can
detect smaller patches. Increasing the number of classes (i.e. thematic resolu-
tion), will increase fragmentation by creating more patches (Rutledge, 2003).
Thus, the same landscape is represented rather differently when different clas-
sification schemes are used (Li and Wu, 2004).
§We refer to Chapter 2 for definitions of the landscape.
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A lot of research has been done to determine a unequivocal definition of
a landscape, but no rules of thumb have been formulated. Especially when
studying a highly fragmented forest pattern, as is found in urbanized regions
like Flanders, it is a precondition to assess the impact of the choice of landscape
extent (regular vs. extant boundaries) and varying grain. Previously published
research is nonetheless helpful since data analysis methods are described and
evaluation criteria are provided.
5.3.3 Input data
Several authors have tried to answer the questions regarding a suitable subset
of pattern metrics, landscape extent and landscape grain using simulated land-
scapes (Gustafson and Parker, 1992; He et al., 2000; Bogaert et al., 2000a, 2001;
Gardner, 1996) because i.a., real landscapes are more difficult to manipulate in
a systematic fashion than simulated data. Simulated data does indeed offer pos-
sibilities for exploratory research, but they do not always provide an accurate
portrayal of reality (Baldwin et al., 2004). There is one case in which simu-
lated data can be used ; changing scale by manipulating real data (i.a. filtering,
aggregation) can be a surrogate for observing the landscape directly with two
or more sensors (or sampling schemes) of different resolutions (Li and Wu, 2004).
For the practical use of pattern metrics for the monitoring of forest in large
regions, it is not feasible to subject the entire region to landscape analysis, since
this would claim considerable computer resources. The sampling of 1/16th of
the study area has been suggested in one study as an acceptable subset to obtain
reasonable results for pattern metrics on common land cover types (Hunsaker
et al., 1994). This value is only indicative and needs to be corroborated by
additional research.
5.3.4 State of the art
5.3.4.1 Factor analysis
Riitters et al. (1995) calculated 26 pattern metrics on a cross-section of land-
scapes in the United States of America, using a pixel size of 200 m, 37 attribute
classes and an extent of 120 km on 180 km. They interpreted the six factors
(explaining 87 % of the total variance) as being measures of resp. average patch
compaction, image texture, average patch shape, patch perimeter-area scaling,
number of attribute classes, and large-patch density-area scaling. In another
study in the USA, a PCA was performed using varimax rotation to determine
the effect of using high-resolution images and small extent landscapes (Jackson
and Jensen, 2005). Based on their high correlation, eight of the metrics were
eliminated prior to factor analysis. One metric was retained for each pair of
variables that were highly correlated. The factors were interpreted and repre-
sentative metrics were chosen for each factor for further analysis. In this study,
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up to 7 factors were needed to explain 85 % of the variance of the original
dataset. Factor 1 was associated with patch size and landscape texture. The
second factor was interpreted as a factor describing patch size. The third factor
was connected with extent and factor four described the tendency of patches to
cluster together in regions of the landscape, referred to as clumping, which is
generally quantified by enn.mn (Jackson and Jensen, 2005). Factors 5, 6 and 7
were connected respectively to shape.mn, pd and frac.mn. Most landscapes
in both studies contained a fair amount of forest, but also included residential
and other built-up environments.
Cumming and Vernier (2002) applied the same method to completely forested
landscapes in Canada and found that 3 components accounted for 73.5 to 81.1 %
of the total variation. The first component already resulted in an explanation
of 50.0 to 66.8 % of the total variation and measured patch shape, core area and
patch isolation. The second and third component described additional aspects
of patch shape, and mean distances between similar patches (Cumming and
Vernier, 2002). The final set differed from that of Riitters et al. (1995), which
can be explained by the use of a different initial set of pattern metrics, and a
smaller presence of built-up environment in the landscapes of the latter study.
Honnay et al. (2003) studied urbanised landscapes in Flanders and applied
a PCA and a Varimax rotation with 4 factors, explaining 85 % of total variance.
The first factor correlated with diversity measures and the degree of urbaniza-
tion. Factor 2 correlated with the degree of isolation of the patches. Factor 3
correlated with shape indices. Factor 4 correlated with the percentage of forest
cover in the landscape.
In the above mentioned studies attempts were made to reduce the amount of
variables using data reduction techniques. They showed that a large part of the
information from the complete set of pattern metrics, can indeed be contained
in a small set of factors. Moreover, the use of the factor scores (i.e. the result
of the linear combination of the original pattern metrics values) provided no
advantage over the representative metrics. The factors performed only slightly
better than the representative metrics (Jackson and Jensen, 2005). The number
of factors that was retained in the different studies was in average 5, ranging
from 3 to 7. The pattern metrics which were attributed to each of the factors
was not consistent either. An explanation for this variability could be that dif-
ferent authors studied different landscapes, some containing only non-managed
forest land, while other studied urbanized environments. Moreover, between
studies, the dataset submitted to multivariate analysis did not systematically
contain the same number of variables, nor did it consistently include the same
indices. Nonetheless, some aspects of landscape pattern are recurring within the
retained factors. In nearly all studies, at least one factor was highly correlated
with respectively patch shape and patch isolation.
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These studies all take the entire landscape into account. They include all
land cover types into the computations, also the non-forest classes. When study-
ing forest patterns, only forest classes need to be used in the analysis. The
results of former studies can thus not be used directly for the description of
forest patterns in an urbanized region like Flanders. The procedure of factor
analysis should be repeated for this study area. Nonetheless, it can be expected
that this data reduction technique will be successful, leading to more or less 5
factors, of which one or two will be correlated with forest shape and isolation.
5.3.4.2 Stability of factors
The variability in the outcome of earlier studies suggests that a single factor
analysis is not sufficient to identify the principal factors of landscape pattern.
More research is needed to determine if the same dimensions and pattern met-
rics are found using different data sets (Griffith et al., 2000). If a generic list of
pattern metrics could be determined empirically, that would be valid in many
situations, then confidence in using their results will be greater (Riitters et al.,
1995).
To determine the stability of these factors over a variety of scales, Cain et al.
(1997) calculated 28 of the landscape metrics used by Riitters et al. (1995) at
several scales with pixel sizes ranging form 25 m tot 125 m, from five to twelve
attribute classes, and extents ranging from 34 x 34 km to 42 x 42 km. They
found that the first factor consistently contained the same metrics across all
scales. The second factor had identifiable similarities between various scales
and factors three, four, five and six were highly variable as to loading metrics.
A larger pixel size range was tested in another study, using 30 m, 100 m
and 1 km resolution for Kansas, USA (Griffith et al., 2000). Five factors ex-
plained between 81 and 89 % of the original variation and were interpreted as
landscape texture, patch shape and size, cropland and grassland class-specific
metrics, patch interspersion, and nearest neighbor attribute. Only the variables
attributed to the first factor were consistent for different spatial resolutions.
Research reported above indicates that a factor analysis will lead to different
results whenever the parameters of the study change. The determination of a
small set of pattern metrics for the description of the forest pattern in Flanders
should thus be done using varying scales and extents. Metrics that feature high
loadings in this type of setup, are candidates for a generic list of pattern metrics.
It is acknowledged that such an approach can be criticized. Since factor
analysis is highly dependent on landscape characteristics, an intuitive selection
of a set of pattern metrics might yield similar results.
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5.3.4.3 Sensitivity of metrics values to data characteristics
Wickham and Riitters (1995) evaluated the sensitivity of the numerical values
of pattern metrics to remote sensing data characteristics, using four raster data
sets with 4 m, 12 m, 28 m and 80 m pixel size. All tested variables yielded
significant differences over the specified pixel size range. In a study by Griffith
et al. (2000), the values of pattern metrics were not greatly affected by resolu-
tion changes between 30 m and 80 m, but showed important changes at 100 m
resolution. At resolutions larger than this value, both small forest fragments
and corridors between larger forests disappear from the thematic map.
Baldwin et al. (2004) also tested the hypothesis of sensitivity of pattern
metrics to changes in spatial extent (2.500, 10.000, 40.000, 160.000, 640.000 and
2.560.000 ha), spatial resolution (100 m, 200 m, 400 m, 800 m and 1600 m)
and thematic resolution (resp. 2, 4, 8, 16 and 26 land cover types). All pat-
tern metrics tested showed significant differences for spatial extent and thematic
resolution. 70 % of the pattern metrics tested showed significant changes with
varying pixel size.
However, when landscape changes are studied over large time frames, one
needs to take into account changing mapping technology and different mapping
methods. This leads to thematic maps with a different grain, extent and map-
ping precision. Obviously, pattern metrics determined on these maps are not
comparable. However, if a relation was found between pattern metrics com-
puted on a finer map and metrics computed on a coarser map, this can be used
to account for the change in metrics value due to data characteristics, and the
actual change in spatial pattern can be assessed.
A study by Benson and MacKenzie (1995) aimed at the fitting of so-called
scaling functions to extrapolate pattern metrics values over a spatial resolu-
tion ranging between 20 and 1100 m. Other authors have further explored the
possibilities of up-scaling pattern metrics values by applying aggregation tech-
niques, both as a preprocessing or a post-classification procedure (Saura, 2004;
Garcia-Gigorro and Saura, 2005; Frohn and Hao, 2006). This approach yielded
satisfying results for certain metrics, but many metrics produced unpredictable
results, and a poor fit of the scaling function (Wu, 2004). Another important
drawback of this approach is that a scaling function cannot be known before-
hand (Saura, 2004), and needs to be defined for each landscape pattern under
study.
Because forest patches are quite small in the study region of Flanders, it is
expected that a substantial omission of forest fragments will occur at relatively
small pixel sizes. The high degree of forest fragmentation in Flanders is likely





In this chapter, we seek to describe the spatial forest cover pattern in Flanders in
a numerical way using pattern metrics. In order to develop a method to monitor
the scattered spatial forest cover pattern in this severely urbanized region, the
following questions require an answer:
1. Which pattern metrics are fit to quantify the spatial forest cover pattern
in Flanders ? What is the advantage of a data reduction technique for the
selection of a subset of pattern metrics over an ad-hoc selected subset?
2. Does the chosen sampling strategy (landscape unit and landscape grain)
influence the reported changes in spatial forest cover pattern ?
3. Which types of spatial forest cover pattern can be distinguished in Flan-
ders ?
These research questions amount to the following specific objectives :
1. Determine the methods that are used in literature to select a set of pattern
metrics.
2. Apply these methods to compose different subsets of pattern metrics.
3. Evaluate the different subsets of pattern metrics based on their perfor-
mance on a specified classification problem.
4. Select different landscape unit schemes and different landscape grains, and
compute the corresponding metric values.
5. Determine whether a significant difference is found for the different sam-
pling schemes.
6. Select a subset of pattern metrics, a landscape unit scheme and a landscape
grain.
7. Use the selected parameters to calculate pattern metrics for the entire
study region.
8. Perform a cluster analysis to draw a typology of spatial forest cover pattern
in Flanders.
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5.5 Methodology
A detailed description of data and software used for this work was presented in
Chapter 4, so this is not repeated in this section. Using this data, the questions
in Section 5.4 were answered through a series of experiments, which are clar-
ified below. As these experiments are supported by multivariate analysis, the
used multivariate techniques, such as principal component analysis, discrimi-
nant analysis and cluster analysis are described.
After an introduction of the sampling scheme follows the rationale behind
the experiments. This exposes the link between the performed data analysis
and the answers to the questions stated above. Finally, the experiments are
reported in detail.
5.5.1 Multivariate analysis techniques
The recently increased attention to spatial dynamics has stressed the need for
new quantitative methods that can analyze patterns, determine the importance
of spatially explicit processes on the landscape, and develop reliable landscape
models (Turner and Gardner, 1991). Multivariate analysis techniques, a type
of statistics incorporating many variables, are frequently used to examine land-
scape level vegetation patterns. A variety of statistical techniques is used for
analyzing landscapes, such as cluster analysis and principal component analysis
(PCA) (Mather, 1976).
Clustering is the classification of objects into different groups, referred to as
clusters. The characteristics of an object are described by means of quantitative
variables. Based on these variables, a distance measure is defined, measuring
the difference between this object and any other object. Clusters are formed to
contain objects that are similar to the other objects in the cluster, and differ-
ent from the objects in other clusters (Mather, 1976; Orloci, 1978; Buys, 2003).
Clustering is generally applied when typologies or classifications are sought for
landscape patterns.
A common clustering algorithm is ‘partitioning around medians’. Partition-
ing methods are based on specifying an initial number of groups, and iteratively
reallocating observations in groups until some equilibrium is attained. Group
membership is determined by calculating the medoid¶ for each group and as-
signing each observation to the group with the closest medoid. This is a robust
variant of the well-known ‘k-means’ procedure. The variables are standardized
before clustering, thus compensating for the difference in measurement units.
The number of clusters is determined using the Wilk’s Lambda scree plot (Or-
loci, 1978).
¶The medoid is the multidimensional version of the median.
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Principal component analysis (PCA) is a mathematical transformation that
creates new variables which are linear combinations of the original variables,
and which are uncorrelated with each other (Griffith et al., 2000). Ideally, only
a few components are needed to account for most of the variance, hence the use
of PCA as a data reduction technique. The varimax rotation is an orthogonal
transformation. In this procedure the principle components are rotated until
they are strongly correlated with a few of the original variables and have a cor-
relation near to zero for the rest of the original variables. This method was
developed by Kaiser in 1958 and is often used in landscape ecology (Mather,
1976; Riitters et al., 1995; Bogaert et al., 2000a).
The rotated components are designated as factors, hence this method is
also referred to as factor analysis (FA). A factor score is an abstract quan-
tity, a linear combination of the values of the original variables, weighted by
the corresponding factor loadings (Cain et al., 1997). Factor loadings are the
correlations between each original pattern metric and the specific factor (Grif-
fith et al., 2000). The variable with the highest loading contains a large part
of the variation of the factor under consideration and can serve as its substitute.
For this method to yield unbiased results, correlation between variables
should be examined beforehand and pairs of variables with high correlation coef-
ficients should be excluded from the analysis. Generally, a correlation threshold
of 0.9 is used (Riitters et al., 1995).
A last technique used in the experiments is discriminant analysis (DA). DA
is a variant on PCA, with the important difference that variance between prede-
fined groups is maximized instead of global variance (Buys, 2003). This method
tests whether a given set of variables is able to correctly classify the items of
interest into given groups (Mather, 1976; Jackson and Jensen, 2005).
5.5.2 Sampling scheme
A sample of 30 random locations were selected in the region of Flanders (Figure
5.1). Six points were selected in each of the 5 provinces in Flanders. At these
locations, the spatial forest pattern on the 5 forest maps (fer, vdm, ngi, bk1 and
bk2) was quantified and used to perform the analysis. When selecting these
points, care was taken that no landscapes were selected in which no forest cover
was present.
The spatial forest pattern was quantified using different kinds of landscape
extent. A first kind of landscape extent was delineated by landscape character
regions (AGIV, 2001b). The landscape character regions have been delimited by
geographers, defining one unit as an area of land where a complex of climatic,
physiographic, biological, economic, social and cultural characteristics are ho-
mogeneous (Forman and Godron, 1986; AGIV, 2001b). It therefore seems an
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Figure 5.1: Sampling in the Flanders region. The black dots indicate the random
locations, that were used for the analysis of spatial forest cover pattern. Six dots
are counted for each province of Flanders.
appropriate unit for landscape extent when studying spatial pattern of forest
cover.
A second kind of landscape unit was delineated by watershed boundaries.
This choice seemed reasonable since forests and natural resources are often man-
aged at the watershed level.
As a third kind of spatial sampling, a regular grid was selected. The hexago-
nal lattice was adopted because the hexagon is the most compact regular form.
This is also the reason for its recurrent use in forest landscape studies in the
USA (Hunsaker et al., 1994; Griffith et al., 2000).
The optimal size for one hexagon in the regular grid was determined ex-
perimentally. In order to describe forest pattern, a certain number of forest
fragments need to be present within the chosen landscape unit. One forest on
itself cannot describe a pattern. The author is not aware of published thresholds
required to consider a collection of patches as a pattern. Intuitively, a number
of five forest patches was proposed as the bare minimum, while a number of 10
forest patches was considered as a satisfactory number. The relation between
the size of grid cells and the number of forest patches was analyzed as described
below.
Differently sized grids were overlaid with the forest map of the year 2000.
The number of forest patches within each hexagon was counted and summa-
rized in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2. When a grid with small hexagons, measuring
260 ha, is chosen, more than 60 % of the landscape units would contain insuf-
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ficient forest fragments to make up a pattern. As hexagon size increases, the
number of hexagons without any forest decreases rapidly, reaching zero at a
hexagon size of 9 km edge length (21044 ha). The three decreasing graphs level
around a value of 6 km edge length (9353 ha). Since a larger landscape size
decreases the amount of spatial detail, a hexagon size of 10.000 ha is chosen.
When nearest neighbor distances are computed for all forests in Flanders, a
mean value of 360.18 m and a range of 5922 m (20 - 5942 m) is obtained. The
edge length of the selected hexagon is thus slightly higher than the range in
nearest neighbor distances.
Table 5.2: Relation between the hexagon side length and the number of forest
fragments per hexagon. The percentage of hexagons containing respectively <1,
<5 and <10 forest fragments is listed for varying hexagon sizes.
side length size total nr. < 1 forest < 5 forests < 10 forests
(km) (ha) of hexagons (%) (%) (%)
1 260 5227 22.88 59.77 85.04
2 1039 1295 2.24 5.51 8.74
3 2338 578 0.42 1.49 2.22
4 4157 328 0.13 0.42 0.84
5 6495 207 0.02 0.15 0.27
6 9353 146 0.02 0.08 0.13
6.2 10000 135 0.02 0.10 0.11
7 12730 108 0.02 0.04 0.08
8 16628 81 0.02 0.04 0.04
9 21044 64 0.00 0.00 0.00
10 25981 51 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Figure 5.2: Relation between varying hexagon size and the percentage of




The available forest maps (listed in Chapter 4) were divided according to dif-
ferent types of landscape units (Figure 5.3): (a) according to the regions based
on landscape character, as defined in the landscape atlas, provided by AGIV
(2001b) (region : 123 units), (b) as watersheds (basin : 345 units), based on the
hydrological atlas, also provided by AGIV (2000), and (c) using a regular grid
of hexagons (hex : 135 units).
The hexagons, regions and watersheds containing the random locations (Fig-
ure 5.1) were used as landscape extents within which forest cover and pattern
indices were calculated. Pattern metrics were computed at a spatial resolution
of 10 m, 30 m and 60 m.
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Figure 5.3: Random locations placed in different landscape unit schemes in
Flanders, (a) according to the regions based on landscape character, as defined
in the landscape atlas, provided by AGIV (2001b) (region : 123 units), (b) as
watersheds (basin : 345 units), based on the hydrological atlas, provided by
AGIV (2000), and (c) using a regular grid of hexagons (hex : 135 units). Only
the units containing a point were used in the analysis.
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Using 30 random locations, 3 types of landscape extent, 3 resolutions and
forest maps at 5 dates results in 1350 spatial patterns, for which 45 pattern
metrics were calculated. These 1350 elements were divided into nine datasets of
150 elements for further analysis, based on landscape unit type and spatial res-
olution : basin10, basin30, basin60, region10, region30, region60, hex10, hex30
and hex60. The first part of the dataset name refers to the unit determining
the landscape extent, the second part to the resolution (in meter) at which the
pattern metrics were computed.
5.5.3 Rationale
5.5.3.1 Objective 1: Selection of pattern metrics
A subset of pattern metrics is sought to describe the spatial pattern in a quan-
titative way, in order to obtain a typology of spatial forest cover pattern. The
most reliable typology would be made by clustering complete information, or
at least a data set containing a large number of pattern metrics. Retaining
this clustering as a reference classification, three subsets of pattern metrics were
selected and evaluated in their performance in recognizing the different types
of spatial pattern at the random locations. Two of these subsets were selected
through PCA, and one was composed of the metrics that are most often used
in literature. The technical details of the composition of the subsets are pro-
vided below. Each subset contained 5 metrics, hence they were comparable and
differed only in the method used to select the individual metrics. The selec-
tion method that yielded the best classification results indicates which method
is most appropriate for pattern selection. This experiment was repeated by
varying landscape extent and landscape grain.
5.5.3.2 Objective 2: Influence of sampling strategy
A characteristic of a good indicator is robustness. This means that it should
be insensitive to small changes in input data. A robust pattern metric would
not change significantly when altering the pixel size of the grid on which it is
computed. The same holds for the size and shape of the landscape extent. It is
however unlikely that this demand could be satisfied by any metric. This is the
reason for keeping the grain and extent constant when monitoring spatial pat-
tern over time. Robustness of a metric for change monitoring would then mean
that the same amount of change would be found at a given location, regardless
of the actual grain and extent, as long as they remain constant over time. If the
comparison of two maps of 10 m resolution indicates an increase of forest area
of 100 ha, the increase in forest area found by comparison of two maps of 30 m
resolution should be of the same order of magnitude.
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This section aims at defining the sensitivity of the selected metrics to chang-
ing data characteristics. Using the subset, selected during the previous exper-
iment, the influence of varying landscape grain and landscape extent on the
values of individual pattern metrics was assessed.
5.5.3.3 Objective 3: Typology of spatial forest cover pattern in Flan-
ders
Relevant pattern metrics were calculated for the present forest cover (based on
bk2 ) in the entire study region. By means of clustering, different types of spatial
pattern are distinguished and characterized by their pattern metrics values.
5.5.4 Experiments
5.5.4.1 Selection of pattern metrics
The landscape units were first grouped by a cluster analysis based on all 45
pattern metrics values. The outcome of this clustering is considered as the ref-
erence classification. Next, different subsets were selected.
Before performing PCA, the correlation between all metrics was computed
to detect pairs with a correlation higher than 0.9. The simpler of the two met-
rics was retained in the analysis, since the interpretation of composed metrics
is complex. For each of the specified datasets, a subset of pattern metrics was
detected using PCA.
The ‘scores’ subset contained the first 5 factor scores, as calculated by factor
analysis. The ‘factor’ subset contained the variables with the highest loading
for the respective factors. Finally, the ‘ad hoc’ subset was composed of : np,
area.mn, shape.mn, enn.mn and ai. These pattern metrics correspond with
frequently used metrics for the aspects of landscape pattern (Bennett, 1999;
Gergel and Turner, 2002).
These three subsets were tested on their ability to discriminate among the
clusters. This ability was quantified by the overall classification error.
5.5.4.2 Influence of sampling strategy
Based on the results of section 5.5.4.1, a subset of pattern metrics was selected
for further analysis. Not only absolute metric values, but also change in values,
derived from multi-temporal mappings were computed for each of the random
locations (equation 5.19).
δPM = PM2− PM1 (5.19)
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Since the data did not fulfil the condition of normality (assessed using
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness of Fit), the values for each of the random loca-
tions (Figure 5.1) were compared using a paired non-parametrical test of dif-
ference (Wilcoxon Signed Rank test). Both the effect of resolution on absolute,
unitemporal pattern metrics values, the effect of resolution on change detection
and the effect of landscape unit on change detection was assessed with this test.
5.5.4.3 Characterization of spatial forest cover pattern
The clustering of the extensive data set, containing a multitude of metrics, com-
puted on different landscape grains and extents was not used in this section. For
practical purposes, the typology made in this section is based on the clustering
of a minimum of data, including values for 5 selected metrics, computed using
one spatial resolution and one landscape extent. These were computed not only
for the random locations, but for the entire area of Flanders and subject to
cluster analysis.
5.6 Results and Discussion
5.6.1 Selection of pattern metrics
The information content of the first 5 factors is listed in Table 5.3. No large
differences are found between the total variance explained by the first 5 factors
for the different scenarios. Between 70 and 80 % of the total variance is con-
tained in these factors. This motivates the choice of retaining 5 factors in the
analysis. Firstly, a large amount of the original variance is retained within the
first 5 factors, and secondly, the ‘ad hoc’ is composed of 5 metrics as well.
Table 5.3: Information content of the first 5 factors. The values show the
cumulative explained variance (in %).
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5
basin10 22 37 50 62 70
basin30 21 41 55 67 73
basin60 24 45 60 71 78
region10 19 37 52 67 78
region30 23 43 57 69 80
regin60 26 46 61 74 80
hex10 23 45 57 65 73
hex30 28 49 62 70 76
hex60 28 47 60 72 79
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For each factor, the pattern metrics with the highest loading is listed in Table
5.4. The first factor was highly correlated with contagion measures, such as ai,
mesh and division. In two of the nine datasets, an isolation metric (prox.mn)
was the variable with the highest loading for this factor. This does not corre-
spond to what is found in literature, where shape indices are most frequently
highly correlated with the first factor. The shape index in the quoted studies
however referred to the mean shape of all patches in the landscape, both forest
and non-forest patches. In this study only the shape of forest patches was used.
The shape of forests is thus not very variable for forest patterns across Flanders.
The shape index had a relative constant value throughout the study area. This
can be due to the high human impact throughout the region. Even relatively
remote areas are far from pristine and forest boundaries are often determined
by the surrounding human-dominated land use. In this context, the spacing
between forest patches becomes more important.
Table 5.4: Selection of a subset of pattern metrics through factor analysis. The
metric with the highest loading for each factor is given, and its loading for the
specified factor is mentioned within brackets.
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5
basin 10 ai prox.sd np para.mn shape.mn
(0.95) (0.81) (0.70) (0.89) (0.89)
basin 30 ai prox.sd frac.sd area.md enn.sd
(0.93) (0.91) (0.79) (-0.75) (0.59)
basin 60 mesh contig.mn contig.sd enn.sd enn.md
(0.96) (0.94) (0.92) (-0.83) (0.99)
region 10 ai prox.mn contig.sd enn.mn area.md
(0.92) (0.96) (0.94) (-0.86) (0.80)
region 30 prox.mn ai enn.mn para.sd shape.md
(0.92) (0.92) (-0.87) (0.87) (0.74)
region 60 mesh contig.mn enn.sd contig.sd prox.cv
(0.98) (0.95) (-0.85) (0.88) (-0.57)
hex 10 division ta para.mn enn.mn shape.mn
(-0.86) (0.91) (0.90) (-0.95) (0.83)
hex 30 mesh contig.mn enn.sd contig.sd shape.mn
(0.91) (0.93) (0.91) (0.83) (0.83)
hex 60 prox.mn contig.mn enn.mn contig.sd lpi
(0.93) (0.95) (-0.96) (0.80) (0.66)
The second factor was represented by contig.mn (4 times), prox.sd (2
times), prox.mn, ta and ai. The high frequency of the shape metric con-
tig.mn confirms the importance of shape complexity for the description of spa-
tial pattern of forests in Flanders. The third factor contained both shape metrics
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(para.mn, frac.sd and contig.sd) as isolation metrics (enn.mn and enn.sd).
These metrics were also found in the forth factor. Finally, an amalgam of pat-
tern metrics was found with high loadings for the fifth factor: shape.mn, -.md,
area.md, enn.md, -.sd, prox.cv and lpi.
These results illustrate the non-stability of the respective factors. For each
dataset in Table 5.4, different metrics were retained in the subset. In this
aspect, the urbanized landscape of Flanders behaved similarly as the less mod-
ified landscapes described in the literature, such as the study by Jackson and
Jensen (2005) in South Carolina, or by Cumming and Vernier (2002) in Canada.
Nonetheless, the same aspects of spatial pattern returned in different factors,
albeit in a different order of importance. For all datasets (except hex60 ), one
of the first two factors was represented by a contagion metric; ai, mesh or di-
vision. Forest pattern in Flanders is thus determined by different degrees of
‘clumping’. Shape indices, para, shape, frac, but most frequently contig
were found for the second factor but dominated mostly the fourth and fifth fac-
tor. The edge complexity in this study was important for pattern description,
but less so than was suggested in literature. The work by Jackson and Jensen
(2005), Riitters et al. (1995) and Cumming and Vernier (2002) in particular
indicated that edge complexity was a metric of overriding importance.
Each dataset was described by at least one or two metrics measuring isola-
tion, enn.mn featuring slightly more frequent than prox.mn. Metrics describing
area distribution featured sporadically (np, area.md, ta, lpi) in the second,
third or fifth factor.
In Table 5.5, the overall classification error, computed using the leave-one-
out technique, is listed for the three subsets. Taking the groups obtained after
a clustering based on the dataset containing 45 pattern metrics as a reference‖,
the percentage of correctly classified landscape extents was calculated when the
specified subsets were used for classification. In Table 5.5, the average values
and standard deviations on the classification error are listed as well. The ob-
jective was to obtain the same groups as the clustering, based on all 45 pattern
metrics. For most datasets, except basin10 and region10, the error using the
‘score’ subset was somewhat smaller than the error obtained for the ‘factor’
subset. This confirms the outcome of the study on riverine landscapes by Jack-
son and Jensen (2005), where the factor scores performed only slightly better
than the representative metrics. The ‘ad hoc’ subset performed better (than the
‘factor’ subset) in 4 of the 9 cases, in one case the two multivariate approaches
yielded the same accuracy than the ‘ad hoc’ subset and in 4 cases the error for
the ‘ad hoc’ subset was higher. When focussing on spatial resolution, no clear
trend was distinguished. The error rose as cell size increased in some cases,
but the inverse effect was also noticed. The effect of contextual landscape units
‖This clustering yielded three groups for all the tested datasets.
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was more important: dividing the landscape in regions showed the best results,
ranging from 0.03 to 0.11. Using watersheds as landscape units yielded errors
between 0.03 and 0.26, while hexagons lead to errors from 0.12 to 0.24.
Table 5.5: Classification accuracy of the selected sets of pattern metrics. These
values were obtained using discriminant analysis.
Error using Error using Error using Average Stand.
‘scores’ set ‘factor’ set ‘ad hoc’ set Error dev.
basin 10 0.06 0.03 0.26 0.12 0.13
basin 30 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.02
basin 60 0.17 0.26 0.18 0.20 0.05
region 10 0.06 0.03 0.11 0.07 0.04
region 30 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.01
region 60 0.04 0.11 0.04 0.06 0.04
hex 10 0.12 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.01
hex 30 0.16 0.23 0.24 0.21 0.04
hex 60 0.15 0.15 0.24 0.18 0.05
Average
Error 0.11 0.13 0.16
Stand.
dev. 0.05 0.08 0.08
Based on these observations, the first research question can be answered as
follows:
A data reduction using factor analysis for variable selection does not
yield better clustering results than the ‘ad hoc’ selection of pattern
metrics.
An explanation for this can be found in the procedure of pca, which tries
to maximize the variance (or the difference between the largest and smallest
value), while clustering techniques search for natural breaks in the data. pca
will retain the variables with extreme values, but these might not be the vari-
ables that show the clearest breaks.
Since landscape evaluation is strongly dependent on a large number of exper-
imental choices to be made, it is not feasible to develop a standard methodology
applicable over large areas and across a large range of societal and environmental
applications. This was already suggested in a research paper by Gulinck et al.
(2001), in which a framework for comparative landscape analysis was developed
for the Madrid region in Spain.
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Based on the results of this section, we decided to continue with the ad
hoc selected set of pattern metrics. The distribution of these metrics is visu-
alized in Figure 5.4. The number of patches (np) seems to follow a Poisson
distribution. Many landscape units contain a small number of patches, and
only a limited number of landscape units contains a high number of patches.
The same distribution shape is observed for the mean size of the forest patches
(area.mn). Most landscape units feature a small mean forest size, and land-
scapes with a large mean forest size are rare. The distribution of the mean
forest size (shape.mn) resembles a Gaussian distribution, while the mean near-
est neighbor distance (enn.mn) again features a Poisson distribution. Only the
aggregation index (ai) shows an unexpected, polynomial distribution.
5.6.2 Influence of sampling strategy
5.6.2.1 Influence of spatial resolution on metric values
The effect of changing pixel size is listed in Table 5.6. A positive value indicates
an increase and a negative value refers to a decrease for increasing pixel sizes.
All values show significant differences when data at other resolutions was used
for their computation. The difference was larger when the change in pixel size
increased. With growing cell size, np decreased between 18 and 44. area.mn
increased between 0.67 ha and 1.52 ha. As spatial resolution increased, the mean
patch size increased. With increasing pixel sizes, the forest shapes became more
regular, accounting for a difference between 0.14 and 0.30. The nearest neigh-
bor distances increased between 25 m and 83 m. Finally, ai decreased between
10.93 and 23.75.
Table 5.6: Metric’s sensitivity to spatial resolution. Difference (second - first)
in metric values due to a changing spatial resolution. All differences were found
to be significant at a 0.05-level.
pattern metrics 10m vs. 30m 10m vs. 60m 30m vs. 60m
np - 18 - 44 - 25
area.mn 0.67 1.52 0.85
shape.mn - 0.14 - 0.30 - 0.16
enn.mn 25 83 58
ai - 10.93 - 23.75 - 12.82
These results confirm the conclusions made by Griffith et al. (2000), Wick-
ham and Riitters (1995) and Baldwin et al. (2004), who stated that all pattern
metrics are sensitive to pixel size. Both Wickham and Riitters (1995) and Grif-
fith et al. (2000) indicated that changes are small when pixel sizes remain smaller
than 100 m. In this study, only changes up to 60 m were considered. The impact
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Figure 5.4: Empirical distribution of the selected pattern metrics (np, area.mn,
shape.mn, enn.mn, ai). The graphs are based on the entire data set, containing
data from different landscape unit schemes and different landscape grains.
of changing pixel size was considerably, probably due to the highly fragmented
nature of the forest in the study area. The change in metric values appeared to
be in proportion to the difference in pixel size. This finding indicates the area
of change is dependent on the spatial resolution at which it is computed. Land-
scape dynamics will thus vary when the landscape is perceived at a different
scale. This makes it of paramount importance to mention the spatial resolution
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Section 5.6. Results and Discussion
5.6.2.2 Influence of landscape extent on change detection
When using pattern metrics for monitoring of forest cover and spatial forest
pattern, it is often mentioned that these pattern indices are sensitive towards
the used resolution and the size and shape of the landscape units (Gulinck et al.,
2001; Wimberly and Ohmann, 2004; Buergi et al., 2004). It is stipulated that
comparative analysis can only take place if cell size (grain) and landscape units
(extent) remain the same (Gergel and Turner, 2002). This can be understood as
the guarantee that landscape dynamics for a given location are constant even if
different landscape extents are used, as long as the same landscape unit is used
over time. This statement will be verified in this section.
For the thirty random locations (Figure 5.1), the change in pattern metrics
for subsequent forest mappings was calculated, keeping grain and extent con-
stant. The distribution of the change between two consecutive forest maps
is illustrated for each pattern metric in Figure 5.5. For each point, these
changes were analyzed using a non-parametric paired T-test. The results for
the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test are in Table 5.7.
Table 5.7: Sensitivity of δPM to the sample unit scheme. A non-parametric
paired t-test was applied. * indicates a significant difference at a 0.05-level
hex vs. hex vs. region vs.
pattern metrics region basin basin
np 17.57 - 0.97 - 18.54 *
area.mn 1.08 - 1.06 * - 2.10 *
shape.mn - 0.01 - 0.01 * - 0.01
enn.mn 7.36 14.24 6.88
ai - 0.26 - 0.32 - 0.05
Change in np was only significantly different when the results based on re-
gions and hydrological basins were compared. Comparing multitemporal map-
pings within watersheds detected smaller differences than when regions were
used as sampling units. Also for area.mn, significant differences were found,
varying between 1.06 and 2.10 ha. Shape.mn only detected different change val-
ues when hexagons resp. watersheds were used as units, although the difference
can hardly be considered important (0.01). For enn.mn and ai, no significant
differences were detected. Differences will of course occur for individual land-
scape units, but no systematic trend could be detected.
The impact of varying pixel size is illustrated in Table 5.8. Regarding change
in np, only the first two columns show significant changes. A higher resolution
detected more changes in np, but less change in area.mn. When looking into
changes in shape, all resolutions produced significantly different results, with
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of the changes in pattern metrics between two consec-
utive forest maps. dNP: change in np, dAREA: change in area.mn, dSHAPE:
change in shape.mn, dENN: change in enn.mn, dAI: change in ai
larger pixels leading to a slightly lower change detection. The same holds for
ai. Looking at enn.mn, only the comparison between 30 m and 60 m led to
a significant difference, although a difference of 3.71 m seems small when the
pixel size is twice as big.
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Section 5.6. Results and Discussion
Table 5.8: Sensitivity of δPM to the selected spatial resolution. A non-
parametric t-test was applied. * indicates a significant difference at a 0.05-level
pattern metrics 10m vs. 30m 10m vs. 60m 30m vs. 60m
np - 6.26 * - 8.76 * - 2.50
area.mn 0.17 * 0.38 * 0.21
shape.mn - 0.02 * - 0.04 * - 0.03 *
enn.mn 0.84 4.55 3.71 *
ai - 0.77 * - 1.22 * - 0.45 *
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This confirms that comparative analysis, applying consistently the same cell
size (grain) and landscape units (extent) is a valid approach, although small
changes in metrics can be caused by differences in data characteristics. Care
should be taken not to interpret small changes in metric values as real change,
since these are likely to be caused by the selected landscape grain and extent.
These results allow an answer to the second research question.
The change in pattern metrics is indeed dependent on the selected
parameters (landscape grain and landscape extent). If these are kept
constant during the analysis, this does to a large extent compensate
for the sensitivity of pattern metrics to input parameters.
5.6.3 Characterization of spatial forest cover pattern
In the beginning of this chapter, it was stated that it is common practice in
landscape studies to select a subset of pattern metrics in a rather arbitrary
manner. Our results however indicated that this ‘ad hoc’ subset did not con-
sistently yield worse results than a subset of pattern metrics selected through
more complex, statistically-based methods. Therefore the ‘ad hoc’ subset will
be used throughout the rest of this work.
Not many significant changes were found when varying the type of landscape
unit. As different regions within Flanders will be compared, a regular, hexago-
nal grid was selected as the sampling scheme in the rest of this work.
As other tests showed that even relatively small changes in spatial resolution
(from 10 m to 30 m) had a significant impact on the pattern metrics values, it
is advisable to select a spatial resolution that is as small as possible. As the po-
sitional accuracy of the forest map equals 10 m, this was selected as the spatial
resolution of further analysis.
Based on these observations, we decided to analyze . A dataset was built,
containing information on the spatial pattern on the entire area of Flanders with
a regular grid of hexagons as landscape unit, 10 m resolution and the ‘ad hoc’
subset of pattern metrics. This dataset was used to derive a typology of spatial
forest cover pattern in Flanders using clustering. The plot of Wilk’s lambda
(see Figure 5.6) showed an angle of resp. 155, 169 and 168 degrees at 4, 5 and
6 clusters. Using the criterion of the sharpest angle, four clusters were isolated
in the dataset. The cluster means of the selected subset (listed in Table 5.9)
allowed for a description of the corresponding pattern types.
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Figure 5.6: Scree plot of Wilk’s lambda for different numbers of clusters. The
largest twist occurs at a value of 4, and thus 4 clusters were isolated.
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Hexagons with extremely low forest cover (1.13 %) were found in the first
group. This was the smallest group with 22 hexagons. In spite of the low forest
cover, the mean size of forest patches was 4.64 ha. In these landscapes, inter-
forest distances were rather high (658 m). The aggregation index was 91.71.
The second group contained 38 hexagons and featured a moderate forest
cover (7.52 %). An average of 108 forest patches with a mean size of 8.16 ha
were found at a mean distance of 185 m. The aggregation index is higher than
for the first group (94.84).
The third group was similar to the second regarding forest cover. A moder-
ate 6.87 % of the landscape was covered with forest. This forest occurred in a
less aggregated pattern: the number of patches was rather high (209 vs. 108 in
group 1) and the mean size of patches is rather small (3.16 ha). The aggregation
index reached its lowest value for this group (91.49). This indicates that the
forest was less aggregated than in the first group, despite the higher amount of
forest in this landscape.
The fourth group contained 32 hexagons with a high forest cover (25.89 %).
Relatively large forest patches (11.12 ha) were situated very close to each other
(enn.mn = 84 m). The aggregation index was in the same order of magnitude
of the second group.
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From the discussion above, it is proposed to label these four clusters as
follows:
1. Low forest cover
2. Moderate, more aggregated forest cover
3. Moderate, less aggregated forest cover
4. High forest cover
Table 5.9: Mean values (standard deviations are given within brackets) for the
six selected pattern metrics (ta, np, area.mn, shape.mn, enn.mn and ai)
for the different types of spatial forest cover pattern, distinguished through
clustering.
Type amount ta np area.mn shape.mn enn.mn ai
(ha) (ha) (m)
1 22 113 28 4.64 1.88 658 91.71
(73) (20) (3.05) (0.53) (641) (9.40)
2 38 752 108 8.16 1.70 185 94.84
(416) (61) (5.72) (0.10) (99) (1.20)
3 42 687 209 3.16 1.65 152 91.49
(359) (78) (0.84) (0.07) (49) (1.37)
4 32 2589 260 11.12 1.75 84 95.32
(790) (87) (4.88) (0.06) (18) (1.26)
In Figure 5.7 the geographical distribution of the clusters is visualized. The
west of Flanders displays mostly a spatial forest cover with low forest cover, al-
ternated with hexagons where more, and larger forests are present. The region
between Gent and Brussels is covered with a moderate and less aggregated for-
est pattern. The eastern fringe of large cities like Brussels and Antwerp feature
a high forest cover. These are the locations where large urban forest, such as
Soignies Forest, Heverlee forest, etc. are found. A ribbon of high forest cover is
found near the eastern boundary.
At this moment, only the amount of forest is monitored for forest manage-
ment (INBO, 2007). If only the amount of forest cover (ta) is regarded, this
results in the map in Figure 5.8. This figure does not indicate the typical forest
cover pattern with scattered small forests, which was identified as type 3 on
Figure 5.7. Nor does the visualization in Figure 5.8 point out that a moderate
forest cover can be made up by a few large forests on the one hand, or by a
multitude of small forests on the other hand. Moreover, the outcome of the map
depends greatly on the interval used to draw the legend.
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5.7 Conclusion
5.7.1 Selection of pattern metrics
Since landscape evaluation is very much dependent on a large number of exper-
imental choices, it is not feasible to develop a standard methodology applicable
over large areas and for a range of societal and environmental applications. It
was found that a data reduction using factor analysis for variable selection does
not consistently yield better clustering results than the ‘ad hoc’ selection of
pattern metrics. We decided to continue with the following metrics: number
of patches (np), mean patch area (area.mn), mean shape index (shape.mn),
mean nearest neighbor (enn.mn) and aggregation index (ai).
5.7.2 Effect of sampling strategy
Sampling strategy is defined by the choice of the contextual landscape unit
(extent) and the pixel size (grain) of the studied landscape. The detected change
is indeed dependent on these parameters. If these are kept constant during the
analysis, this does to a large extent compensate for the sensitivity of pattern
metrics to input parameters. Still, comparison of landscapes studied under
different conditions should be conducted with caution. Dynamics, observed at
a particular scale may be reliably extrapolated to similar scales, but may break
down when applied at very different scales.
5.7.3 Characterization of spatial forest cover pattern
Cluster analysis indicated that four types of spatial pattern can be recognized
in Flanders. These are characterized by the abundance of forest, and the degree
in which the forests are fragmented and scattered over the landscape (Figure
5.9).
• Type 1 - Low forest cover: This is the least abundant group, featuring
extremely low forest cover (1.13 %). In spite of the low forest cover, the
mean size of forest patches is 4.64 ha. In these landscapes, inter-forest
distances are rather high (658 m). This forest pattern is mostly found in
the west of Flanders.
• Type 2 - Moderate, more aggregated forest cover: This group contains
38 hexagons and features a moderate forest cover (7.52%). In average 108
forest patches with a mean size of 8.16 ha are found at a mean distance
of 185 m. This forest pattern is equally found in the west of Flanders,
alternating with the low forest cover pattern.
• Type 3 - Moderate, less aggregated forest cover: This is the forest cover
pattern, appearing over the largest part of Flanders. A moderate 6.87 %
of the landscape is covered with forest. This forest occurs nonetheless in
a fragmented manner: the number of patches is high (209 vs. 108 in the
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previous group) and the mean size of patches is smaller (3.16 ha). This
pattern is found in the region between Gent and Brussels, and in some
areas in the east.
• Type 4 - High forest cover: This group features a very high forest cover
(25.89 %). Relatively large forest patches (11.12 ha) are situated very
close to each other (enn.mn = 84 m). This pattern is uniquely found in
the east of Flanders, where it forms a ribbon near the eastern frontier. It
also occurs at the eastern fringe of large cities like Brussels and Antwerp,
where large urban forests are present.
Figure 5.9: Illustration of the detected forest types. Figure (a) represents
Type 1: Low forest cover. Figure (b) visualizes an element of Type 2: Moder-
ate, more aggregated forest cover. Figure (c) contains an example of Type 3:
Moderate, less aggregated forest cover. Type 4 is represented in Figure (d) -
High forest cover.
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This chapter was submitted in adapted form as a research paper to Landscape
and Urban Planning (Major revision, resubmitted).
6.1 Introduction
Change detection using vector maps is commonly performed using a basic over-
lay operation. Positional errors between two maps can cause a considerable
overestimation of the land cover change (Salas et al., 2003). This overestima-
tion is referred to as ‘false’ or ‘spurious’ change. For long term change studies,
researchers are dependent upon digitized versions of old analogous maps, some-
times dating from the 18th century. It is evident that the positional error of
these historical maps can be high. Moreover, the positional error is rarely homo-
geneously distributed. Since these maps were created using field measurements
and triangulation, built up environments, such as churches, castles and military
citadels are drawn with high accuracy, while the planimetric error in fields and
forests is often much higher (De Keersmaeker et al., 2001b,a; Onkelinx et al.,
2004).
Before map series can be used for change detection, it is thus recommended
to analyze the influence of possible errors on the change estimates. Since his-
torical maps are used, it is not possible to assess their positional error. The
quantification of error implies that exact locations are known (Heuvelink et al.,
2007). In absence of exact error positions, knowledge about the distribution of
positional errors can be used to simulate positional error. The results of map
distortions can be compared with the non-distorted map to analyze the relation
between positional error and false change. An estimation of the amount of false
change contained in a change map produced by the overlay of these two maps
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will allow to determine the accuracy of the results when studying the change in
forest cover using the available historical maps of Flanders.
6.2 Background
6.2.1 Uncertainty
Error or uncertainty is defined as the discrepancy between a map and the real
world (or in this case a reference map) that it is supposed to represent (Arbia
et al., 1998). The locational or positional error provides an estimate of the error
on the position of objects within a map (Lunetta et al., 1991; Longley et al.,
2001). Locational error in thematic map products may be introduced through
the use of base maps with differing scales, different national horizontal datum
in the source materials, and different minimum mapping units (Lunetta et al.,
1991).
Positional error is often expressed using the root-mean-square error (RMSE)
(Huang and Lees, 2005). The RMSE reflects the mean distance between control
points on two different maps (Lunetta et al., 1991) and is computed through
Equation 6.1. It should be stressed that RMSE is only a mean value. Many







[(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2] (6.1)
where
xi, yi = x and y coordinate of a control point on a given map
xj , yj = x and y coordinate of a control point on the reference map
n = number of control points
The issue of positional error in vector-based GIS has been subject of intensive
investigation, and error models for point, line and polygons have been devel-
oped. For points, it is assumed that it takes on a normal distribution (Longley
et al., 2001). For line and polygon segments, theoretical error distributions have
also been developed (Kiiveri, 1997; Leung and Yan, 1998; Shi, 1998). However,
the development of error models is largely a conceptual undertaking and should
still be validated for a variety of GIS data layers (Leung and Yan, 1998).
When the boundaries of two polygons are not situated at exactly the same
coordinates, an overlay of these polygons will result in small and narrow sliver
polygons (Figure 6.1). These sliver polygons can constitute a large part of error
in GIS based data analysis (Lunetta et al., 1991).
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Figure 6.1: This map shows a detail of an overlay between the forest map
of 1940 (Institut Cartographique Militaire, 1937) and the forest map of 2000
(AGIV, 2001a). The boundaries of the forest maps are not precisely at the
same location, resulting in sliver polygons. The black dots indicate examples of
sliver polygons.
6.2.2 Error propagation
It seems logical that the highest accuracy of any GIS output product is only as
accurate as the least accurate files in the database. This is why the problem
of accuracy assessment is often evaded by generalizing the map to the coarsest
resolution in the data set before any analysis is performed (Petit and Lam-
bin, 2001, 2002a). This approach can however filter out minor classes and can
change the perceived spatial patterns to appear more ‘clumped’ (He et al., 2002).
Brown et al. (2000) tried to remove the amount of error in the change anal-
ysis by using different filtering techniques ∗, but did not obtain satisfactory
results. This suggests that postprocessing techniques might not be adequate
when the objective is to estimate the area of land cover change.
Error propagation measures the impact of uncertainty in data on the re-
sults of GIS operations (Longley et al., 2001). Error propagation studies aim at
modelling the transformations in data quality that occur through various GIS
operations on data layers (Arbia et al., 1998). This field of research, aiming
at an understanding of data processing errors when multiple data sets are in-
tegrated, is far from fully explored and it remains difficult to distinguish true
∗In the paper by Brown et al. (2000), spatial filters are used. This is an operation in which
pixel values in an original image are modified on the basis of the values of the neighboring
pixels (Lillesand et al., 2004).
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changed areas from the detected change (Lunetta et al., 1991; Lu et al., 2004).
Two strategies are used for evaluating error propagation. The first is an
analysis, where error effects are described based on an understanding of the
propagation process (Longley et al., 2001). This approach can however not be
used to all problems of error propagation. Where underlying processes are com-
plex or not fully understood, error propagation is often performed using Monte
Carlo simulation (Longley et al., 2001; Huang and Lees, 2005; Weir, 1999). The
simulation approach has the drawback of being time consuming, but is generic
in its application (Shi et al., 2004).
The concept behind a Monte Carlo approach is simple and intuitive, assess-
ing uncertainties through repeated model runs, with parameters drawn from
specified probabilities distributions (Xu et al., 2004). The data set containing
the different runs then allows to determine confidence intervals of the output of
the model (Brundson et al., 1990).
6.2.3 Fragmentation and false change
Earlier studies indicate that the amount of spurious change is influenced by the
degree of forest fragmentation in the landscape, measured for instance by the
mean size of patches or the number of patches (Serra et al., 2003; Wang and
Ellis, 2005; Okeke and Karnieli, 2006; Frohn and Hao, 2006). The influence of
positional errors on change detection accuracy proved to be a function not only
of the spatial resolution of the input data, but also depended on the charac-
teristics of the landscape, more specifically the composition and distribution of
patches (Wang and Ellis, 2005). A large abundance of small polygon features
will entail a high proportion of false change (Serra et al., 2003).
In a study of land cover change, Salas et al. (2003) used the perimeter-over-
area ratio of change polygons to determine potential areas of false change caused
by positional error, which needed to be examined in detail by an image inter-
preter.
Brown et al. (2000) used the overlapping part of NALC† images to estimate
the amount of measurement error in pattern metrics. The images were classified
into four classes: forest, nonforest, water and other (clouds and cloud shadows).
This study computed the RMSE between the overlapping parts, and divided this
value by the mean value of the pattern metric under consideration. This then
yielded the relative amount of error for this metric. This study also modelled
the amount of error in pattern metrics using temporal variation in NDVI values.
†The North American Landscape Characterization project (NALC) was designed to exploit
Landsat archive data by providing standardized satellite data sets to support land cover change
analysis (Lunetta et al., 1998).
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Another paper by Wang and Ellis (2005) assessed the false change when a
high resolution IKONOS image is shifted over different distances. By means of
multiple linear regression they succeeded in explaining 75 to 80 % of the false
change. However, this work concentrated on a linear displacement of the used
maps, which is rarely the case with historical maps.
6.3 Objectives
Many methods use an overlay of two vector maps to determine the area of
change between two points in time. One typical example is the assessment of
deforestation or afforestation. Often two maps are produced independently, and
both maps contain an amount of error.
This section aims to answer the following research question:
What is the impact of positional error when misregistered forest data
is used for the assessment of forest cover change?
This research question amounts to the following specific objectives :
1. Obtain a reference forest map and a distorted forest map for a sample of
the study area.
2. Fit a model that allows to predict the amount of false change, caused by
distortion.
3. Compute the expected false change based on this model for the entire
study area.
In order to model error propagation when using vector maps for an assess-
ment of the changed area, a Monte Carlo approach is chosen to simulate false
change. By computing the false change from deforming the original map, a
model is constructed to predict the amount of spurious change within a map
overlay. The model uses both the mean positional error between the original
and the distorted map, and quantitative variables measuring the fragmentation
of the forest within the studied landscape.
6.4 Methodology
6.4.1 Data
As a reference map, the second forest map produced by the Agency for Geo-
graphical Information of Flanders (AGIV) was used (AGIV, 2001a). A regular
grid of hexagons with an area of 10,000 ha was placed over the map. A subset
of 24 hexagons was drawn out of a total of 135 hexagons, using a stratified
random sampling. For each of the four pattern types, distinguished in Chapter
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5, six hexagons served as test areas to assess false change (Figure 6.2 and 6.3).
Twenty-four hexagons were considered sufficient to ensure enough data for sta-
tistical analysis. The hexagons, which are scattered over the entire study area,
contained both forest patterns with a high amount of forest, as well as very frag-
mented forest. In order to determine the representativeness of this subset for the
spatial pattern of forest cover in Flanders, boxplots were created for a set of six
pattern metrics, which are visualized in Figure 6.4. The combination of these
pattern metrics were deemed appropriate to describe the spatial forest cover
pattern in Flanders. The entire population (‘0’) comprises all 135 hexagons,
while the selected subset (‘1’) contains 24 hexagons. For all pattern metrics,
there was no significant difference between the means of the entire population
and the selected subset, although it was observed that the latter contained less
outliers.
Figure 6.2: Visualization of the random subset used to assess false change. The
numbers of the hexagons are printed within the respective hexagon. The light
grey area is the study area, and the dark grey shades represent forest.
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Figure 6.3: Visualization of the random subset used to assess false change. The
selected hexagons are printed within the respective hexagon. Colors represent
the different spatial forest cover pattern types, described in Chapter 5. Six
hexagons were selected from each type, amounting to a sample of 24 hexagons.
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Figure 6.4: Test of representativeness of the selected hexagons, using box-
plots for six pattern metrics (ta: total forested area, np: number of patches,
area.mn: mean patch area, shape.mn: mean shape index, enn.mn: mean
nearest neighbor and ai: aggregation index). The entire population (‘0’) com-




Positional errors were simulated by distorting the maps in a random fashion.
Since the errors in historical maps are not linear, shifting the map in one di-
rection would not produce realistic results. Therefore a different approach was
adopted.
Twenty points were placed randomly in each hexagon. This value was chosen
arbitrarily, but was considered largely sufficient to fit transformation equations
(Van Niel and McVicar, 2002). To each point a random error was attributed.
This error followed a normal distribution around zero‡, and is defined both in
the X and the Y direction. Care was taken that the mean displacement of all
points was equal to a predefined value, which resulted in the RMSE of the dis-
torted map. This was performed by generating a random displacement equal
to [the predefined RMSE /
√
2] in both X and Y directions. Using these points
and their displacement, the reference map was distorted using the rubbersheet
algorithm of the software package ArcGIS (ESRI, 2007). The rubbersheet al-
gorithm was selected (Figure 6.5). This transformation is based on the use of
two temporary triangular irregular networks (TINs), of which the vertices (dis-
placement links) are made up by the 20 random points. The closer features are
to displacement links, the further they will move (ESRI, 2007). The result of
this distortion for one forest polygon is illustrated in Figure 6.6.
‡The assumption that positional errors on points follows a normal distribution around zero
was demonstrated by Longley et al. (2001).
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Figure 6.6: Visualization of different distortion runs for one forest polygon.
The solid shape represents the original forest polygon, whereas the non shaded
polygons represent the resulting shape for the 20 distortion repetitions.
Distorted maps were produced for each hexagon, with an RMSE of 10 m,
30 m, 60 m and 90 m. These values are the observed RMSE values for the
historical maps of Flanders (De Keersmaeker et al., 2001a; Onkelinx et al., 2004)
and are similar with the order of magnitude of the resolutions of commonly used
earth observation satellite data. It should be noted that these RMSE values are
mean values. When using a RMSE of 90 m, the spatial displacement on the
distorted map can be as high as 200 m at certain places, or as low as 10 m
at other locations. This is also observed in Figure 6.7, where the marginal
distribution of the errors on individual vertices of forest polygons was plotted.
Each distortion scenario was repeated 20 times. In Monte Carlo simulations, it
is common to perform a high number of runs, sometimes more than 1000. For
spatial models however, 20 runs are accepted as a trade-off between statistical
thoroughness and feasibility (Canters et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2004).
6.4.3 Change detection and assessment of fragmentation
Each distorted map was overlaid with the original map and the amount of
false change, containing both false afforestation and false deforestation, was
computed for each hexagon, and expressed in hectares (ha). The spatial pattern
of forest cover within each hexagon was measured on the reference map, using 6
pattern metrics. The used pattern metrics are : total forested area (ta), number
of patches (np), mean patch size (area.mn), mean shape index (shape.mn),
mean Euclidean distance (enn.mn), and aggregation index (ai). The latter
variable can not be computed on vector files, so the vector layer was converted
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Figure 6.7: Distribution of positional errors on individual vertex points of forest
fragments. The upper graph shows the marginal distribution in the horizon-
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Section 6.4. Methodology
to raster §. For this grid, a pixel size of 30 m was selected, for it makes a
compromise between a high level of spatial detail and computing requirements.
6.4.4 Modelling false change
The results of map distortions can be compared with the non-distorted map to
analyze the relation between positional error and false change. Each distorted
map was overlaid with the original map and the amount of false change was
summarized for each hexagon, and expressed in hectares (ha).
The results in Table 6.1 indicate that errors due to positional error are vari-
able. With a RMSE of 10 m, a mean error of 56.72 ha is generated. When the
map is distorted with a RMSE of 90 m, the mean error is 404.13 ha. Although
400 ha of false change seems like an extremely high value, this corresponds with
4% of the hexagon surface. The total area of each hexagon is 10 000 ha. This
false change will be located within, or adjacent to forest patches.
§Vector-to-raster conversion can alter a pattern by i.a., suppressing small and narrow forest
patches. Moreover, it was demonstrated in Chapter 5 that the aggregation index is dependent
on the spatial resolution on which it is computed. For these reasons, it should be kept in
mind that the aggregation index is not used here as an absolute measure, but as a relative
indication of aggregation. It is therefore only used for relative comparison of spatial patterns.
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Table 6.1 also reveals that different hexagons produce diverging results. In
all scenarios, the false change detected in hexagon number 45 is very small,
varying from 3.28 to 23.97 ha. The error generated by distortion is highest in
hexagon number 29, ranging from 184.35 to 1218.00 ha. Since the mean dis-
tortion in these hexagons is constant for one scenario, an explanation should
be sought in different forest patterns within the hexagons (Figure 6.8). This




Figure 6.8: Visualization of hexagon number 45, featuring a very small amount
of false change, and hexagon number 29, containing a very high amount of false
change. The grey shades represent forests.
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Standard deviations, caused by the 20 repetitions of the same distortion sce-
nario, grow with error increase. The false change thus features a heteroscedastic
structure. Hence the dependent variable was log-transformed (the natural log is
used). Consequently, all continuous variables were standardized using Equation
6.2. A standardized regression model ensures the comparability of the parame-
ter estimates, and thus the relative importance of the individual variables can
be assessed. The structure of the fitted model is described by Equation 6.3





log(falsechange)′ = TA′ + NP ′ + AREA.MN ′ + SHAPE.MN ′
+ENN.MN ′ + AI ′ + RMSE (6.3)
Stepwize linear regression was employed to construct the regression model.
Model selection was based upon the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC - Equa-
tion 6.4). This criterion makes a trade-off between the complexity of a model
and its goodness of fit (Kutner et al., 2005). Explanatory variables were the
predetermined RMSE values and the pattern metrics in Table ??, as descrip-
tors of spatial pattern within the hexagons. The RMSE value was included as
a categorical variable.
AIC = n lnSSE + 2p (6.4)
where
n = number of observations
SSE = residual sum of squares
p = number of parameters in the model
The Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) was used to assess the severity of multi-
collinearity. For a given explanatory variable x1, VIFx1 is 1 if x1 is not linearly
related to the other explanatory variables. If x1 is correlated with the other
variables, the variances of parameter estimators are inflated. A VIF value of 10
and more indicates that the estimates are excessively affected by multicollinear-
ity (Kutner et al., 2005). The coefficient of determination R2 (Equation 6.5) is
used to assess the variability in the response y′ that is explained by the model.
Additionally, t-tests were used to assess if the model parameters were significant.
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SSE = Residual sum of squares
SST = Total sum of squares
Finally, the resulting model was validated by leave-one-out cross-validation
(LOOCV) and evaluated using the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination
(R2a in Equation 6.6). Furthermore, 95 % prediction intervals were computed.
The computation of the prediction interval at a given level Xh is given in Equa-
tion 6.7 (Kutner et al., 2005). We computed these regression quantiles based
on the transformed variables and then retransformed these back to the original
units, being false change area expressed in ha. Confidence intervals cannot be
used for this purpose because they only reflect how accurate the mean false
change is estimated. In the context of this paper, however, the prime interest is
on an interval estimate associated with the possible false change of a new single
observation. Hence, the interval has to incorporate both the model uncertainty
(σ2 · (X ′h(X ′X)−1Xh) and the additional variability (σ2) associated with single
observations that fluctuate around the mean. Both uncertainties are incorpo-







PI = ŷ′ ± 2 · s(pred) (6.7)
where
ŷ′ = estimated value for y′
and s(pred) is the estimator of σ by Equation 6.8.
s2(pred) = MSE · (1 + X ′h(X ′X)−1Xh) (6.8)
where
MSE = residual mean square
Xh = vector containing the values for X1, ..., Xp−1 which are used
to perform the prediction
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6.5 Results and discussion
6.5.1 Modelling the amount of false change
The correlation coefficients (R) between the explanatory variables are listed
in Table 6.2. The highest correlation (0.80) was found between area.mn and
ai. A high correlation coefficient (R=0.75) was equally found between ta and
area.mn. ta was correlated to a lesser extent to np (0.64), ai (0.60) and
enn.mn (-0.58).
Table 6.2: Correlation coefficients (R) between the explanatory variables.
ta np area.mn shape.mn enn.mn ai
ta 1
np 0.64 1
area.mn 0.75 0.09 1
shape.mn 0.11 -0.36 0.33 1
enn.mn -0.58 -0.63 -0.44 0.52 1
ai 0.60 0.19 0.80 -0.18 -0.69 1
Table 6.3 contains the results of the stepwise regression procedure. The vari-
able enn.mn was added to the model in the first step. The model containing
solely this variable explained 51 % of the variability of y′. The value for AIC
decreased from −10423 to −11972 when the different levels of RMSE (RMSf10,
RMSf30, RMSf60 and RMSf90) were added.
This improved the determination coefficient from 0.51 to 0.78. The VIF in-
dicates that the parameter estimators for enn.mn and RMSE are independent
from each other. In a following step, the total forested area was added (ta),
leading to an increase of the R2 to 0.88 and a decrease of the AIC to −13171.
The VIF indicates the presence of a certain degree of multicollinearity. A value
of 1.5 was nonetheless not considered to be problematic (Kutner et al., 2005).
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Chapter 6. False change assessment
Table 6.4: Coefficients for all variables retained in the selected model, and the
t-value and the p-value.
Estimate t-value p-value
ENN.MN −0.37 −43.64 0.00
RMSf10 −0.02 −64.45 0.00
RMSf30 −0.00 −5.59 0.00
RMSf60 0.01 26.23 0.00
RMSf90 0.01 43.81 0.00
TA 0.27 31.80 0.00
NP 0.29 31.52 0.00
Inclusion of np further improved the model (R2 = 0.92, AIC = −13972), but
also increased the VIF. The acceptable threshold value of 10 was reached when
area.mn was added to the model. As the AIC value was diminished further by
inclusion of ai (AIC = −14048) en shape.mn (AIC = −14080), the stepwise
procedure added these variables to the model. The change in the coefficient
of determination is however smaller than 0.01, and the predefined threshold of
VIF was reached for several parameters (up to 17.40 for area.mn in model 7).
Based on this information, we decided to select model 4. This model contained
the following variables: the different levels of distortion, as well as the total
forested area (ta), the number of patches (np) and the mean neighborhood
distance (enn.mn).
In a second phase, the significance of the parameters of the selected model
was tested. T-tests were used for this purpose. They assume the residuals to be
normally distributed. But, the normality assumption was violated (QQ-plots
not shown). However, the large sample size (1920 observations) allows the use
of the central limit theorem which implies that the parameter estimators are
asymptotic normally distributed.
The t-tests pointed out that all parameters were very significantly different
from zero (p < 0.01). The parameter estimates indicate that higher distortion
levels will result in higher amounts of false change. The parameter estimate for
the mean neighborhood distance (enn.mn) yielded the largest absolute value
(-0.37). It can thus be considered as the continuous variable which has the
largest contribution to the model. Since the estimate is significantly lower than
0, smaller inter-forest distances entail a higher amount of false change. The
amount of forest (ta) and the number of patches (np) featured a positive rela-
tion to the amount of false change. The parameters were estimated at respec-
tively 0.27 and 0.29.
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Table 6.5: Results for the leave-one-out cross-validation of the selected model.
The mean correlation between the response and the fitted value is given (R2),
followed by the mean squared prediction error (MSE) and the pseudo R2.
R2 MSE R2a
0.95 0.23 0.89
Finally, the selected model was validated using a leave-one-out cross-validation.
A coefficient of determination of 0.95 was obtained. The number of variables in
the model was taken into account by using the adjusted coefficient of multiple
determination (R2a), resulting in a value of 0.89. Hence the selected model pro-
vided a good fit. The residual mean square (MSE) was 0.23. It is difficult to
interpret this value as an amount of false change since it was log-transformed
before regression analysis.
Figure 6.9: Quality assessment of the selected model, based on the relation
between the predicted values and the response (i.e. observed values). The
results are obtained by leave-one-out cross-validation and the values on the
graph are logtransformed.
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The difference between the observed and the predicted values, obtained by
LOOCV, is depicted in Figure 6.9. No systematic deviations are observed, and
the fit was therefore considered satisfactory.
6.5.2 Results for the Flanders study area
The model developed in the previous section allows to estimate the accuracy
on changed area estimates when using historical or other sets of misregistered
maps. Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the 95 % prediction interval on false error
estimation for the entire region of Flanders. The classes were kept identical to
allow for comparability between different maps. This series of maps underscores
the impact of increasing RMSE.
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Section 6.6. Discussion
Figure 6.10 illustrates the prediction interval for a RMSE of 10 m. Both the
lower bound and the upper bound of the 95 % prediction interval are shown.
The lower bound for the predicted false change is inferior to 500 ha in the entire
region. A large part of the hexagons features a lower bound for false change
inferior to 50 ha. Considering the upper bound, the predicted false change is
inferior to 500 ha for the entire region, with the exception of five hexagons where
the upper bound is found between 500 and 1000 ha. The difference between the
lower and the upper bound (the maps (a) and (b)) in Figure 6.10 indicate that
the prediction interval has a considerable width.
As RMSE increases to 30 m, the amount of false change increases (Figure
6.10, maps (c) and (d)). The map visualizing the lower bound of the interval
contains one hexagon where the predicted false change is higher than 500 ha.
The map visualizing the upper bound of the prediction interval contains several
hexagons where false change might be as high as 1000 ha, which is 10 % of the
hexagon surface. The last class (indicated with a black color) contains hexagons
where the predicted false change could be as high as the entire hexagon surface.
Figure 6.11 visualizes the predictions when the RMSE rises to 60 m, respec-
tively 90 m. In both scenarios, the majority of the hexagons belongs to the
third class (medium grey color) for the lower bound, where the minimum value
for predicted false change is between 100 and 500 ha. As the Flemish land cover
is relatively stable, it seems unlikely that decision makers will accept this mag-
nitude of error in change estimates. Because land cover changes occur slowly
in this region, it can be assumed that the actual change in forest cover will be
lower than the estimated false change.
The map for the higher bound shows an increasing amount of black hexagons,
representing a predicted false change of more than 1000 ha, maybe as high as
the hexagon surface (10.000 ha).
6.6 Discussion
It is obvious that the amount of false change is related to the total amount of
forest in the landscape. The fact that two pattern metrics (nearest neighbor
distance and the number of patches) were retained in the model nonetheless
confirms the relation between false change detection and the spatial forest cover
pattern. In particular the dispersion of the forest over the landscape seems to
influence the amount of false change. Mean forest size, forest shape and aggre-
gation did not provide extra information about false change on this scale. If
error propagation is performed on a forest-level instead of on a landscape-level,
these variables might exert a higher influence on the detection of false change.
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The extrapolation of the model to other hexagons in Flanders suggests that,
for a fragmented land cover type it is not advisable to perform an overlay of
vector maps that are coregistered with an accuracy of 60 m or more.
The error in area estimates receives a fair amount of attention in remote
sensing scientific literature. However, this work is one of the few attempts to
predict uncertainty in historical maps. This topic is particularly challenging
since only a limited amount of ground truth data is available for this kind of
analysis. Local reference maps were available in a fragmentary manner for the
work of Leyk and Zimmermann (2004). In this study, no local reference maps
are used explicitly, but basic knowledge on the distribution of errors is employed
to simulate a distortion. He et al. (2002), Serra et al. (2003) and Petit and Lam-
bin (2002a) used aggregation to change the spatial pattern. In a study by Wang
and Ellis (2005), the applied distortion in this type of research was limited to
a linear shift. Arbia et al. (1998) and Shi et al. (2004) applied a heterogenous
displacement on existing vertex points. As such, the definition of the distortion
is related to the amount of vertex points in the layer. We chose not to use this
approach because of its dependence on the input data. The approach described
in this study results in a realistic distortion, which is heterogenous in space. We
are not aware of other studies using this technique to generate a map distortion.
To date, the propagation of error was often modelled using the general RMSE
of the map (e.g. Arbia et al. (1998)). In the study by Leyk and Zimmermann
(2004), topography-related predictors were added to the model. To the con-
trary of the mountainous area in the study by Leyk and Zimmermann (2004),
the Flemish region has limited altitude differences. Hence other variables were
used to explain false change. This chapter showed that landscape indices indeed
feature predictive power.
The resulting model allows to determine the accuracy of the change esti-
mates over the entire region, merely based on variables describing the forest
cover pattern. The combination of change detection and pattern metrics is re-
current in literature, but generally, pattern metrics are used to assess the error
or the changed area (He et al., 2002; Petit and Lambin, 2002a), not as predic-
tors in a model for false change. This approach appears nonetheless promising,
since the perimeter/area ratio has already proven to be a good indicator for the
presence of false change (Salas et al., 2003). Taking this idea a little bit further,
the present approach yields a general value for false change per hexagon. This
result can be used to formulate a prediction interval for forest change estima-
tions.
The prediction interval presented in this chapter could possibly contain a
certain amount of bias. Its computation assumes that the residual error is nor-
mally distributed, which is not the case. This absence of normality does not
affect inference based on the parameter estimators, because we could apply the
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central limit theorem. However, the formula for the prediction interval also as-
sumes normality in order to incorporate the uncertainty related to the individual
observations that are fluctuating around the modelled mean. As the aim of this
chapter was to illustrate the approach and the feasibility of using pattern met-
rics for error propagation, the described approach can be considered adequate.
However, if the obtained values were to be used for practical applications, these
values should be treated with caution.
6.7 Conclusions
A classical problem in GIS based change detection is related to sliver polygons,
caused by misregistration between map sets. This chapter was focussed on
answering the following research question :
What is the impact of positional error when misregistered forest data
is used for the assessment of forest cover change ?
A simulation approach was applied in order to estimate the areal extent of
false change introduced by these sliver polygons. The results show that the
amount of spurious change can be surprisingly high. Even for a small misregis-
tration of 10 m between the two maps, the area of false change varied between
3 ha and 184 ha in a landscape of 10,000 ha. Values for false change ranged
from 24 ha up to 1218 ha when the RMSE between two maps was 90 m.
The false change appeared to be related to the pattern under study, as sug-
gested by Serra et al. (2003) and Wang and Ellis (2005). Moreover, the false
change could be modelled to a reasonable extent using pattern metrics. The
pattern metrics that can be used to predict the amount of false change are the
total forested area, the number of forest patches and the mean nearest neighbor
distance.
When applying the developed models to the fragmented spatial pattern of
forest cover in Flanders, it is clear that a rising positional error has a large
impact on false error detection. The forest in this region is scattered to such an
extent, that a RMSE of 60 m compromises gravely the use of a vector overlay
for change detection regarding forest cover.
These results underline the importance of accurate coregistration. The prac-
tical application of these results lie in the confrontation of the predicted error
with the observed change between forest maps, to assess whether the desired
accuracy for the change assessment is feasible.
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CHAPTER 7
COMPARISON OF FOREST MAPS WITH
DIFFERENT SPATIAL ACCURACY
7.1 Introduction
The research results of Chapter 6 indicate that positional error can have a con-
siderable impact on the results of change detection when misregistered maps
are used. Nonetheless, the forest maps of the 18th and 19th century are read-
ily available in digital format, and it is extremely tempting to use these maps
for the study of forest dynamics, despite of their varying accuracy (Table 7.1).
As these maps are used for change detection, two types of positional error will
occur. The first type is linked to the different scale at which the original maps
were drawn. Maps drawn at a larger scale will contain objects that are drawn
with greater precision, and their boundaries will be more irregular. The second
type of positional error is caused by misregistration between two maps, which
causes an error in the location of the object, not in its shape.
So, in order to estimate a reliable change detection based on such misregis-
tered maps, an answer is sought to the following research question :
How can the effect of varying positional accuracy between forest maps
be handled to obtain reliable results for change detection ?
Two methods can be selected to tackle this problem : (i) the application of
aggregation techniques and (ii) the use of fuzzy sets. Aggregation techniques
can be applied to reduce first type of positional error, while the use of fuzzy sets
might diminish both types of positional error.
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These approaches are described in respectively Section 7.2 and 7.3. Specific
objectives are formulated in the respective sections.
7.2 Aggregation techniques
7.2.1 Introduction
One of the most striking differences between the maps featured in Table 7.1 is
their scale. This implies that the same forests will be digitized differently on
the respective forest maps. Obviously, this will have an impact on the observed
spatial pattern. For instance, the forest edges of forest polygons digitized on
a higher detail map are expected to be more irregular. Hence the landscape
metrics of the patterns on these maps cannot be compared directly, since differ-
ences can be caused by map inconsistencies, such as the scale of the map and
the manner of digitalization, and not by real changes in spatial pattern.
The comparability between forest maps can be increased by equalizing the
level of spatial detail of the maps, using a method of map generalization (Pe-
tit and Lambin, 2002a). Generalization encompasses a variety of procedures in
which source data is transformed to maintain cartographic fidelity when merg-
ing databases with different resolution levels (Veregin, 2000).
7.2.2 Objectives
This section aims to answer the following research question :
What is the impact of common generalization techniques on the
spatial forest cover pattern ?
This amounts to the following specific objectives :
1. Select different commonly used generalization techniques.
2. Apply these generalization techniques to the available forest maps.
3. Assess the effect of the generalization techniques in reducing the differences
between the spatial forest cover pattern on consecutive forest maps by
means of pattern metrics.
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7.2.3 Methodology
7.2.3.1 Data
The original time series consisted of four digital forest maps (Table 7.1), already
described in detail in Chapter 4. The time series thus contained three time steps:
1. Step 1 indicating the change in forest pattern between 1775 and 1850
(∆ t = 75 years)
2. Step 2 indicating the change in forest pattern between 1850 and 1940
(∆ t = 90 years)
3. Step 3 indicating the change in forest pattern between 1940 and 1990
(∆ t = 50 years)
Table 7.1: Meta-data of the used forest maps (De Keersmaeker et al. (2001a))
Name Period Scale
Ferraris fer 1771-1778 ca. 1/10.000
Vandermaelen vdm 1846-1854 1/20.000
NGI topographic map ngi 1920-1940 1/20.000
Regional forest map 1990 bk1 1978-1992 1/5.000
7.2.3.2 Map generalization
Applying the same generalization technique to a series of forest maps resulted in
a so-called generalized time series. Forest cover change detection was performed
on different generalized time series, using all 135 hexagons.
The following generalization approaches were tested and resulted in 12 gen-
eralized time series :
• No generalization : the 4 original forest maps, referred to as ‘source’.
• Line simplification (DP) : Line simplification involves the selective elim-
ination of vertices along a line (Veregin, 2000). The simplified line has
fewer vertices, and hence a simpler geometry than the original line. There
are many line simplification algorithms, but the best known and prob-
ably most widely-used is the Douglas-Peucker algorithm (Veregin, 2000;
Regnauld and McMaster, 2007). It has proven to be superior to other
algorithms, both when visual and quantitative methods are used to com-
pare several line generalization approaches (Veregin, 2000; Cheung and
Shi, 2006). Moreover, this algorithm has been implemented in common
GIS software, such as ArcView and IDRISI (Veregin, 2000).
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The procedure used by the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 7.1. The per-
pendicular distance between each vertex on the line and a specific straight
line segment between two anchor points is determined. Vertices outside
a predefined bandwidth ε are iteratively included as anchor points. The
process is repeated until all vertices of the original polyline are found to
lie within the predefined band width (Veregin, 2000; Regnauld and Mc-
Master, 2007).
Figure 7.1: Application of the Douglas - Peucker algorithm to a line segment
(Source: http://iui.informatik.uni-freiburg.de). The original polyline consists of
8 vertices. ε is a treshold band width defined by the user. In a first approxima-
tion, only the first and the last point of the polyline are retained. Since not all
8 original points are situated within distance ε of the resulting polyline, more
vertices are added until all original points lie within a distance ε of the resulting
polyline.
A band width value of 30 m was selected, since this value yielded the best
results, based on a visual evaluation of the algorithm on a subset of the
data. Figure 7.2 illustrates the effect of the procedure for one polygon.
When applying a band width of 10 m, the DP approach did not have any
effect. All vertices were retained and the resulting shape still featured an
irregular boundary. When applying a band width of 30 m, the boundary
was more smooth, and the general shape of the polygon remained visible.
However, when the band width was increased to 60 m, this also resulted
in a smooth boundary, but the characteristic shape of the polygon was
not entirely preserved.
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Figure 7.2: Application of the Douglas - Peucker (DP) approach to a forest
polygon. The grey shape shows the original polygon, and the black line delin-
eates the polygon, obtained after applying the DP procedure with varying band
width. In a first step (a), the tolerance is set to 10 m. In a second step (b),
the tolerance is set to 30 m. (c) shows the result generated with a tolerance
of 60 m. Black arrows indicate some striking deviations from the characteristic
shape of the polygon.
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• Raster aggregation (raster) : Raster aggregation is a common procedure
for the integration of GIS data with varying accuracy (Petit and Lambin,
2002a). This approach is also typically used when raster imagery with dif-
ferent spatial resolution needs to be combined (Canters et al., 1999). The
original vector files were rasterized at a spatial resolution of 10, 30, 60, 90
and 120 m. The effect of such an aggregation is illustrated in Figure 7.3.
This figure suggests that a rasterization of 120 m might be too coarse, as
it results in deviations from the shape of the polygon at some locations.
Nonetheless, as this data was computed and readily available, we chose to
include this information.
Figure 7.3: Illustration of rasterization with respectively 10, 60 and 120 m pixel
size. The black line indicates the original vector polygon, and the grey shape
represents the rasterized version of the original vector polygon.
• Vector dilation/erosion (buffer) : This procedure is inspired by morpho-
logical filters applied in image processing (Russ, 2002). Successively an
outward and an inward buffer was applied to all polygons. Applied buffer
widths are 10, 30, 60, 90 and 120 m. The effect of this procedure is
illustrated in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4: Illustration of buffer approach. (a) an outward buffer is created
around the polygon, (b) an inward buffer is subtracted from the buffered poly-
gon. (c) shows the comparison of the original with the generalized polygons.
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7.2.3.3 Change assessment
The change of the spatial forest cover pattern in each generalized time series
was analyzed using a set of 4 pattern metrics. The selected pattern metrics
were the total area (ta), the number of patches (np), the mean patch area
(area.mn) and the mean patch shape index (shape.mn). Since these metrics
are not expressed in the same units, and their values are not in the same order






PMoriginal = computed value for a given pattern metric
PMmax = maximum (computed) value for a given pattern metric,
determined over all hexagons and all time series
PMnorm = normalized value for a given pattern metric
These normalized pattern metric values were used to compute the overall
(normalized) change for each hexagon during each time step by summarizing




(PM2i − PM1i)2 (7.2)
where
PM1i = value for a pattern metric in the oldest forest map
PM2i = value for a pattern metric in the most recent forest map
i = ta, np, area.mn, shape.mn
The generalization method resulting in the smallest change, computed over
all hexagons, can be considered as the optimal method. This minimum change
is assumed to represent real change while other change is assumed to be caused
by map inconsistencies.
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7.2.4 Results and discussion
7.2.4.1 Overall change
When analyzing the overall (normalized) change between the forest maps (Fig-
ure 7.5 - exact values are listed in Table 7.2), it is noted that the change in step
1 was in the same order of magnitude as the change in step 3. The change in
step 2 was considerably larger.
After the application of the Douglas-Peucker algorithm, the changes during
the respective time steps were similar to the change detected on the source time
series. The change during the last time step increased by application of this
method.
Table 7.2: Change in spatial forest cover pattern for each time step in the
generalized time series. The listed change values were obtained by summarizing
the normalized change of all selected pattern metrics (Equation 7.2).
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
source 0.028 0.058 0.030
D-P 0.029 0.057 0.035
raster 10 0.026 0.055 0.084
raster 30 0.067 0.051 0.077
raster 60 0.022 0.043 0.015
raster 90 0.015 0.033 0.013
raster 120 0.013 0.029 0.011
buffer 10 0.024 0.047 0.019
buffer 30 0.018 0.038 0.016
buffer 60 0.014 0.036 0.016
buffer 90 0.014 0.040 0.017
buffer 120 0.015 0.052 0.030
When analyzing the change during time step 1, a slight decrease was ob-
served when both maps were rasterized with a pixel size of 10 m. When the
pixel size rose to 30 m, the change showed a sharp increase. When the spatial
resolution was 60 m, the change dropped below the 10 m resolution level, de-
creasing further when the pixel size was respectively 90 and 120 m.
In time step 2, the normalized change decreased steadily with increasing cell
size, without sudden drops or increases. The normalized change during time
step 3 was much higher for cell sizes of 10 and 30 m, if compared with the val-
ues for the vector versions of the same maps. Only for a spatial resolution of 60
m, the normalized change fell below the value for the vector maps, to decrease
slightly when the cell size increased.
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step 1 step 2 step 3
Figure 7.5: Effect of the generalization techniques in reducing the differences
between the spatial forest cover pattern on consecutive forest maps. Following
different generalisation scenario’s, the normalized change between the pattern
metrics of two forest maps is calculated. ‘Source’ refers to the original vector
maps and ‘D-P’ is the abbreviation of the Douglas-Peucker approach. ‘Raster’
stands for generalization through rasterization and ‘buffer’ indicates the proce-
dure where an outward buffering is followed by an inward buffering. For the
latter two procedures, the raster cell size respectively the buffer width is given
in meter. Step 1 indicates the time step between the Ferraris map (1775) and
the Vandermaelen map (1850). Step 2 indicates the time step between the Van-
dermaelen map and the topographic map of 1940. Step 3 indicates the time
step between the topographic map the first regional forest mapping (1990).
When applying the buffer generalization, this had a similar effect on the
normalized change between maps. Already for a buffer width of 10 m, a con-
siderable decrease in the change was observed for all time steps. The change
decreased with an increasing buffer width. A turning point was reached at a
buffer width of 60 m, where the observed change increased.
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7.2.4.2 Change per pattern metric
Figures 7.6 and 7.7 visualize the normalized change for the individual pattern
metrics. The exact values are listed in Table 7.3. In the first graph, total forested
area (ta) is analyzed. During step 1, the ta change was stable over the different
time series. A largely deviating value was found for the raster generalization
with a spatial resolution of 30 m. A marginal increase in ta change was no-
ticed for the buffer approach. The increase was proportional to the buffer width.
For step 2, the original ta change was considerably higher, but a similar evo-
lution was seen over the remaining time series. No difference was observed for
most generalization methods, and for the buffer approach, the change increased
proportional to buffer width. This statement also holds for the ta change in step
3. Again, a deviating change value was found for the raster generalization with
30 m resolution. No feasible explanation could be found for this phenomenon.
The DP approach alters the number of vertices for one polygon. It does not
influence the number of patches. The np change was thus not influenced by this
procedure. For the raster procedure, the np change was smaller with increasing
resolution. This statement does not hold for a resolution of 30 m, where the
highest change values were recorded for both step 1 and step 3. The np change
after buffer generalization showed a consistent evolution : larger buffer widths
resulted in smaller np changes. For very large buffer widths (e.g. 1 km or more),
all polygons will be aggregated, so in both time periods the number of patches
will be equal to 1.
All area.mn changes were very small in comparison with the values for the
buffer approach with 90 and 120 m buffer width. This is explained by the nor-
malization of the values. After applying the buffer generalization with large
buffer width, all forest patches were merged in a small number of patches and
the mean patch size becomes quite large. Since the maximum value for all gen-
eralization procedures was used for normalization, this resulted in small values
for area.mn change. Because of the small number of patches within a given
hexagon, the area.mn value approximated the ta. The change in mean area
thus nearly equaled the change in forested area, which explains the elevated
values for area.mn change.
Although it was expected that the DP approach would reduce the shape.mn
change, it is noticed in Figure 7.7 that this was not the case. For all time steps,
the shape.mn change was higher after DP generalization. Especially for step 3,
the increase was high. This result suggests that the shape of forest fragments
has become much more complex during the 3rd time step. Using the source
time series, this evolution was not detected using pattern metrics, since the to-
pographic map of 1940 was digitized with irregular boundaries. Applying the
DP approach would remove the difference in shape complexity induced by digi-
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Figure 7.6: Normalized changes for the selected pattern metrics. ta : Total
area (ha), np : Number of patches. Other symbols are defined in the caption of
Figure 7.5.
tization, and consequently reveal the actual shape complexity increase. This is
however just a hypothesis, which can only be tested if more spatially explicit
data is available on the forest cover pattern in Flanders.
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Figure 7.7: Normalized changes for the selected pattern metrics. area.mn :
mean patch size (ha), shape.mn : mean shape index. Other symbols are defined
in the caption of Figure 7.5.
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When applying a raster generalization, the general trend indicated that
shape.mn change decreased with increasing pixel size. Only for step 1, an in-
crease in change value was recorded when changing the spatial resolution from
10 to 30 m. Nonetheless, when the pixel size grew larger than 90 m, this trend
was inverted and the change values increased.
For the buffer approach, no clear trend was recorded. For step 1, the change
oscillated, but remained smaller than the original data. For step 2 and 3, all
change values were higher than those in the ‘source’ time series. All change val-
ues rose when the buffer width increased from 60 to 90 m. This trend supports
the suggestion that the actual shape.mn change might be underestimated by
the source time series.
Table 7.3: Effect of the generalization techniques in reducing the differences
between the spatial forest cover pattern on consecutive forest maps. Normalized
changes are listed for the selected pattern metrics. ta : total area (ha), np :
number of patches, area.mn : mean area of the patches, shape.mn : mean
shape index.
Approach resolution pattern Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
(m) metric
source - TA 0.008 0.023 0.006
NP 0.017 0.032 0.020
AREA.MN 0.000 0.000 0.000
SHAPE.MN 0.003 0.003 0.004
D-P - TA 0.008 0.022 0.006
NP 0.017 0.032 0.020
AREA.MN 0.000 0.000 0.000
SHAPE.MN 0.004 0.003 0.009
raster 10 TA 0.008 0.023 0.006
NP 0.016 0.029 0.011
AREA.MN 0.000 0.000 0.000
SHAPE.MN 0.003 0.004 0.007
raster 30 TA 0.041 0.022 0.030
NP 0.022 0.026 0.044
AREA.MN 0.000 0.000 0.000
SHAPE.MN 0.004 0.002 0.003
raster 60 TA 0.008 0.023 0.006
NP 0.013 0.019 0.008
AREA.MN 0.000 0.000 0.000
SHAPE.MN 0.001 0.002 0.002
Continued on next page ...
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raster 90 TA 0.008 0.022 0.006
NP 0.006 0.009 0.005
AREA.MN 0.000 0.000 0.000
SHAPE.MN 0.001 0.002 0.002
raster 120 TA 0.008 0.023 0.006
NP 0.003 0.005 0.003
AREA.MN 0.000 0.000 0.000
SHAPE.MN 0.002 0.002 0.002
buffer 10 TA 0.008 0.023 0.006
NP 0.014 0.022 0.008
AREA.MN 0.000 0.000 0.000
SHAPE.MN 0.002 0.003 0.005
buffer 30 TA 0.008 0.024 0.006
NP 0.008 0.010 0.005
AREA.MN 0.000 0.000 0.000
SHAPE.MN 0.003 0.003 0.005
buffer 60 TA 0.008 0.029 0.007
NP 0.003 0.004 0.003
AREA.MN 0.000 0.000 0.000
SHAPE.MN 0.002 0.003 0.006
buffer 90 TA 0.009 0.034 0.008
NP 0.002 0.002 0.002
AREA.MN 0.000 0.001 0.001
SHAPE.MN 0.003 0.003 0.006
buffer 120 TA 0.010 0.044 0.013
NP 0.001 0.001 0.001
AREA.MN 0.001 0.003 0.010
SHAPE.MN 0.003 0.004 0.006
7.2.4.3 Overall trends detected on different time series
In the former section, it was shown that different generalization methods remove
the assumed false change to a different degree. However, for most of the gen-
eralization techniques, the observed overall trend regarding spatial forest cover
pattern was quite similar. This means that history books would probably not
need to be rewritten when a different generalization method is applied.
In Table 7.4, average values for all pattern metrics are listed, which were
computed on all hexagons for a given forest map within a given time series. This
data was equally presented as graphs in Figure 7.8. When taking for instance
the total forested area (ta) for all generalization methods, an decrease in ta
was detected between the first and the second forest map (fer and vdm), except
for the raster approach with a resolution of 30 m. Also in the previous analysis,
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this generalization method produced deviating results. This anomaly persisted
when analyzing the values for the number of patches (np), the mean patch size
(area.mn) and the mean shape (shape.mn). This time series was thoroughly
checked for errors in the metrics computation process, but no miscalculation
could be found. It was thus concluded that the anomalies were introduced by
the generalization method.
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7.2.5 Conclusions
The effect of varying generalization techniques was analyzed using the normal-
ized change of pattern metrics over a time series. The DP line simplification did
not have a large effect. Only at the third time step in the time series, a consid-
erable difference in shape complexity was detected. This suggests that change
could be underestimated instead of overestimated by the varying accuracy of
the maps, as was postulated at the beginning of this chapter.
Raster generalization produced unpredictable results for a cell size of 10 and
30 m. With larger cell sizes (60-120 m), the change for the respective pattern
metrics decreased for the three time steps.
When using the buffer approach, a larger change was recorded for both the
total area and the mean patch area. This was compensated with a smaller
recorded change for the number of patches. Both factors were proportional to
the buffer width. A sharp increase was noticed for shape complexity change
when applying large buffer widths. These two inverse evolutions cause the over-
all change, composed of four pattern metrics, to fall before rising again, reaching
a minimum value at a buffer width of 60 m.
In an operational context, a combination of generalization techniques would
probably yield the best results. Because of the variable results, raster aggre-
gation is best used only with caution. A line simplification algorithm, followed
by a outward/inward buffering with a small buffer width, is likely to provide
satisfying results.
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7.3 Estimating a fuzzy membership function based
on RMSE
This section is an adaptation of two publications :
• E.M. De Clercq and R.R. De Wulf. 2007. Probabilistic change detection
and fuzzy set theory using historic forest maps. Internation Journal of
Geoinformatics: 3 (2), p 53 - 60.
• E.M. De Clercq and R.R. De Wulf. 2007. Estimating Fuzzy Member-
ship Function based on RMSE for the Positional Accuracy of Historical
Maps. Proceedings of the Fourth International Workshop on the Analysis
of Multi-Temporal Remote Sensing Images, July 18-20, Leuven, Belgium.
Editors: G.J.M. De Lannoy, R. Hoeben, N.E.C. Verhoest, W.W. Ver-
straeten, S. Bruneel, P. Coppin. ISBN 1-4244-0846-6.
7.3.1 Introduction
Another way to visualize uncertainty due to misregistration between maps for
change detection is the use of fuzzy sets. A fuzzy set is an interpretation of
the original discrete data, and its imprecision, into ‘vague’ objects, using mem-
bership values, assigned by a membership function (Zadeh, 1965; Zhang and
Stuart, 2001; Hagen-Zanker et al., 2005). In fuzzy sets, the membership values
vary between 0 and 1 in the uncertain area around the boundaries of forest poly-
gons (Figure 7.9). These membership values allow a gradual transition between
not belonging (‘0’) and completely belonging (‘1’) to a given set. In this work,
the set refers to the forest class. In crisp sets, only the membership values ‘0’




0 50 100 150
fuzzy crisp
No forest No forestForest
Figure 7.9: Visualization of the membership function for a crisp set (solid line)
and a fuzzy set (dashed line). The x-axis shows imaginary x-coordinates in
meters.
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Fuzzy sets are considered to be a valuable approach for handling uncertainty
in spatial data. Fuzzy sets have been applied to represent a gradual change in
e.g. property value in a city, but also to indicate a gradual transition from one
soil type to another within a soil map (Wang and Hall, 1996). Vegetation types
have equally been regarded as fuzzy objects. The vagueness can be found in
the characteristics of the vegetation, where it is hard to distinguish were exactly
one vegetation type changes into another (Arnot et al., 2004). For instance in
arid areas, the grassland vegetation type is dependent on the water balance and
its boundary will fluctuate over time (Gopal and Woodcock, 1994). A second
example is the fuzzy boundary between two forest stands (Edwards and Lowell,
1996). Also viewsheds, who are determined by a maximum viewable distance,
can be considered as fuzzy objects (Wang and Hall, 1996).
On the other hand, the vagueness can be caused by the raster image used
to produce the land cover map, more specifically to the spatial resolution, and
the occurrence of mixed pixels∗ (Foody and Boyd, 1999). Fuzzy sets are used to
assess class uncertainty for the validation of (i) image classification (Fritz and
See, 2005) or (ii) model outcome (Leyk and Zimmermann, 2004).
In the above mentioned examples, fuzzy sets are used to express the un-
certainty within one land cover map. These also enable the assessment of un-
certainty for the detection of change (Tang et al., 2005) or no-change (Hagen,
2003) between two land cover maps. Nonetheless, fuzzy sets are not extensively
used in change detection studies (Wang and Hall, 1996).
One of the reasons for the limited use of fuzzy logic is the absence of straight-
forward rules for assigning membership values (Hagen, 2003). Common types
of membership functions are trapezial, triangular, Gaussian membership func-
tions, and (piece-wise) polynomial functions (Figure 7.10). The selection of the
appropriate shape and width of the membership function is determined by the
researcher. In some cases, field data can provide the necessary information to
draw a suitable membership function. For raster image classification, a classi-
fied pixel is assigned a membership grade for each vegetation class based on the
delineated training sites. For fuzzy classification the training sites typically con-
tain a combination of pure and mixed pixels (Lillesand et al., 2004). For other
applications, such as the transition between property value zones or soil types,
one depends on field observations to draw the membership function. When
fuzzy sets are used for the assessment of positional accuracy of forest polygons
in the 18th century, field observations are not available, and other approaches
are needed.
∗Mixed pixels occur when the sensor’s cell size includes more than one land cover type
(Lillesand et al., 2004).
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Figure 7.10: Representation of a (a) trapezial, (b) triangular and (c) symmetric
Gaussian membership function (Van Broekhoven, 2007).
7.3.2 Objectives
In order to define positional error both quantitatively and spatially, in a way
that this error can be used to improve change detection using historical maps,
a membership function needs to be defined. The following research question
needs to be answered :
Which equation is suitable to be used as membership function to deal
with boundary uncertainty when performing change detection with
forest maps featuring a varying positional accuracy ?
In this section, simulated distortions (Chapter 6) are used to evaluate dif-
ferent shapes of membership functions. Additionally, the relation between the
overall spatial error in the map, as estimated by RMSE, and the transition zone
around the forest boundaries is analyzed.
This amounts to the following specific objectives :
1. Extract experimental membership values from the distorted maps.
2. Fit different functions to the data, predicting the membership value for




The regional forest map (non-distorted) from the year 2000 was used as ref-
erence map. Four hexagons were selected as case study. Each type of spatial
forest cover pattern (Chapter 5) was represented by one hexagon (Figure 7.11).
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Figure 7.11: Illustration of the types of spatial forest cover pattern. Each type is
represented by one hexagon : (a) Type 1: hexagon nr. 45, (b) Type 2: hexagon
nr. 23, (c) Type 3: hexagon nr. 160, (d) Type 4: hexagon nr. 29. The grey
shapes represent forests.
In order to assess the impact of misregistration, the distortion generated
as in Chapter 6 were used. The following nomenclature was used to indicate
different vector layers : h·· refers to the hexagon, and s·· indicates the distortion
scenario, determined by the RMSE of the generated distortion. For instance,
when applying a distortion with a RMSE of 10 m to hexagon 45, this dataset
will be labelled : h45s10.
7.3.3.2 Sampling
A regular point grid was put over each hexagon, and only the points within a
distance of 200 m of the forest boundary (on the original non-distorted forest
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was different for each hexagon, so that the number of points within the buffer
was in the same order of magnitude for each hexagon (Table 7.5). A spacing of
10 m was between each point for hexagon 45. Hexagon 23 and 160 were sampled
with a point grid spacing of respectively 30 m and 35 m. Finally, a spacing of
50 m was selected for hexagon 29. For each of these points, the distance to the
nearest forest boundary on the original, non-distorted forest map was calculated
in meters. Points lying within the forest polygon received a positive distance
value, while points lying outside forest polygons received a negative distance
value (Figure 7.12). In a second step, the point grid was paired with the 20 dis-
torted layers, as described in Section 6.4.2 and the frequency of a point falling
within a (distorted) forest polygon was assessed. Dividing this frequency by 20
resulted in the possibility of finding forest at the specified distance from the
original forest boundary, referred to as poss (Figure 7.13).
Table 7.5: For each type of spatial forest cover pattern (as defined in Chapter
5), one hexagon was selected. The spacing between the points and the corre-
sponding number of points retained in the analysis are listed.
Type Hexagon Spacing Number
number (m) of points
1 45 10 33,088
2 23 30 29,605
3 160 35 30,438
4 29 50 31,088
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Figure 7.12: Visualization of distance to the nearest forest boundary. Points
within the forest polygon received a positive distance value. Points laying out-
side the forest polygon received a negative distance value. This map was based
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Figure 7.13: Illustration of the possibility for each point. This value was com-
puted by counting the number of distortions for which the point was situated
within a forest polygon, and dividing the count by the total number of distorted
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7.3.3.3 Data analysis
The distance to the nearest forest boundary was transformed into a new, unitless
variable x (Equation 7.3). It is expected that the width of the transition zone is
highly dependent on the magnitude of the applied distortion. By expressing the
distance to the forest boundary as a function of RMSE, it was assumed that the





The possibility of finding forest, assessed by the variable poss, was plot-
ted against the new variable x for each hexagon and each distortion scenario.
Several models were fitted to these data points using nonlinear regression, and
evaluated using the D2 statistic. The formula and interpretation of this statistic
is given in Chapter 6.
Four different functions were tested. These correspond to commonly used
shapes for membership functions (Van Broekhoven, 2007).
1. A linear function (Equation 7.4):
poss = a + b · x (7.4)
where a and b are parameters to be estimated.
This is the most straightforward function for assigning membership values.
2. A sigmoid function (Equation 7.5):
poss =
a
1 + exp(b · x)
(7.5)
where a and b are parameters to be estimated.
This shape of membership function is equivalent to the cumulative prob-
ability function of a Gauss-normal distribution.
3. A polynomial function (Equation 7.6):
poss = a + b · x− c · x3 + d · x3 · |x| (7.6)
where a, b, c and d are parameters to be estimated.
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This polynomial function equally features a sigmoid shape and was sug-
gested by Brundson et al. (1990) for visualization of the transition zone.
This model was based on the assumption of a piece-wize quartic distribu-
tion†.
4. An inverse distance weighting function (Equation 7.7):
poss =
a
1 + b · x2
(7.7)
where a and b are parameters to be estimated.
This function is a standard function for the interpolation of environmental
variables (Heuvelink and Burrough, 1993). Since this function declines for
positive values, the data for poss was transformed. Poss values for dis-
tances larger than zero were subtracted from 1. Poss values for negative
distances were included unaltered in the new data set.
7.3.4 Results and discussion
The D2 values are listed in Table 7.6, Table 7.7 and visualized in Figure 7.14.
With the exception of graph (a), the lines representing the results of the respec-
tive resolutions do not cross each other. Overall, the membership values were
estimated more accurately when the applied distortion was smaller. The lines
representing a distortion of 10 m and 30 m are nearly parallel to each other and
the accuracy of the estimation of the membership values decreased between 4 %
and 7 %. The decrease in D2 values was smaller when the distortion magnitude
changed from 30 m to 60 m.
Table 7.6: Parameter estimates for the different equations tested. ‘lin’ refers to
a linear shape of the membership function. ‘sigm’ refers to a sigmoid function.
‘brnd’ refers to the polynomial function. Finally, ‘heuv’ refers to the inverse
distance weighting function.
Function hex res a b c d D2
lin 29 10 0.5 0.44 0.77
lin 45 10 0.5 0.64 0.89
lin 23 10 0.5 0.56 0.88
lin 160 10 0.5 0.53 0.85
lin 29 30 0.49 0.58 0.79
Continued on next page ...
†A quartic function is a polynomial function with a degree of four (Teller, 1972).
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lin 45 30 0.48 0.55 0.82
lin 23 30 0.5 0.56 0.81
lin 160 30 0.48 0.56 0.80
lin 29 60 0.48 0.62 0.78
lin 45 60 0.41 0.5 0.77
lin 23 60 0.49 0.69 0.80
lin 160 60 0.45 0.59 0.78
lin 29 90 0.46 0.58 0.71
lin 45 90 0.37 0.49 0.62
lin 23 90 0.47 0.64 0.77
lin 160 90 0.39 0.44 0.63
sigm 29 10 0.99 -3.55 0.93
sigm 45 10 0.99 -4.29 0.96
sigm 23 10 0.99 -3.55 0.93
sigm 160 10 0.99 -3.81 0.94
sigm 29 30 0.98 -3.78 0.86
sigm 45 30 0.95 -3.66 0.89
sigm 23 30 0.98 -3.69 0.87
sigm 160 30 0.96 -3.57 0.87
sigm 29 60 0.96 -4.06 0.84
sigm 45 60 0.83 -3.75 0.82
sigm 23 60 0.97 -4.44 0.86
sigm 160 60 0.91 -4.19 0.84
sigm 29 90 0.91 -3.79 0.76
sigm 45 90 0.76 -4.12 0.68
sigm 23 90 0.93 -4.43 0.83
sigm 160 90 0.82 -4.2 0.75
brnd 29 10 0.5 0.65 0.17 0.03 0.90
brnd 45 10 0.5 1.07 1.56 0.93 0.96
brnd 23 10 0.5 0.86 0.78 0.36 0.93
brnd 160 10 0.5 0.88 0.73 0.31 0.93
brnd 29 30 0.49 0.89 0.81 0.36 0.86
brnd 45 30 0.47 0.85 0.86 0.42 0.89
brnd 23 30 0.49 0.88 0.82 0.37 0.87
brnd 160 30 0.48 0.84 0.78 0.37 0.87
brnd 29 60 0.48 0.92 0.91 0.41 0.84
brnd 45 60 0.41 0.77 0.84 0.44 0.82
brnd 23 60 0.48 0.99 1.06 0.47 0.86
brnd 160 60 0.45 0.9 0.94 0.45 0.84
brnd 29 90 0.46 0.83 0.76 0.34 0.76
brnd 45 90 0.38 0.77 0.96 0.52 0.68
brnd 23 90 0.47 0.98 1.19 0.61 0.83
brnd 160 90 0.41 0.78 0.69 0.29 0.75
Continued on next page ...
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heuv 29 10 0.46 8.93 0.93
heuv 45 10 0.45 12.85 0.96
heuv 23 10 0.45 8.76 0.93
heuv 160 10 0.45 10.08 0.94
heuv 29 30 0.46 10.08 0.86
heuv 45 30 0.45 8.21 0.88
heuv 23 30 0.47 10.03 0.87
heuv 160 30 0.46 8.57 0.86
heuv 29 60 0.46 11.12 0.83
heuv 45 60 0.47 9.97 0.73
heuv 23 60 0.47 14.22 0.86
heuv 160 60 0.47 11.8 0.82
heuv 29 90 0.48 10.04 0.74
heuv 45 90 0.5 15.49 0.50
heuv 23 90 0.47 13.23 0.82
heuv 160 90 0.47 12.21 0.65
In Figure 7.14, it can be noticed that the variation among the respective
hexagons was limited when smaller distortions were applied. When the distor-
tion grew larger, the data did not show a consistent trend. Hexagon 45 yielded
the poorest fit, followed by respectively hexagon 160 and hexagon 29. Hexagon
23 yielded the best fit. Differences were only minor for a distortion of 60 m,
although they were quite apparent in graph (d) for the inverse distance weighted
function. The differences became considerable for all fitted functions for a dis-
tortion of 90 m. It is interesting to compare these results with Figure 7.11, where
the different types of spatial forest cover pattern are visualized. Hexagon 23 and
hexagon 29 represent respectively non-fragmented, moderate forest cover and
non-fragmented, high forest cover. Hexagon 45 and hexagon 160 are elements
of respectively the non-fragmented, low forest cover and fragmented, moderate
forest cover. This suggests that increasing fragmentation diminished the pre-
dictability of membership values for larger distortions. This could to a large
extent be related to the distance between forest patches. If forest polygons
are close, the transition zones around their boundaries (where the membership
value varies between 0 and 1) are likely to overlap.
The shape of the membership values is analyzed based on Table 7.7. At small
distortions (10 m RMSE), all functions yielded a good fit, although the linear
function did perform poorly when compared with the other 3 functions. When
applying a distortion of 30 m, the same trend could be noticed : the linear
function did well (D2=0.81), but the other three functions did better. When
the distortion increased further to 60 m, D2 decreased for the linear function to
0.78, and for the inverse distance weighted function to 0.81. Best results were
obtained for both the sigmoid and the polynomial function (D2=0.84). At a
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Table 7.7: Quality assessment of the fitted functions. Values for D2 are listed,
averaged over the different hexagons. The different rows indicate the fitted
function. ‘lin’ refers to a linear function, ‘sigm’ refers to a sigmoid function,
and ‘poly’ and ‘dist’ refer respectively to the polynomial and inverse distance
weighted function. The different columns indicate (in meters) the average dis-
tortion (as RMSE) applied.
Function 10 30 60 90
lin 0.85 0.81 0.78 0.68
sigm 0.94 0.87 0.84 0.75
poly 0.93 0.87 0.84 0.75
dist 0.94 0.87 0.81 0.68
distortion of 90 m, both the linear and the inverse distance weighted function
featured a D2 of 0.68. The sigmoid and polynomial function featured a value
of 0.75. On the whole, the two latter functions yielded the best results from
goodness of fit values.
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To facilitate the interpretation of the varying parameters in Table 7.6, the
fitted functions were drawn in Figure 7.15 to Figure 7.18. Figure 7.15 shows
the results for the linear function. It can be observed that, as the distortion
grew larger, the slope of the line diminishes. However, the opposite can be seen
in graph (d), where the slope of the function is steeper for larger distortions.
No feasible explanation could be found for this phenomenon. For all hexagons,
membership values feature ‘0’ respectively ‘1’ when the distance to the bound-
ary is more or less -1 · RMSE, respectively +1 · RMSE. Naturally, when using
this function to determine the membership values, the poss values inferior to
zero and superior to one should be reset to respectively ‘0’ and ‘1’.
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Section 7.3. Estimating a fuzzy membership function based on RMSE
The shape of the sigmoid function when RMSE equals 10 m was very sim-
ilar for all hexagons (Figure 7.16). When the distortion was larger, the fitted
function did not reach membership values equal or close to one for hexagons 45
and 160. Nontheless, these values did feature in the calibration data set. This
anomaly did not occur in the graphs for hexagon 23 and 29. An explanation
for this could be found in the type of spatial forest cover pattern. As the forest
patches in hexagons 45 and 160 are small, the majority of the sample points
will lie outside rather than inside the forest polygon. As negative distances
dominate the positive distances, the fitting procedure is likely to produce an
accurate fit of negative x-values, to the detriment of the fit of positive x-values.
As hexagon 23 and 29 feature compact, rather large shapes, the amount of neg-
ative and positive distances will be more balanced, and the discussed bias is
thus prevented.
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Section 7.3. Estimating a fuzzy membership function based on RMSE
The bias for positive x-values near one is equally observed in the graphs (a)
and (c) for the polynomial function (Figure 7.17). The underestimation near
+1 · x was somewhat larger than for the sigmoid function. Moreover, the re-
sulting shape for the membership function is not logical, since the function is
not strictly increasing. Around distances of -1 · RMSE, the membership value
decreased closer to the forest boundary. The inverse is true around a x-value of
+1. Intuitively, this can not be regarded as a correct shape for the membership
function. Mathematically, this shape is typical for the polynomial function, and
is caused by a high value for the parameter c, in comparison with the value for
parameter d. In the study by Brundson et al. (1990), c equaled 1 and d equaled
0.5, and the resulting function was monotone and increasing. The values ob-
tained by fitting the function to empirical data were quite different from those
proposed by Brundson et al. (1990).
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Section 7.3. Estimating a fuzzy membership function based on RMSE
Finally, Figure 7.18 shows the results for the inverse distance weighted func-
tion. This function declines for positive x-values since the values were trans-
formed before the fitting procedure. The lines are largely superposed on each
other and only minor variations are observed between scenario’s. For hexagon
29, nearly no distinction can be made between the lines. One difference is the
point where the curve crosses the y-axis. When the distortion was larger, the
corresponding y-value was higher. Also the bell-shape was more narrow when
the distortion increased from 30 m, over 60 m, to 90 m. Because of the mathe-
matical nature of this function, its shape is symmetrical around the y-axis. This
was not systematically the case for the other tested functions.
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Section 7.3. Estimating a fuzzy membership function based on RMSE
7.3.5 Conclusion
In this section, simulated distortions were used to determine the appropriate
shape and width of a membership function for the assessment of positional ac-
curacy in historical forest maps.
The goodness of fit of the membership function was related to both the
type of spatial forest cover pattern and the applied distortion. When more
fragmented forest was present, featuring small forest patches, the fit of the
membership function was lower. The goodness of fit also decreased for larger
distortions. The accuracy was nonetheless superior to 0.80 up to an RMSE of
60 m. For a distortion with an RMSE of 90 m, the accuracy of the fitted func-
tion dropped below 0.80.
The linear membership function yielded the poorest fit. The other three
tested functions, a sigmoid, a polynomial and an inverse distance weighting
function, performed equally well. For larger distortions nonetheless, the inverse
distance weighting function featured a slightly lower fit than the sigmoid and
the polynomial function. When visualizing the shape of the fitted functions, it
became clear that especially the polynomial function did not yield a strictly in-
creasing function, which is intuitively expected for a membership function. The
transition zone between forest and non-forest, as read on the fitted function, was
always situated between -1 and +1 times the RMSE of the applied distortion.
The width of the transition zone can thus be regarded as 2 times RMSE.
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7.4 Answer to research question
This chapter sought to answer the following question :
How can the effect of positional error between forest maps be handled
to obtain reliable results for change detection ?
Both the application of aggregation (or generalization) techniques and the
use of fuzzy sets have been explored in this chapter.
First, generalization techniques were used to minimize the effect of posi-
tional error on computed pattern metrics. Tested generalization methods were
based on rasterization, buffering or vertex deletion. Rasterization produced an
irregular effect for cell sizes inferior to 60 m. This value of 60 m can also be
found as a pivotal point for the buffering approach. Applying this buffer width
yielded about the largest increase regarding the comparability of two subsequent
forest maps. Vertex deletion has - as can be expected - solely an effect on the
comparability of shape complexity. However, none of these approaches yielded
truly satisfying results.
Secondly, an approach based on fuzzy logic was studied. Fuzzy sets are
based on a completely different rationale. Simulated distortions were applied
to determine the appropriate shape and width of a membership function for
the assessment of positional accuracy in historical forest maps. Acceptable fits
were obtained when the applied distortion was smaller than 60 m in average.
Not only the size of the distortion, but also the extant forest cover pattern had
an influence on the goodness of fit of the tested membership functions. When
the forest was more fragmented, it became more difficult to obtain a good fit.
Finally, the shape of the membership function was found to play a marginal
role. A sigmoid, polynomial or inverse distance weighted function all yielded
good fits, and performed moderately better than a linear function.
However, resorting to fuzzy sets craves two steps. First, crisp data is trans-
formed into a fuzzy set using a membership function. Afterwards, these fuzzy
maps need to be combined to a change map by means of operands. The use
of operands for change detection remains unclear and is still an active field of
research (Wang and Hall, 1996; Hagen, 2003). An in-depth study of operands
for fuzzy sets was however not within the scope of this study.
In the light of these observations, we decided that a change detection on the
polygon-level was not feasible using the given forest maps. Moreover, the change
in forest cover, as observed visually between two forest maps, appeared to be
too large to be explained by a mere positional shift or a difference in scale. The
majority of forest disappeared, and many forest were replanted in non-forested




This chapter is partly based on the following paper :
E.M. De Clercq and R.R. De Wulf. 2006. Spatial forest cover pattern in
Flanders: A broad scale in both space and time. Proceedings of the IUFRO
Landscape Ecology Conference, Patterns and Processes in Forest Landscapes:
Consequences of Human Management. Locorotondo, Bari, Italy. 26-29 Septem-
ber 2006. p 409 - 414.
8.1 Introduction
Modelling of landscape change is not a new domain in spatial information sci-
ence. More than three decades ago, Bell (1974) already used modelling to deepen
the understanding of landscape processes. The use of pattern metrics in land-
scape science is not new either. Regional scale models predicting future spatial
forest cover patterns can reveal current and recent trends, and facilitate the
generation of spatial planning scenarios, based on hypothetical policy changes
(Brown et al., 2002). Although Cumming and Vernier (2002) established sta-
tistical relations between landscape indices and non-spatial regional scale forest
inventory attributes, these indices are rarely used to model change for an entire
region (Brown et al., 2002). In this work, the spatial scale covers the entire
region of Flanders, and the temporal scale spans more than 200 years, from
1775, when the first map was drawn, up to 2000, in which the second regional
forest mapping was completed.
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8.2 Objectives
The aim of this experiment is to assess to what extent it is possible to model the
spatial forest pattern over a large spatial and temporal scale ∗. Moreover, the
added value of the inclusion of pattern metrics in a regression model is assessed.
The following research questions were defined :
1. How accurately can the dynamics of spatial pattern be modelled, based on
the current forest patterns ?
2. What is the added value of the use of pattern metrics for the prediction of
the total forested area ?
These research questions amount to the following specific objectives :
1. Collect relevant geospatial data over the study area.
2. Construct a model predicting forest cover change, excluding pattern met-
rics.
3. Construct a model predicting forest cover change, including pattern met-
rics.
4. Compare the predictive power of both models to assess the added value
of pattern metrics for change modelling.
8.3 Methodology
8.3.1 Data on spatial forest cover pattern
For this experiment, Flanders was subdivided into hexagons, and for each
hexagon, several pattern metrics were computed for the respective forest maps.
The regular grid was preferred to a sliding window approach. The latter would
have resulted in overlapping sampling units, which considerably increase the risk
of pseudo-replication and spatial correlation (Leyk and Zimmermann, 2004).
The selected pattern metrics were : the forested area (ta in ha), the number
of forest patches (np), the mean patch area (area.mn in ha), the mean shape
index (shape.mn), the mean nearest neighbor distance (enn.mn in m), and
finally the aggregation index (ai). Hexagons without forest were attributed ta
= 0, np = 0, area.mn = 0, shape.mn = 2, enn.mn = 5000 m and ai = 0.
These variables were used to perform a cluster analysis, and resulted in four
groups. These groups corresponded to four types of spatial forest cover pattern,




ranked from type 1, featuring a very low and fragmented forest cover, to type 4,
featuring a rather high and non-fragmented forest cover (Table 8.1). The spa-
tial forest type is expressed by variable x.frag, where x indicates the respective
forest maps.
Table 8.1: Mean values for six selected pattern metrics for the different types
of spatial forest cover pattern, distinguished through clustering. The standard
deviations are given within brackets.
Type ta np area.mn shape.mn enn.mn ai
1 1.97 0.5 0.66 1.96 4891.51 13.50
(1.97) (0.5) (0.66) (0.04) (108.49) (13.50)
2 337.86 73.33 4.99 1.49 339.45 81.08
(15.73) (2.77) (0.20) (0.01) (20.73) (0.43)
3 1108.38 226.19 5.03 1.53 122.45 80.91
(34.89) (4.15) (0.14) (0.01) (1.76) (0.32)
4 2180.75 129.10 20.69 1.63 144.71 90.62
(84.67) (5.62) (1.35) (0.01) (7.12) (0.26)
A given hexagon will feature different types of spatial forest pattern over
time. When a hexagon received a lower type number (corresponding with a
more fragmented state), the hexagon was referred to as fragmented. If the
hexagon evolves to a higher type number (corresponding with a less fragmented
state), the hexagon was referred to as defragmented. This evolution of fragmen-
tation and defragmentation is visualized in Figure 8.1.
In Chapter 3, the period between 1775 and 1850 is referred to as ‘the in-
dustrial revolution’. In this time lag, an important event for the forestry sector
was the introduction of a subsidy for softwood plantations for the mines in the
east of the country. Defragmented hexagons are found scattered over the re-
gion, but a majority of these hexagons is found in the northeastern part of the
region. This can be interpreted as the effect of this subsidy arrangement. The
opposite applies for the fragmented hexagons. While they are found throughout
the study area, a majority occurs in the west. The literature cited in Chapter
3 mentions a growing population (both urban and rural) in this period, placing
a high pressure on agricultural and forest land.
For the period 1850-1940, ranging from the creation of the country of Bel-
gium to the second world war, the same trend is observed. Defragmentation
occurs mainly in the east (where the defragmented hexagons form a continu-
ous block), and fragmentation occurs mainly in the west. In this time span,
the national forest legislation came into force. Technical developments and a
rural exodus lifted the pressure on land and agricultural fields were turned into
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forests. This trend was reversed by the beginning of the 20th century.
In the last period (1950-1990), a large amount of white hexagons is visible.
Less change occurred since the observed period is almost half of the two former
periods. Defragmentation occurs in the southeast and in the southern middle
part of the study area, as well as in a few isolated hexagons. Literature (see
Chapter 3 for details) indicates that deforestation in this period was driven by
infrastructure developments. On the other hand, reforestation up to the 1970’s
occurred with the primary aim of providing wood for the industry (used both
for construction, as for the production of wood-derived products, such as paper,
matches, ...). From the 1970’s onwards, the importance of forest recreation in-
creased.
Table 8.2: Change trajectories and their frequence. ‘-1’ refers to fragmentation,
‘1’ to defragmentation, and ‘0’ refers to no change in fragmentation type. For
each trajectory, the number of hexagons of a given pattern type (in 2000) is
summarized. The percentage of hexagons in a given trajectory is listed in the
last column.
Trajectory Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Frequency Percentage
0;0;0 16 12 5 33 24%
0;1;0 7 8 15 11%
0;-1;0 6 5 1 12 9%
1;0;0 1 8 3 12 9%
0;0;1 6 2 8 6%
-1;-1;0 7 7 5%
0;-1;1 4 2 6 4%
-1;0;0 4 2 6 4%
0;1;-1 1 1 2 1 5 4%
1;-1;0 3 2 5 4%
-1;1;0 1 1 2 4 3%
0;0;-1 2 1 3 2%
-1;0;1 3 3 2%
-1;0;-1 3 3 2%
-1;1;-1 3 3 2%
1;1;0 2 2 1%
1;-1;1 2 2 1%
1;1;-1 2 2 1%
0;1;1 1 1 1%
1;0;1 1 1 1%
1;0;-1 1 1 1%
-1;1;1 1 1 1%
Total 1 47 57 30 135
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The trajectories are sorted according to decreasing frequency in Table 8.2.
As already observed in Figure 8.1, the no-change trajectory is the most frequent
in the studied area, comprising one fourth of all hexagons. Defragmentation of
a hexagon was most often observed during the time period between 1850 and
1940, in 11 % of the hexagons. Only 9 % respectively 6 % of the hexagons were
defragmented during the first respectively third time step. Only a marginal
amount of hexagons were defragmented in two out of three time periods.
Fragmentation within hexagons was also most frequent in the second time
step, comprising 9 % of the hexagons, and 7 % was fragmented consecutively in
the first and the second period. 6 % of the hexagons are fragmented in the first
period. Less common trajectories, where hexagons are successively fragmented
and defragmented, feature lower frequencies. The following potential trajecto-
ries were not observed : 1:1:1, -1:-1:-1, 0:-1:-1, -1:-1:1, and 1:-1:-1.
The period 1775-1850 was thus mostly a period of fragmentation, the period
1850-1940 was a period of change, occurring in both directions. Finally the
period 1940-1990 features less change, of which defragmentation has the larger
proportion.
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Figure 8.1: Geographic distribution of fragmented hexagons (in orange) and
de-fragmented hexagons (in green). Hexagons that do not move from one frag-
mentation class to another, are depicted in white. The upper, middle and lower
map apply respectively to the period 1775-1850, 1850-1940 and 1940-1990. Dif-
ferent types of hatching indicates the type of spatial forest cover pattern, as




As explanatory variables, a range of spatial and demographic data was used.
Two criteria determined the inclusion of a variable in the analysis : (i) being
freely available, and (ii) being recorded in a consistent manner over the region of
Flanders and the studied time span (1775-2000). Spatial data comprised the fol-
lowing variables : soil fertility (Figure 8.2: increasing fertility from class 1 to 5),
distance to roads, urban areas, towns (places), cities and large cities (Brussels
and Antwerp) (Table 8.3). Distance to mines was included, since large plan-
tations have been created for the coal mining industry since 1850 (Lust 2002).
This data was calculated using raster data with a spatial resolution of 100 m.
From the Belgian National Institute for Statistics, population data was avail-
able per municipality for the following years: 1800, 1816, 1856, 1890, 1947, 1961,
1990 and 2000. The population per hexagon was determined through the as-
sumption that the population density within one municipality is homogeneous.
The areal proportion of a municipality within one hexagon was then multiplied
with the total number of inhabitants of the municipality. The total population
per hexagon for the respective years was contained in the variables p1800, p1856,
p1947, p1990 and p2000. Only the population values for these years were used,
as they correspond approximately with the period in which the used forest maps
were drawn.
We are well aware that aggregating the population at the hexagon level
causes some bias in the data. Using statistical neighborhoods could reduce the
error, since these neighborhoods were designed to contain a homogeneous pop-
ulation density. It is however not possible to obtain population data from 1800
till the 21th century on such a fine resolution. Moreover, the data were averaged
over hexagons of 10.000 ha, and it hence it was assumed that any bias due to
non-homogeneity within the municipalities is neutralized. Also the change in
population density within a hexagon was included as an explanatory variable
(Table 8.4).
Table 8.3: List of calculated distances to existing infrastructure.
Variable name Description
d.mines Mean distance (km) to the coal mines in the east of Flanders
d.urban Mean distance (km) to small urbanized centers
d.cities Mean distance (km) to cities
d.antwerp Mean distance (km) to the city of Antwerp
d.brussels Mean distance (km) to the city of Brussels
d.roads Mean distance (km) to the main roads and highways
d.places Mean distance (km) to towns
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Figure 8.2: Visualization of the dominating agricultural region per hexagon.
The Polders comprise the highest fertility class (5), followed by Loam (4), Sand-
loam (3), Sand (2) and finally the ‘Kempen’ region (1), which has the lowest
soil fertility.
Table 8.4: List of variables describing population change during the studied
periods, used as explanatory variables in the regression models.
Variable name Description
dpop1 Population increase between 1800 and 1856
dpop2 Population increase between 1856 and 1947
dpop3 Population increase between 1947 and 1991
dpop4 Population increase between 1991 and 2000
8.3.3 Correlation between explanatory variables
In Tables 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7, the correlation coefficients of the explanatory vari-
ables are listed. Only the distance to Brussels and the distance to Antwerp
feature a correlation coefficient superior to 0.80. Collinearity could be avoided
by performing a principal component analysis before modelling, and by using
the resulting components as independent variables. This was not deemed ap-
propriate since a transformation of the explanatory variables would make the
interpretation of the outcome rather difficult. Therefore, the variable d.brussels

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In the first time step, the correlation coefficient between the aggregation
index (ai) and the mean nearest neighbor distance (enn.mn) yields a value of -
0.83 (Table 8.8). For the third time period, two pattern metrics were correlated.
The forested area and the mean forest size in 1940 (being ta and area.mn for
the map indicated by ‘ngi’) feature a correlation coefficient of 0.87. All other
variables show a correlation coefficient smaller than 0.80 (Table 8.10).
Table 8.8: Correlation between the pattern metrics in the first time step.
fer. fer. fer. fer. fer. fer.
ta np area.mn shape.mn enn.mn ai
fer.ta 1.00
fer.np 0.32 1.00
fer.area.mn 0.56 -0.22 1.00
fer.shape.mn 0.44 -0.06 0.33 1.00
fer.enn.mn -0.28 -0.38 -0.08 0.42 1.00
fer.ai 0.44 0.09 0.39 -0.27 -0.83 1.00
Table 8.9: Correlation between the pattern metrics in the second time step.
vdm. vdm. vdm. vdm. vdm. vdm.
ta np area.mn shape.mn enn.mn ai
vdm.ta 1.00
vdm.np 0.47 1.00
vdm.area.mn 0.40 -0.19 1.00
vdm.shape.mn 0.26 -0.15 0.21 1.00
vdm.enn.mn -0.27 -0.33 -0.06 0.39 1.00
vdm.ai 0.43 -0.06 0.41 -0.14 -0.59 1.00
Table 8.10: Correlation between the pattern metrics in the third time step.
ngi. ngi. ngi. ngi. ngi. ngi.
ta np area.mn shape.mn enn.mn ai
ngi.ta 1.00
ngi.np 0.46 1.00
ngi.area.mn 0.87 0.07 1.00
ngi.shape.mn 0.50 0.07 0.57 1.00
ngi.enn.mn -0.59 -0.70 -0.39 -0.27 1.00
ngi.ai 0.69 0.09 0.77 0.39 -0.44 1.00
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8.3.4 Research question 1
How accurately can the dynamics of spatial pattern be modelled, based on the
current forest patterns ?
To answer the first research question, we focussed on the probability that a
given hexagon changes from one pattern type into another. The most common
approach for change modelling is to apply a logistical regression function that
describes the probability of a given location migrating from one category to
another (Brown et al., 2004). This technique has been used for modelling the
development of urban areas, tropical (Mertens and Lambin, 1997) and temper-
ate forest cover (Brown et al., 2002). In the mentioned papers, the presence or
absence of forest at a particular location is predicted, while in this study, an
upscaling of this technique, both in time and in space, is sought. The transition
of a hexagon from one fragmentation type to a type with a higher (referred to
as defragmentation) respectively a lower number (referred to as fragmentation)
was the dependent variable.
Table 8.11: List of the models to predict change. P(i) stands for the probability
for change in a time period i. Models are tested for both fragmentation and
defragmentation.
P(1) ∼ fer.frag + log(d.mines) + log(d.cities) + log(d.antwerp)
+ log(d.brussels) + log(d.roads) + log(d.places) + log(d.urban)
+fertility + dpop1 + p1800
P(2) ∼ vdm.frag + log(d.mines) + log(d.cities) + log(d.antwerp)
+log(d.brussels) + log(d.roads) + log(d.places) + log(d.urban)
+fertility + dpop2 + p1856
P(3) ∼ ngi.frag + log(d.mines) + log(d.cities) + log(d.antwerp)
+log(d.brussels) + log(d.roads) + log(d.places) + log(d.urban)
+fertility + dpop3 + p1947
The compiled data set was split up randomly in two sets: a calibration data
set to calibrate the model (62 units), and a validation data set to validate the
results (73 units).
General linear modelling (GLM) was used to fit the models in Table 8.11
based on the calibration data set. GLMs are mathematical extensions of ordi-
nary least-square regression models that allow for nonlinearity and nonconstant
variances (Leyk and Zimmermann, 2004; Kutner et al., 2005). It was assumed
that the variables do not interact, hence an additive model was used. A stepwise
procedure was followed, where each independent variable is sequentially added
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and dropped, based on the Cp criterion. The model with the lowest Cp value is
selected. This criterion (Equation 8.1) is concerned with the total mean error
for a regression model and penalizes models with a high number of independent
variables (Kutner et al., 2005). Additionally, the coefficient of each variable in




− (n− 2p) (8.1)
where
SSEp = error sum of squares for the fitted regression model
p = amount of variables in the fitted regression model
MSE = error variance in the data set
n = number of sample units
In a second step, the model was used to predict the transition probability
for the validation data set. The resulting models were evaluated using the D2
statistic (percent deviance explained - Equation 8.2 ). In order to assess the
model quality for data, not included in the fitting procedure, both producer’s
and user’s accuracy of the changed category was calculated. Producer’s accuracy
was calculated by dividing the number of correctly classified hexagons by the
total number of hexagons that have actually changed, while the user’s accuracy
was computed by dividing the number of correctly classified hexagons by the






the Null Deviance is the deviance from the model with the intercept only.
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8.3.5 Research question 2
What is the added value of the use of pattern metrics for the prediction of the
total forested area ?
To answer the second research question, we focussed on the increase (or de-
crease) in forested area between two forest maps.
Again, the compiled data set was split up randomly in a calibration data set
(62 units), and a validation data set (73 units).
General linear modelling (GLM) was used to fit the models and evaluation
of the models was performed using the D2 statistic (percent deviance explained
- Equation 8.2).
The model includes all explanatory variables used in the previous section,
and the pattern metrics (ta, np, area.mn, shape.mn, enn.mn, and ai) as ad-
ditional explanatory variables. In order to ascertain the comparability of these
pattern metrics between two maps, the pattern metrics were standardized for
each map (Equation 8.3). For illustration purposes, Figure 8.3 visualizes the






PMcomp = the computed value for a given pattern metric
PMmean = the mean value for a given pattern metric
within the studied forest map
PMstd = the standard deviation for a given pattern metric
within the studied forest map
A first model contained only the variables used in the previous section. Then,
only the variable ta was added, and afterwards, all pattern metrics were in-
cluded in the model. The effect of adding these variables was tested for its
significance using an F-test (Buys, 2003).
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Figure 8.3: Histograms of the original, non-standardized pattern metrics.
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R2c = determination coefficient of the extended model
R2r = determination coefficient of the basic model
m = number of variables in the extended model
n = number of observations
v1 = number of added variables in the extended model
v2 = n - m - 1
Finally, a test for spatial autocorrelation in the residuals derived from the
models was performed using Moran’s I (Read and Lam, 2002; Weaver and Per-
era, 2004; Gustafson et al., 2005). Moran’s I determines whether a given phe-
nomenon features a clustered, a random or an aggregated pattern (Figure 8.4).
Figure 8.4: Example of a clustered (left), random (middle) and aggregated
pattern (right) (Haining, 1990).
8.4 Results and discussion
8.4.1 Research question 1
After stepwise regression, only a subset of the original independent variables
were retained in the model. These remaining variables, as well as their coeffi-
cients, are listed in Table 8.12.
The probability for fragmentation in the first time period is predicted uniquely
based on the pattern type. Since this is a factor variable, the probability that
each type is fragmented is compared to the probability that the first type is frag-
mented. The t-value indicates that this variable does not have a linear relation
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with the predicted value. Defragmentation in this period is equally a function
of the existing pattern type, as well as of the distance to the capital, Brussels.
However, the positive linear relationship to the logtransform of the distance to
Brussels is not significant at the 0.05 level.
Literature (Van Miegroet, 1976; Tack et al., 1993; Laroussinie, 2002) indi-
cated that a growing population, both in the cities as on the countryside, put
a large pressure on agricultural and forest land. A relationship between forest
pattern change and population, or the distance to cities, was thus expected, but
was not found in the statistical analysis. Additionally, a major event for the
forestry sector was the introduction of subsidies for softwood plantations near
the mines in the east of the country. This measure did not entail a significant
relation between forest pattern change and the distance to the mines.
In Chapter 3, the second period coincides more or less with the period be-
tween the creation of the country of Belgium and the second world war. In this
time span, the national forest legislation came into force. Technical develop-
ments and a rural exodus lifted the pressure on the land and agricultural fields
were turned into forest. This trend was reversed by the beginning of the 20th
century. In the statistical analysis, fragmentation in the second period is a func-
tion of soil fertility, and higher values have a higher probability of fragmentation
than lower soil fertility. This suggests that deforestation is taking place to give
way for agricultural exploitation, indicating that these are probably changes
that occurred in the beginning of the 20th century. More fragmentation takes
place at larger distances of the cities. A significant linear relation is found for
the logtransform of this variable (indicated by a t-value higher than 1.96). De-
fragmentation in the second period is related to both the existing pattern type
and the soil fertility. This confirms the role of agriculture as a driving factor.
Fragmentation in the third period is again a function of the existing pattern
type, but also of an increasing population pressure. The low coefficient value
could be explained by the fact that the population increase is expressed as an
absolute figure. In Chapter 3 was stated that land use planning in this period
was very permissive and focussed on infrastructure development. Keeping this
in mind, it is possible that forest defragmentation was not caused by, but re-
sulted in an increased population. Fragmentation of forests occurred in order
to create for instance a highway, and the increased accessibility of the area at-
tracted housing and resulted in a higher population. For defragmentation, only
the existing pattern type and the distances to the mines and the capital are re-
tained in the model. These relations can be interpreted as reforestation taking
place mainly to supply the industry. The latter two variables do not feature a
significant linear relation with defragmentation probability.
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Table 8.12: Parameter estimates of the variables, retained after stepwize mod-
elling. Logistic modelling is performed for the three time steps (t1, t2, t3), for
a fragmentation (⇓) and a defragmentation (⇑) process.
Model Variable coefficient t-value
t1.⇓ frag(2) 7.89 0.01
frag(3) 2.66 0.01
frag(4) -2.64 -0.01





























Section 8.4. Results and discussion
The D2 statistic of the respective models is listed in Table 8.13. Both for
fragmentation as for defragmentation, the model for the first period performs
worst. This is also the model where the stepwize procedure retained the least
explanatory variables in the model. The models for the third period yield bet-
ter results, and the model for the second period yields the highest D2 values.
Apart from the first model, this statistic indicates that the models explain a
large part of the variance. When one considers the coarseness of the data used,
it is surprising to obtain D2 values that exceed 0.50.








The D2 statistics of the respective models suggest that the presented mod-
els are appropriate. Some caution is advised when considering the user’s and
producer’s accuracy of the changed class (Table 8.14). When predicting change
using the model, none of the hexagons are predicted to feature fragmentation
during the first period. Nonetheless, the reference data set did contain hexagons
with fragmentation. This can only be explained by the absence of any relation
between the fragmentation process and the independent variables. This was
already suggested by the low D2 values for this model. The model for defrag-
mentation during this time period performs a lot better, since accuracy values
higher than 60 % are recorded.
All accuracies for the second time step vary between 50 and 60 %, which
can be regarded as a fair result in the given setup. This is however not the
case for the models for the third time period. If the D2 values were considered
acceptable, both user’s and producer’s accuracy (respectively 18 and 25 % for
fragmentation, 44 and 50 % for defragmentation) removes the confidence in
these models.
8.4.2 Research question 2
Table 8.15 lists the determination coefficients of the respective models, as well
as the results for the F-test. Model 1, containing only demographic and spatial
data, yields a D2 of 0.58 for the first time step (1775-1850) and 0.45 for the
second time step (1850-1940). During subsequent time steps, the correlations
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decrease when using this model. For the third time step (1940-1990), the D2
drops to 0.33, and for the last time step (1990-2000), D2 is merely 0.07. With-
out doubt, the latter models are not really suitable models for forest change
prediction. These results suggest that, after the second world war, forest area
change is driven by other processes, which are not captured by the proposed
variables.
Landscape change is not always a result of planned and intentional actions
(Buergi et al., 2004). Large-scale forest change might be too complex a process
to be modelled with a high accuracy by aggregated methods. Other driving
factors, such as land use planning, could be included to improve the results.
This data is however not available for the studied time period in the region of
Flanders.
Table 8.15: The determination coefficients of the respective models. Different
rows refer to different time periods.
Time step Model D2 F-value p-value
1775 - 1850 1 0.58
2 0.60 5.81 0.02
3 0.67 2.93 0.01
1850 - 1940 1 0.45
2 0.77 170.73 0.00
3 0.78 0.50 0.86
1940 - 1990 1 0.33
2 0.42 16.98 0.00
3 0.49 2.49 0.02
1990 - 2000 1 0.07
2 0.18 15.62 0.00
3 0.35 3.74 0.00
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Adding the amount of forest at time t1 to the model yields better results
for all time steps. For the first (resp. the second) time step, D2 rises from 0.58
(0.45) to 0.60 (0.77). The considerable increase in model quality is not repeated
for the third time step, where D2 increases from 0.33 to 0.42. Adding the com-
plete set of pattern metrics increases D2 from 0.60 to 0.67 for the first time step,
and did not have a significant effect for the second time step. For the model for
the third time step, an improvement from 0.42 to 0.49 is realized by adding the
set of pattern metrics. During the last time period, the improvement by adding
the set of pattern metrics is even larger, where D2 increases from 0.18 to 0.35.
The QQ plots in Figure 8.5 indicate that the Pearson Residuals can be
assumed to be normally distributed.
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Figure 8.5: Assessment of normality of the residuals for the respective models,
based on Q-Q normality plots. The first column contains plots for model 1 (the
basic model), the second column plots for model 2 (the basic model extended
with forested area on time t1), and column 3 contains plots for model 3 (the
basic model extended with a set of 6 pattern metrics). The first row of graphs
applies to the first time interval (1775-1850), the second to the second time
interval (1850-1940), the third to the third time interval (1940-1990) and the
fourth column shows the Q-Q plots for the last time interval (1990-2000).
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Table 8.16: Moran’s I, as a measure of autocorrelation in the residual error
for the different models. The z-value is given within brackets. When the z-
value is higher than 1.96, this indicates that the Null Hypothesis is rejected,
and residuals are not randomly distributed. The letter ‘R’ refers to a random
distribution, ‘D’ indicates spatial dispersion and ‘C’ indicates that the errors
occur clustered in space.
Time step Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
1775-1850 -0.01 (0.05) R -0.01 (0.00) R -0.01 (-0.43) R
1850-1940 0.06 (7.24) C 0.02 (2.98) C 0.02 (2.57) C
1940-1990 0.01 (1.57) R 0.01 (1.71) R 0.00 (0.89) R
1990-2000 0.02 (2.76) C 0.01 (1.73) R 0.00 (0.37) R
For spatial modelling, the residuals need to be randomly distributed. In
Table 8.16, Moran’s I, which is generally accepted as a measure of spatial clus-
tering, is listed for the tested models. All residuals are randomly distributed,
except for the second time step. All three models feature spatially correlated
residuals. In addition, the first model for the fourth time step features a signifi-
cant difference from a random distribution. Adding additional variables removes
the spatial autocorrelation in the residuals. The value for Moran’s I in these
cases is nonetheless very low, and it is not expected to have a large influence on
the model results.
These results suggest that, at least for the period 1775-1850 and 1850-1940,
the change in forested area can largely be explained by the first set of variables,
containing information on demography, soil fertility, distances to infrastructure
and the amount of forested area. In the beginning of the 20th century, the im-
portance of the first set of variables decreases. Adding information on spatial
pattern does have a significant effect, except for the change for the period 1850-
1940. While in the first and third time step, D2 increases by 0.07 by including
pattern metrics, the inclusion of pattern metrics becomes more important in the
last period in order to achieve an acceptable model. For this time period, the
quality of the reduced model is poorer, and the increase due to pattern metrics
is higher (+ 0.17).
The significance of the individual coefficients are listed in Table 8.17.
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Section 8.4. Results and discussion
When interpreting the coefficients for the variables measuring the distance
to infrastructure, it is important to keep in mind that this variable increases as
the hexagon is further away from the considered object. A negative relation at
larger distances is thus equivalent to a positive relation at smaller distances.
The variable d.mines often yields a significant effect on the change in forested
area. In the period 1775-1850 forest area tends to decrease at smaller distances
to the mines. In all other time periods, the inverse relation is found : forest
increase is found near to the mines. The distance to roads only contributes
significantly in the second and the third time period. Between 1850 and 1940
forest area increased at larger distances to road infrastructure, while forest area
increase occurred closer to roads between 1940 and 1990.
While forest area tends to increase near cities until 1990, a positive relation is
found between larger distances to cities and forest area increase for the reduced
model in the period 1990-2000. The distance to urbanized centers shows nearly
no significant relation with the change in forest area. In the first period, forest
area increase is found at a smaller distance to Antwerp. In the third studied
time period, forest area increase occurs further from Antwerp.
Soil type mainly shows a significant relation with change in forest area in
the first period. Compared to the first reference class (the polders), forest area
increase occurs mainly in ‘fertility1’ (referring to the Loam region) and ‘fertil-
ity4’ (referring to the Kempen). In the second period only the positive effect
of ‘fertility4’ is recorded. Population has only a very slight relation with forest
area increase. Intuitively, forest increase occurs where population pressure is
low, or decreasing. This relation is not always significant.
Since the D2 was increased significantly by adding the forested area at time
t1, it is only logical that forest area increase has a significant relation with the
forested area. This holds for all considered time periods, but the highest coef-
ficient value is found for the second time period. Forest area increase is lower
when more forest is present. Obviously, it is more likely to remove forest in
large forest areas - it is not possible to deforest when no forest is present.
Although adding pattern metrics yielded better model results, not all added
variables showed a significant relation with forest increase. Mean forest size is
important in the first period, where the relation has a negative sign, and the
last time period, where the correlation is positive. In the third time period, a
negative relation is found between forest area change and the aggregation index
(ai). In this period, the likelihood of forest increase is higher for the third
and the fourth fragmentation type, when compared to the first fragmentation
type. These types refer to the types of spatial forest cover pattern, described
in Chapter 5. None of the other pattern metrics has a significant relation with
forest area change.
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8.5 Conclusions
How accurately can the dynamics of spatial pattern be modelled,
based on the current forest patterns ?
The subject of this study was the modelling of different types of spatial
forest cover pattern over a broad spatial and temporal scale. Three time pe-
riods, and two directions of change (fragmentation and defragmentation) are
analyzed. Over the three considered time periods, change was scattered over
the study area. Nonetheless, fragmentation mostly occurred in the west of the
region, while defragmentation occurred in the east.
The models for fragmentation and defragmentation were not the same over
different periods. For the first period, the model included only the information
concerning the present spatial forest cover pattern and led to rather poor results.
Both the fragmentation as the defragmentation model performed fairly well for
the second period. Explanatory variables in the model consisted of the present
pattern type, as well as soil fertility, for the fragmentation model completed
with the distance to cities. The models for the third period yielded interme-
diate results, and only include the existing forest cover type, and distances to
cities, Antwerp, and the mines in the east of the country.
The obtained results corresponded to some degree with the forest dynamics,
described in Chapter 3. It remains nonetheless difficult to identify whether a
given factor is the cause or the consequence of forest fragmentation. Interpre-
tation is further hampered by the fact that the studied time periods are large,
spanning almost a century. During such a time period, several - often oppo-
site - evolutions take place. For instance, in the time lag between the forest
map of 1850 and the forest map of 1940, the region witnessed successively a
rural exodus and an increase of agricultural pressure. The low determination
coefficients can be explained by the fact that landscape change is not always
a result of planned and intentional actions (Buergi et al., 2004). This section
illustrates that regional landscape change is too complex a process to be mod-
elled with a high accuracy by aggregated methods, such as those used in this
study. The results suggest that other kinds of information need to be added
to the model, and finer scales should be used to gain an understanding of the
factors that shape the landscape. Alternative information for spatial modelling
could include land use plans, or knowledge on the behavior of the main ac-
tors in land use change. This is known as agent-based modelling (Evans et al.,
2006). Obtaining data on finer scales is feasible for certain types of data, but
obtaining fine-grained population data in the year 1800 is considered impossible.
What is the added value of the use of pattern metrics for the predic-
tion of the total forested area ?
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The results in this section indicate that the inclusion of pattern metrics in a
change model improves its accuracy in predicting forest change. The increase in
the determination coefficient varies for the different time periods. Between 1775
and 1850, the change in forest area can be predicted rather accurately using
ancillary data such as the distance to roads, cities and coal mines. The added
value of inclusion of pattern metrics is therefore rather limited.
After the second world war (from 1940), models containing only ancillary
data regarding population pressure and distance to infrastructure, are not able
to produce acceptable results. In these cases, adding pattern metrics as explana-
tory variables to the model increases the predictive power considerably. The
final determination coefficients remain nonetheless rather poor (0.35-0.50).
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CASE STUDY : SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF
RECREATIONAL FORESTS
Parts of this chapter were published as a research paper : Eva M. De Clercq,
Robert De Wulf and Ann Van Herzele. 2007. Relating spatial pattern of forest
cover to accessibility. Landscape and Urban Planning 80 (2007). p 14 ∼ 22.
9.1 Introduction
Forests are not only ubiquitous features on land cover maps, they represent
valuable resources to the humans living in the surrounding area. The value
attributed to a particular forest is largely related to its function. Generally,
forest functions can be divided into four groups : (i) socio-economic function
(e.g. production of timber), (ii) biodiversity function (e.g. providing a habitat
for red-listed species) (iii) environmental function (e.g. protection against soil
erosion) and (iv) recreational function (e.g. hiking) (Lust, 2002). Because of
their use to society, forests need to be monitored in order to detect the occur-
rence of changes in this resource. This helps decision makers to decide whether
specific interventions are needed, or whether previously implemented policy ac-
tions were effective.
This chapter seeks to determine which metrics, if any, are most appropriate
to monitor the recreative function of forests on a regional scale. The focus
on the recreative function is justified by the importance of forests for outdoor
recreation and the relative lack of regional studies on this subject.
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9.2 Monitoring forest function
In general, monitoring can be defined as (Kuijken, 2004)
a continuous or repeated observation, measurement, and evaluation
according to prearranged schedules and using comparable methods.
The main instruments of monitoring are indicators. An indicator is a param-
eter that provides evidence that a given objective has or has not been achieved.
The value of indicators reside in their communicative power, summarizing com-
plex information into straightforward figures (Kuijken, 2004). It is clear that
indicators are of no use until they are linked to objectives (Wouters et al., 2006).
This makes it possible to monitor the value of all forest benefits for all benefi-
ciaries, detecting past trends and making projections concerning these benefits
(Holmgren and Persson, 2002).
A number of national and international institutions in demand of figures for
forest monitoring are listed in Box 1.
In Table 9.1 a (non-exhaustive) summary is given of several institutions that
perform forest monitoring. For each forest function, it is indicated whether the
forest area or forest pattern metrics feature amongst the recorded indicators.
In accordance with their core activity, several institutions look at one forest
function. UNECE considers the socio-economic function, UNFCCC considers
the environmental function and CBO and VRIND focuss on the biodiversity
function. Other institutions include more than one function in their reports
(e.g. NARA and FAO). Finally, MCPFE and Montreal study all four listed
forest functions during their monitoring activities.
While the forested area is a recurrent variable in this overview, pattern met-
rics feature only sporadically. It is generally not useful to document on forest
configuration in the scope of the socio-economic function of the forest. Nonethe-
less, spatial pattern is of interest with regard to the other three forest functions.
Pattern metrics are already used to report on both the biodiversity and the
environmental function of the forest, but they do not (yet) feature amongst the
indicators for the recreational function of forests.
It is common practice to define benchmarks for each objective (Wouters
et al., 2006). Some benchmarks that were defined for forest cover in Flanders
are listed in Table 9.2. In the Long Term Forest Plan for Flanders (LTFP), a
forest cover of 30 % is put forward as a benchmark, to be realized by the year
2100. The forest cover on the most recent forest map amounts to 11 % (AGIV,
2001a). The forest expansion is proposed in different phases, as indicated in Ta-
ble 9.2. This plan also proposes that about 60.000 ha (or 1 ha per 100 persons)
of forest open to the public is needed to meet the demand for forest recreation
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Box 1.
UN-ECE United Nations Economic Commission for Europe keeps track of
the forested area per country in order to estimate the wood supply (UN-ECE,
2007).
UNFCCC Against the background of the Kyoto protocol, the United Na-
tions Framework Convention on Climate Change calls countries to monitor the
amount of carbon stored in forests’ standing volume and forest soils. One in-
dicator in this monitoring is the increase and decrease in forest cover (Lust,
2002; Wouters et al., 2006; UNFCCC, 2007).
MCPFE Another function of forest is related to biodiversity. Forests feature
many plant and animal species related to their specific habitats. The biodiver-
sity value of forests is monitored by several international and regional programs.
International monitoring based on forest (type) cover is performed for instance
in the framework of the Ministerial Conference on the Protection of Forests in
Europe (Lust, 2002; Wouters et al., 2006; MCPFE, 2007).
Montreal The Montreal Process is also known as the ’ Working Group on
Criteria and Indicators for the Conservation and Sustainable Management of
Temperate and Boreal Forests ’. It is very similar to the Helsinki Process (also
referred to as MCPFE), but does not include the European forests (Montreal,
2007).
FAO The Food and Agriculture Organization makes the most comprehensive
forest assessment and monitors forest cover in their Global Forest Resources
Assessment with the aim of assessing all benefits from forest resources (FAO,
2005).
CBD The Convention on Biological Diversity was set up with the goal to halt
biodiversity loss through habitat destruction. This international body monitors
forest area in the frame of its biological value (CBD, 2007; Wouters et al., 2006).
EFI The European Forest Institute keeps track of the amount of forest for
each country. In some cases these figures are detailed on a sub-national scale.
In order to assess the recreational function of the forest, a record is kept of
the percentage of public and private forests, that are open to the public (EFI,
2005).
Many other international bodies monitor forest area in one way or another.
However, it is not within the scope of this work to give an exhaustive overview
of forest monitoring. What these international monitoring systems have in
common, is that they are intertwined with regional (or sub-national) systems
for Flanders, of which some examples are given below.
NARA NatuurRapport : This two-yearly report on the state of the nature of
Flanders is prepared by the Research Institute for Nature and Forest and uses
biodiversity indicators (Wouters et al., 2006; Dumortier et al., 2006).
VRIND This acronym refers to a collection of general Flemish regional indi-
cators, collected by the Flemish statistical office (VRIND, 2006).
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Table 9.1: Summary of the institutions requiring forest monitoring, based on
the text in Box 1. The columns indicate different forest functions. ’ta’ indicates
that forest area is used as one of the indicators ; ’pattern’ indicates that a set
of pattern metrics is used in the monitoring process.
Institutions Socio-economic Biodiversity Environmental Recreational
UNECE ta - - -
UNFCCC - - ta -
MCPFE ta ta, pattern ta, pattern ta
Montreal ta ta, pattern ta ta
FAO ta ta ta -
CBD ta
EFI ta ta ta ta
NARA - ta ta -
VRIND - ta - -
(Vlaamse Hoge Bosraad, 2003). Older target figures are not unanimous and
fluctuate between 125 - 250 m2 of forest per person (Dua, 1988). The current
amount of forest open to the public is 20.000 ha (Wouters et al., 2006). In 2006,
the total population in Flanders amounted to 6.078.600 persons (N.S.I., 2007).
Table 9.2: Benchmarks for forest cover (%) as determined for Flanders (Vlaamse
Hoge Bosraad, 2003).







Although it is not a part of an official monitoring system, the Flemish For-
est Administration keeps track of forest cover within the scope of the social
and educative function of the forest. The amount of forest open to the public
is an obvious indicator of available forest recreation opportunities. In order to
assess the social function of forest in a more accurate manner, the distribution,
shape and size of forests is equally of importance, as well as their distance to
population centers (De Clercq et al., 2007). This obvious link with forest cover
pattern is the reason why forest recreation is selected as a topic for a modelling
experiment.
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9.3 Forest function : recreation
9.3.1 Background
In the 20th century, large parts of the world have become strongly urbanized and
forests are increasingly recognized as vital elements for keeping urban dwellers
in touch with nature (Konijnendijk et al., 2005). Forest recreation is catalogued
as one of the social services of the forest (Van Miegroet, 1983).
In various countries across Europe (e.g. United Kingdom, Denmark, the
Netherlands, Belgium), this has prompted decision makers to adopt ambitious
policies for increasing the forest cover (Van Herzele et al., 2005) on the one
hand and opening private forests to the public through agreements with their
owners (Van Miegroet, 1983). Remarkably, these afforestation strategies - espe-
cially apparent in heavily urbanized regions of Western Europe - have shown to
be particularly effective at the national and regional scale (Van Herzele et al.,
2005; Van Herzele, 2006). To make valid projections of the outcome of such
afforestation policies, their effects on outdoor recreational provision should be
evaluated. Since humans are mobile creatures, their recreational needs should
be analyzed on a broad scale, covering an area of several square kilometers
(Zhang, 2004; Konijnendijk and Randrup, 2004; Konijnendijk, 2004). Scaling
up from a locus-based to a broader landscape scale - which is further referred
to as the regional scale - is likely to facilitate the formulation of alternatives for
recreation planning by identifying regions that face a shortage of green spaces
for recreation.
Characteristics of forest recreation in Flanders Forest recreation
in densely populated areas, such as Flanders, is quite different when
compared, for example, with forest recreation in the United States
(Van Miegroet, 1983). This type of forest recreation is characterized
by relatively short walks (in average 1.85 hours and maximum 3 hours)
in relatively small forests (30 - 200 ha) close to home (Van Miegroet,
1983). Forest recreation was assessed a first time by Van Miegroet
(1983). Recreational forests were defined as forests where the social
function is dominant, but not exclusive. Other functions, such as wood
production, are also fulfilled by recreational forests. This definition was
introduced to make a distinction between recreational forests and forested
recreation parks, where only the recreational function is fulfilled (Vande
Casteele, 1973). At that time, 40 % of the population visited the forest
once or twice a year. In 1996 and 2000, this exercise was repeated and
respectively 78.1 and 82.2 % of the population visited the forest at least
once a year (Vlaamse Hoge Bosraad, 2003). On a sunny (holi-)day, it can
be assumed that 15 up to 20 % of the population is dwelling in the forest
(Van Miegroet, 1976; Lust, 2002).
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One of the few cases in which the effect of afforestation on recreational pro-
vision has been assessed on a regional scale concerned an exercise about possible
forest locations near Antwerp, Belgium (Van Herzele et al., 2005). In this study,
a GIS-based working method was applied to evaluate seven alternative locations
for the creation of a new forest. Accessibility, defined as the number of people
living near enough to visit this future forest on a regular basis, was calculated
using a hierarchical system of standards, which links distance from the home to
forest size (Van Herzele and Wiedemann, 2003).
The study used a fixed afforestation budget of 300 ha, to be realized in one
single forest unit. However, even the best location could supply the demand
for forest recreation only partially. The best location provided a recreation op-
portunity for the eastern part of the city, but was too remote to be used as a
walking area for the inhabitants of several neighborhoods in the western part
of the city. This observation prompted a need for further research to verify
whether a well considered spatial arrangement dividing the afforestation budget
in terms of hectares over smaller units would benefit more urban dwellers. If
so, a more efficient solution could be obtained by creating spatial patterns that
provide a high number of people with short walking trips in relation to the land
area that is set aside for new forest.
The ability to quantify this pattern is a prerequisite to monitor the recre-
ational provision on a regional scale and offer alternative scenarios for spatial
planning. In this chapter, we aim to make an initial step to establish relation-
ships between accessibility and measures of spatial pattern on a regional scale.
Before elaborating on the case study, the main concepts used in this exper-
iment are clarified.
9.3.2 Recreational provision assessed by accessibility
Accessibility refers to the ability of using transportation facilities to reach de-
sired locations at suitable times (Geertman and Van Eck, 1995) . Most measures
of accessibility incorporate the distance between a person and his or her desti-
nation, as well as the utility of this location. Some of the best known measures
are based on the potential model (Geertman and Van Eck, 1995; Talen and
Anselin, 1998; Stanilov, 2003; Horner, 2004; Liu and Zhu, 2004; Zhang, 2004).
The concept of potential is closely related to gravity, where the attraction of
object a on object b is directly related with the mass of object a and inversely
related with the distance between these two objects. Several software packages
have implemented this concept, such as FlowMap (http://flowmap.geog.uu.nl),
LADSS, and LocNet (Kammeier, 1999).
The potential model can be applied to recreation forests and calibrated using
data on average travel distance derived from socioeconomic research. Numer-
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ous recreation studies in Flanders and elsewhere have concluded that travel
distance from home is the single most determinant factor for the use of a recre-
ational space (for an overview, see Van Herzele and Wiedemann (2003), Grahn
and Stigsdotter (2003) or Roovers et al. (2002)). In addition, the maximum
distance people are willing to travel differs according to the attributes of the
recreational space. In this respect, the size of the forest is a determinant factor
for recreational use in terms of frequency, duration, and travel distance (Van
Herzele et al., 2005).
9.3.3 Objectives
The objective of this chapter is to explore the relationship between the spatial
structure of a forested landscape, as assessed by pattern metrics, and the number
of people that could use these forests for short walking trips, as determined by
accessibility. The following research questions are considered :
1. Which measures of spatial pattern are correlated with forest accessibility
on a regional scale ?
2. Which of these metrics are independent of the amount of forest ?
3. Which pattern metrics relate to forest patterns that contribute to efficient
land use, by providing the maximum number of people with forest recre-
ation, combined with the minimum land area set aside for new forest ?
These research questions amount to the following specific objectives :
1. Select and apply a relevant GIS model assessing forest recreation oppor-
tunities for the entire study area.
2. Calculate pattern metrics over the entire study area.




Artificial maps with random spatial patterns can be generated by random pro-
cesses (Turner et al., 2001). However, this technique is cumbersome, while the
existing spatial pattern of forest cover is readily available in digital format and
performs better in capturing all pattern characteristics of actual landscape pat-
terns (Gustafson and Parker, 1992; Baldwin et al., 2004; Li and Wu, 2004). For
this experiment, the regional forest map of Flanders was overlaid with the reg-
ular grid of hexagons, that is described in Chapter 5 and used in Part III.
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Spatial population data were available per neighborhood, defined by the dig-
ital administrative boundaries of statistical sectors and was acquired from the
National Statistics Institute (NIS, 2001). Flanders counts 10,826 statistical sec-
tors. These are the size of a small number of building blocks and represent a
more or less homogeneous quarter in social respect (Pelfrene et al., 1998).
9.4.2 Description of the GIS-based accessibility model
To assess the accessibility of forested landscapes, the greenspace monitoring
tool was applied (Van Herzele and Wiedemann, 2003; Van Herzele, 2005) and
programmed in ArcView 3.1 using AVENUE. It is a straightforward method
that determines the recreational provision in a region, using the attractiveness
of each greenspace, based on its size and other specific attributes for recreation,
such as the presence of facilities, the quietness and the degree of naturalness of
the vegetation. In this work, the tool was used in a simplified way, because ex-
tra information concerning amenity was not available. We preferred this model
to other models, since it has been especially developed for the evaluation of
outdoor recreational provision.
The greenspace monitoring tool is based on the concept of accessibility as
developed by Geertman and Van Eck (1995). Attraction of each forest site is
linked to its area and expressed as a maximum distance people are willing to
travel for a visit to this forest. This maximum distance delimits an attraction
zone, henceforth referred to as ‘catchment’. The recreational value of the forest
was expressed as the number of people living in the catchment. This relation-
ship (see Table 9.3) was based on the standards proposed by the Flemish forest
administration (Van Herzele et al., 2000). Mobility research in the Netherlands
has indicated that trips for leisure often cover short distances, and walking
and cycling are principal modes of transport (Dieleman et al., 2002). To none
of the forests a distance larger than 5 km was allocated, which is considered
the maximum distance that will be covered on foot or by bike (Van Herzele
et al., 2000; Dieleman et al., 2002). The proposed standard distances are mean
values. No distinction was made based on sex or age, since these groups con-
tain individuals with widely diverging mobility. For instance, a person at the
age of 65 could be a slow walker, but he could just as well be a marathon runner.
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Table 9.3: Relation between the minimum area of forest and the maximum dis-
tance that will be covered for a recreation experience (Van Herzele and Wiede-
mann, 2003).
Distance (m) Area (ha)
0 − 150 0 − 1
150 − 400 1 − 10
400 − 800 10 − 30
800 − 1600 30 − 60
1600 − 3200 60 − 200
















Figure 9.1: Relation between the area of forest and the distance that will be
covered for a recreation experience (Degans et al., 2004).
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For each forest fragment the attraction distance was calculated using the
function visualized in Figure 9.1, and the associated catchment area was de-
lineated. Per hexagon the area proportion within a catchment was calculated.
Each sector was consecutively clipped using the catchment lines. The population
of partial sectors was calculated using the area proportion of the original sta-
tistical sector surface. The sum of all persons having access to forest recreation
was expressed as a percentage of the population living within the hexagonal
sample unit. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 9.2 and Figure 9.3.
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Figure 9.2: Flow chart of the simplified GIS model. In a first step the total
forest catchment is determined.
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Figure 9.3: Flow chart of the simplified GIS model. In a second step the total
forest catchment is used to determine the total population living within reach
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9.4.3 Description of the spatial pattern
To quantify the spatial pattern, commonly used pattern indices were calculated
(see Chapter 5). These include : ta, np, pladj, division, mesh, split, ai
and lsi. Patch-based metrics were : area, para, shape, frac, contig and
gyrate. Per sample unit the mean (.mn) and median value (.md), as well as
the standard deviation (.sd) and the coefficient of variation (.cv) were recorded.
Connectivity was assessed by lpi, connect and cohesion. Finally proximity
was quantified using prox and enn.
9.4.4 Relating spatial pattern to accessibility
9.4.4.1 Correlation between accessibility and pattern metrics
Using Spearman correlation analysis the correlation between accessibility and
each of the pattern metrics was tested for significance.
9.4.4.2 Assessing independent groups of pattern metrics
Using principle component analysis (PCA), the pattern metrics were grouped
into a small number of independent components. In order to facilitate the inter-
pretation of the components, a Varimax rotation was applied. The PCA scores
of all hexagons were then tested for correlation with the recreation accessibil-
ity data from the GIS model, using a linear least square model and Spearman
rank correlation coefficient. This procedure was also adopted by Honnay et al.
(2003) to investigate the biological meaning of landscape structure metrics, and
to determine which indices should be used in ecological monitoring.
9.4.4.3 Efficiency in recreational provision
Discriminant analysis tests whether a set of variables (pattern metrics) is able
to correctly classify the hexagons into groups. The discriminating power of the
respective variables is relative to the coefficients of these variables in the dis-
criminant function (Mather, 1976; Buys, 2003). This technique was applied to
determine which metrics indicate differences between groups. It requires a di-
vision of the hexagons into groups, according to their effectiveness in providing
access to recreation.
To obtain these groups, the landscapes, representing the hexagons and their
spatial forest patterns, were ranked according to the criteria of optimization,
which are to maximize accessibility (Objective 2) with a minimum forest area
(Objective 1). As two objectives are to be met, a method is needed to compare
the hexagons according to their ability to meet both objectives simultaneously.
Using the concept of Pareto-dominance, landscape x is dominated by (or worse
than) landscape y if landscape y scores better on both objectives. For this,
landscape y should have a higher accessibility, whilst containing a lower or equal
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Figure 9.4: Illustration of the pareto-rank logic. Landscape b is dominated by
landscape c, since landscape c has both a lower value for objective one (that
should be minimized) and a higher value for objective two (that should be
maximized). Landscape a scores better on the first objective than landscape b,
but scores worse on the second objective. Landscapes a and b are considered
not comparable, since neither one dominates the other.
forest cover. In Figure 9.4, a hypothetic example is shown. Objective 2, acces-
sibility, should be maximized and Objective 1, forest cover, should be minimized.
Dominated landscapes score worse on one of the two objectives, when com-
pared with at least one other landscape, while doing similar or worse for the
other objective. Non-dominated sample units form the so-called pareto-front
and represent land use configurations that cannot be improved for both objec-
tives simultaneously. The forest patterns of these landscapes are given rank
”1”. Rank ”2” was assigned to hexagons that were dominated by only one
other landscape and rank ”3” was given to all other sample units. The closer
a landscape is situated to the pareto-front, the more efficient the spatial forest
pattern is with respect to accessibility to recreation. These groups were used
to detect differences in landscape configuration, regardless of the percentage of
forest cover.
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9.5 Results and Discussion
9.5.1 Correlation between pattern metrics and accessibil-
ity
In Table 9.4, Spearman correlations (R) between accessibility and pattern met-
rics are listed. Not surprisingly, accessibility is highly correlated with forest
composition, described by ta (r = 0.91) and np (r = 0.75). Indices measuring
contagion (being division, mesh, split, ai and pladj) and connectivity (being
lpi, connect and cohesion) have an intermediate influence on accessibility;
the highest correlation in this group is with mesh (r = 0.66). This can be ex-
plained by the fact that, in contrast with the other metrics in this group, mesh
considers the forest patch size distribution as well as the total forested area in its
computation. Regarding distribution of forest size, it is the variation (r = 0.65
for area.cv and r = 0.64 for area.sd), which features the highest correlation.
area.mn yields a correlation of 0.54 and area.md does not have a significant
correlation with accessibility. In the group describing the distribution of forest
shape, several metrics have a significant correlation with accessibility, although
none of these is high. The highest value is found for gyrate.cv (0.52) and
gyrate.sd (0.48). shape.sd and shape.cv feature a correlation coefficient of
respectively 0.37 and 0.38. In general, it is observed that the values for the
standard deviation (.sd) and the coefficient of variation (.cv) are more elevated
than the values for the average (.mn) and medium value (.md) of the respective
pattern metric. For instance, for the metric para, the mean and medium value
for the correlation is respectively -0.04 and -0.06, while the standard deviation
and the coefficient of variation results in a correlation coefficient of respectively
0.16 and 0.21.
Regarding patch based configuration, the summarizing lsi is rather well cor-
related (r = 0.72). Finally, forest isolation, quantified by enn.mn and enn.sd,
is negatively correlated with accessibility (r =-0.79 for enn.mn; r =-0.81 for
enn.sd).
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Table 9.4: Spearman correlation coefficients (R) between accessibility and pat-
tern metrics. ∗ p ≤ 0.01 and ∗∗ 0.01 < p ≤ 0.05
Aspect Metric r














Patch based configuration lsi 0.72 *





























Section 9.5. Results and Discussion
9.5.2 Distinguishing configuration from composition
From principal component analysis it was concluded that the first five compo-
nents explain 82.2% of the original data set. In Table 9.5, the factor loadings
are listed, expressing the correlation between a factor and the original variables
after Varimax rotation. Each variable is assigned to the factor for which the
correlation is highest. The pattern metrics are ranked according to decreasing
correlation. The first factor is highly correlated with area.sd, prox.sd, gy-
rate.cv, mesh, prox.mn, area.cv, gyrate.sd, ta, cohesion, area.mn,
pladj, ai, prox.md and shape.cv. These variables are strongly determined
by the total area of forest cover.
Variables associated with the second factor are: shape.mn, frac.mn, shape-
.md, gyrate.md, frac.md, gyrate.mn, area.md, shape.sd, frac.sd and
enn.cv. These are all indices that describe patch shape. As the values of these
indices increase, the patches become more irregular in shape.
The third factor can be interpreted as a supplementary factor connected
with forest shape, since it is correlated with contig.mn, para.mn, contig.md,
para.md, ai and frac.cv. The factor has its highest, albeit negative, correla-
tion (-0.81) with contig.mn. This pattern index assesses the spatial connect-
edness of a patch, which is related to both patch size and patch shape.
The fourth factor can be interpreted as a component measuring the clumpi-
ness of the landscape. Variables correlated with this factor are: lsi, division,
lpi, np, split, enn.sd, enn.mn, connect, enn.md and prox.cv. The num-
ber of patches, their size and geographical distribution have an important influ-
ence on these indices. Many indices using the distances between two neighboring
forest patches are linked to this factor.
Since the fifth factor contains solely standard deviations and coefficients of
variation of shape indices, it is interpreted as a factor describing variability
of shape complexity. Correlated indices are: contig.sd, para.cv, para.sd
and contig.cv. Table 9.6 shows the Spearman correlation coefficients (R)
between the forest accessibility and the pattern indices that are selected for
their high correlation with the respective factors. The aspects of landscape
configuration which are important for accessibility, are described by area.sd
(0.64), shape.mn (0.29), contig.mn (0.03), lsi (0.72) and contig.sd (0.16).
Correlation with the first factor is meaningful, as was expected. From the other
factors, only the fourth one (lsi) yields a correlation coefficient that can be
considered important.
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Table 9.5: Factor loadings after Varimax rotation. The first five factors explain
82% of the variance of the original data set.













































Section 9.5. Results and Discussion
Table 9.6: Spearman correlation coefficients (R) between the selected variable
representing a factor and forest accessibility.
Factor Variable r
F1 area.sd 0.64 **
F2 shape.mn 0.29 **
F3 contig.mn 0.03
F4 lsi 0.72 **
F5 contig.sd 0.16
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9.5.3 Efficiency in recreational provision
For the discriminant analysis, we use the three groups as obtained from pareto
ranking. Group 1 contains non-dominated landscapes; the hexagons in group 2
are dominated by only 1 other landscape, and all other landscapes are in group 3.
During a discriminant analysis, a multiple ANOVA is performed, testing for the
equality of means of the indicated groups. The value of Wilks Lambda 0.1750
(p = 0.00) indicates that the groups are separable on the basis of the values
of the pattern indices. The pairwise comparison in Table 9.7 shows significant
differences in the multivariate means of all three groups. A univariate ANOVA
is performed. Significant univariate differences are recorded between groups 1
and 3 for the following variables: gyrate.md, enn.mn and enn.md. Groups 2
and 3 are significantly different regarding frac.sd and frac.cv. None of the
univariate means were statistically different for groups 1 and 2. None of the
variables, associated with the factors of forest pattern, as determined in Section
9.5.2, are significantly different for the three groups. Only a few pattern indices
feature a significant difference for the specified groups. Hence, the results are
not shown.
Table 9.7: Test of separability (multiple ANOVA) of the three groups, based on
the Pareto-dominance concept. Non-dominated hexagons received rank 1. Rank
2 was assigned to hexagons that were dominated by only one other hexagon and
rank 3 was attributed to all other sample units.
F df1 df2 p
Wilks Lambda
0.175 2.721 88 176 0.00 ∗
Hotelling’s T pairwise comparison
12 3.142 44 88 0.00 ∗
13 2.612 44 88 0.00 *
23 2.926 44 88 0.00 *
Two discriminant functions are drawn. The canonical coefficients of these
discriminant functions are listed in Table 9.8. These are sorted according to
decreasing coefficients. For the first discrimination function, frac.mn, con-
tig.sd, frac.sd and contig.mn have high coefficients. The coefficients for
the other pattern metrics quickly drop to zero. In the second discriminant
function, frac.sd and contig.sd obtain rather high coefficient values as well.
contig.sd and contig.mn also describe main aspects of landscape pattern and
are not directly correlated with forest accessibility. As is apparent from Table
9.5, frac.mn is correlated (0.89) with the second factor of forest pattern, and
can be regarded as more or less equivalent to shape.mn. frac.sd is not very
well correlated with the factors of landscape pattern (0.60 for the second factor).
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Table 9.8: Coefficients of the discriminant functions. In order to separate the
three groups, discerned by Pareto-dominance, two discriminant functions are
needed. These functions are defined by the pattern metrics, described in Sec-
tion 9.4.3. Canonic coefficients of each metric are listed for both discriminant
functions. High coefficients indicate metrics that can be used to make a distinc-
tion between the groups.
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When performing a cross-validation through iteration, each observation is
systematically dropped, the discriminant function is re-estimated, and the ex-
cluded observation is classified. This leave-one-out technique reports a classifi-
cation error of 14.93% . Keeping in mind that the results are only used for the
detection of differences between groups and not for absolute prediction of which




Urban planning for optimal provision of recreational forests is not only con-
cerned with how much space is needed, but equally with how this could be
spatially arranged in the landscape in order to make these forests accessible to
many potential visitors. In this context, the present study sought to establish
significant relationships between the spatial pattern of forest cover and forest
accessibility for short walks.
The main originality of the study resides in the use of landscape structure
metrics in the context of recreation planning. Existing research into spatial
structure predominantly focuses on the use of pattern metrics for ecological
monitoring (e.g. Honnay et al. (2003)). More specifically, the goal of this exper-
iment was to determine the utility of a given set of pattern metrics in planning
for the creation of new forests.
Given the experimental nature of the study, the results are valuable as prac-
tical knowledge for the construction of models for recreation assessment. The
results show that accessibility for short walks is related to the spatial pattern of
forest cover. First and foremost, forested area and the number of forests have
an effect on the provision of forests for short walks. The correlation is respec-
tively 0.91 and 0.75. Metrics describing forest connectivity and forest shape
have a lower influence on accessibility and a negative correlation is found be-
tween accessibility and forest isolation. These correlations between accessibility
and pattern metrics indicate that nearly all aspects of spatial pattern have an
influence on the recreational provision under investigation. Moreover, high cor-
relation amongst pattern metrics suggests that when metrics are selected only
on the criterion of high correlation with accessibility, the selected subset would
provide redundant information.
Factor analysis, commonly performed for the selection of a subset of pat-
tern metrics, yields five factors of spatial pattern. The first factor is related to
forested area; the second factor indicates shape complexity of forest patches.
The third factor quantifies contiguity. The fourth factor measures the clumpi-
ness of forests. The fifth factor contains metrics referring to variability in forest
shape. Only the first, the second and the fourth factor have a significant cor-
relation with recreational provision. The correlation coefficient with the second
factor is low but still significant. Contagion, expressed by mesh, seems to be a
useful pattern metric based on its correlation with accessibility. Factor analy-
sis, however, indicates that this metric describes the same component of spatial
pattern as expressed by forested area or patch size distribution. Similarly, an
increasing number of forest patches entails a decreasing forest isolation. Only
forest contiguity, making up two of the five factors of the spatial pattern, is not
significantly correlated with recreational provision.
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This leads to the logical conclusion that a higher forest coverage and more
forests will indeed increase recreational provision. However, when a small af-
forestation budget is available, high shape complexity, low forest contiguity and
a high landscape shape index (lsi) warrant special attention. To corroborate
these conclusions, the forest patterns available were divided into groups. To
ensure that the groups were not dependent on the quantity of forested area,
pareto logic was used. Univariate ANOVA showed that metrics having different
means for the defined groups are variables related to forest shape (gyrate.mn,
frac.sd and frac.cv) and isolation (enn.mn and enn.md). These variables
show a significant Spearman correlation coefficient (R) with accessibility. They
are allotted to the first, second and fourth factor in the PCA, but do not show
a very high correlation with their respective factor. Consequently, a discrimi-
nant analysis was performed on these groups. The results show that the pat-
tern metrics are able to classify the forest configurations into the given groups
with an accuracy of 85.07%, based on shape indices alone (frac.mn, frac.sd,
contig.mn and contig.sd). These variables are not correlated with accessi-
bility, but show high correlations with the factors two, three and five. Despite
the small divergence in outcome between the factor analysis and discriminant
analysis, this analysis confirms the importance of shape and contiguity when a
higher recreational provision is sought without a substantial enlargement of the
forested area.
The findings of this chapter confirm that possibilities exist for the use of
pattern metrics in the modelling of forest recreation. At the same time it indi-
cates issues for further investigation.
First and foremost, the relationships between spatial pattern and recre-
ational provision should be verified in other geographical regions. Secondly, it
should be tested whether these relations equally apply to longer forest recreation
(e.g. hiking, . . .), where accessibility by car is more important. It should be
kept in mind that these findings are based on the application of one well-chosen
accessibility model. In other regions, or for other types of recreation, a different
model might be more suitable to assess the provision of forest recreation. Alter-
natively, confronting the results of this experiment with the outcome of other
models might corroborate the conclusions of this chapter. This was however
outside the scope of this study.
Finally, models for recreational provision, based on pattern metrics, should
be developed. The following variables are assumed to yield good results for
short forest recreation: forested area, number of forest features, shape metrics
such as fractal dimension (frac) or contiguity (contig) and nearest neighbor
distances (enn). Since the relationships between pattern metrics and species
richness have been studied intensively, other objectives - such as maximizing









Forest management programs commonly consist of a planning phase, an imple-
mentation and an evaluation phase. To be effective, this cycle requires reliable
and quantitative information on forest cover for each step. For a long time,
information on the total area of forest cover was considered sufficient. Because
of the growing importance of the environmental, biodiversity and recreational
function of the forest, measures and methodologies need to be developed. From
this view point, this work has analyzed whether methodologies from the do-
main of landscape ecology can be applied for forest management. Flanders was
selected as the study area because it constitutes a representative example of a
highly urbanized and human-modified landscape where forests are under heavy
pressure. In particular the utility of pattern metrics for forest management was
comprehensively investigated.
10.1 Research question 1 :
Which quantitative method is appropriate to describe spatial forest
structure in Flanders ?
The first part (Chapter 5) had as main objective to propose a standard pro-
cedure to quantify spatial forest pattern in Flanders. Different criteria were
used to select a useable subset of pattern metrics. In Flanders, forest shape
proved to be less variable than the values found in comparable studies around
the world. This was attributed to the high human impact on land cover within




The results also indicated that data reduction techniques, although quite
popular and effective in avoiding the inclusion of redundant information, did
not provide a considerable added value for the considered classification prob-
lem. Moreover, these techniques proved to be very sensitive to input data.
Adding an extra variable or observing the landscape at a slightly different scale,
resulted in a different outcome. A combination of pattern metrics featuring typ-
ically in landscape studies, yielded equivalent results. It can be stated that by
including the total forested area, the number of patches, the mean patch size,
the mean shape index, the mean nearest neighbor distance and the aggregation
index, all dimensions of spatial pattern are captured.
Next to the choice of pattern metrics, the selected sampling strategy influ-
enced the outcome of the analysis. Indeed, previous studies had already shown
that landscape metrics are very sensitive to scale and underscored the impor-
tance of keeping both the pixel size and the landscape extent constant during
time series analysis. Our analysis however indicated that the precaution of
maintaining the same sampling strategy (grain and extent) might not be suf-
ficient to ensure robust change detection. Therefore, it remains paramount to
document the considered scale whenever a relation is established between a land
cover pattern and a change process.
Based on the previous experiments, a set of pattern metrics was selected and
a sampling strategy using a hexagonal regular grid and a spatial resolution of
10 m was set up. A regular lattice grid was preferred because of its universal ap-
plicability. Because the landscape boundary is independent of local conditions,
a regular grid is particularly suitable to compare the spatial pattern within
different regions. The obtained values resulted in a typology of spatial forest
cover pattern. Four pattern types emerged from this analysis, situated along
a gradient of forest amount and forest fragmentation. In Flanders, these pat-
tern types showed a tendency to cluster into regions with similar characteristics.
A small group of 22 hexagons featured an extremely low forest cover (1.13 %).
Notwithstanding the low amount of forest, forest patches were relatively big
(4.64 ha). A moderate but relatively non-fragmented forest cover (7.52 %) was
found in 38 hexagons. The mean forest patch in this group was as large as
8.16 ha. A third group (42 hexagons) contained almost the same amount of
forest (6.87 %), but a larger fragmentation caused the mean patch size to drop
to 3.16 ha. The remaining 32 hexagons featured more forest (25.89 % forest
cover) and were less fragmented (mean size : 11.12 ha).
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10.2 Research question 2 :
What techniques are useful to detect and model changes in forest
cover in Flanders ?
Before a comprehensive change analysis can be performed, errors due to mis-
registration between data files should be minimized. When comparing forest
maps that are not perfectly coregistered, sliver polygons occur near the forest
boundaries and introduce a large amount of error in change area estimates.
Hence it is appropriate to analyze error propagation. By means of a simulation
approach, the link between the amount of false change and the type of spatial
forest cover pattern was investigated in Chapter 6. Input maps were distorted
to different degrees, resulting in an RMSE of 10, 30, 60 and 90 m. At a RMSE
of 10 m, the mean false change for all hexagons amounted to 56.72 ha. A RMSE
of 90 m resulted in a mean false change of 404.13 ha for a total hexagon size of
10.000 ha.
Using pattern metrics, the order of magnitude of the false change could be
predicted with an accuracy of more than 90 %. From this exercise it was con-
cluded that a coregistration accuracy of less than 10 m is required for reliable
change detection of forest cover in Flanders. The reason for this low error tol-
erance was twofold. On the one side, the forest in Flanders is very fragmented.
On the other hand, change in forest cover is slow. When a change of merely 5 %
is expected between two forest assessments, the false change should be consid-
erably lower than the anticipated change value.
When the required positional accuracy cannot be achieved, this does not
necessarily render the time series useless. Chapter 7 explored two approaches
that can be used to combine data sets with varying positional accuracy. In
the first section of this chapter, the detection of false change is minimized by
applying generalization techniques on the time series. This results in a time
series with a lower degree of spatial detail. Readily available techniques to serve
this goal are rasterization, buffering or vertex deletion (in this case implemented
through the Douglas-Peucker algorithm).
Rasterization had a generalizing effect at a spatial resolution of 60 m and
more, and this effect became more pronounced as the cell size increased. For
the buffering approach, an optimal effect was also reached at a buffer width of
60 m. Regarding the vertex deletion procedure, a tolerance of 30 m was con-
sidered suitable. When assessing the effectiveness of generalization by means
of 4 pattern metrics (total forested area, number of patches, mean forest patch
area and mean patch shape index), it was clear that each of these procedures
affected only one or two dimensions of spatial forest cover pattern. Hence it can
be stated that an optimal result would be obtained by a combination of these
approaches. Rasterization appeared nonetheless to be the least advantageous
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solution due to erratic results.
In the second section of Chapter 7, a different approach was explored. An
alternative method maintains the degree of spatial detail of the original maps,
but introduces an additional land cover class. Next to change and no change ar-
eas, uncertain zones are distinguished during change detection. This is achieved
by replacing the crisp forest boundary by a gradual transition zone, defined by
a membership function. One of the reasons that this technique is not widely
used, is the lack of guidelines for the optimal shape of the membership function.
Hence several shapes of membership functions were tested on the four types
of spatial forest cover pattern. All functions provided good results, although
poorer fits were obtained for fragmented patterns. The sigmoid, the polynomial
and the inverse distance weighted function performed better than the linear
function. The width of the uncertain zone around forest boundaries amounted
to 2 times the RMSE between the two maps. Accuracies lower than 70 % were
obtained for large map distortions (RMSE larger than 60 m).
Most change analysis procedures use modelling techniques to allow for a
deeper understanding on the dynamics of change. In Chapter 8, this method
was applied on a broad spatial scale, as the study area comprises the entire
region of Flanders. The time scale, from 1775 to 2000, was subdivided in three
periods with a varying duration.
In a first step, only two directions of change were considered - increasing and
decreasing fragmentation. This gradient was also observed from east to west in
the study area. Pattern metrics were not used explicitly as an explanatory vari-
able, but featured implicitly in the model, since the type of spatial forest pattern
was included as an independent variable. Over the considered time intervals,
the change process was driven by different variables, and could be modeled with
varying accuracy. For the first time period (1775 - 1850), only the variables
describing the type of forest pattern in 1775 featured a significant relation with
forest change, and the explanatory value of the model was low. Forest pattern
change between 1850 and 1940 could be predicted to a larger degree, not in the
least because more variables were found to contribute in a significant way. Iden-
tified driving factors included : the existing pattern type, soil fertility, and the
distance to large cities. Only the latter remained a driving factor in the period
between 1940 and 1990. Information on the existing pattern type contributed
to the model during the entire studied period. Overall, explanatory power of
the models was low, mainly because of the high aggregation level of the input
data, and because information on planning decisions over this large time period
was fragmentary.
In a second step, the added value of using pattern metrics for the prediction
of total forested area was assessed. For each time step, the model accuracy
before and after the inclusion of pattern metrics was compared. Before 1940,
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the (basic) models using only information on demography, soil fertility, and dis-
tances to infrastructure performed satisfactorily. Explicitly including pattern
metrics in the modeling phase did not yield considerably better results. After
1940 however, the accuracy of the basic model decreased, and the added value
of considering spatial pattern in the modeling procedure increased.
10.3 Research question 3 :
How can pattern metrics serve as decision support for the recre-
ational function in forest management planning ?
As yet, the major field of application of pattern metrics is situated within
the domain of ecological monitoring. To further explore their usage, spatial
forest structure was studied in the context of recreation planning in Chapter
9. Only one type of outdoor recreation was considered, i.e. short walks in a
forest environment. The provision of recreational forests was assessed by the
general accessibility of a given spatial forest pattern, as determined by a GIS-
model which was specifically developed for this type of recreation in the region
of Flanders. This model was referred to as the greenspace monitoring tool. The
starting point of this model was the observation that, for most visitors, the
travel distance from home is the determinant factor for a trip to a recreational
forest.
The results clearly indicated that the forested area and the number of forests
determine the accessibility of forest recreation for a given area. Correlations be-
tween 0.75 and 0.91 were obtained. It was found that nearly all dimensions
of spatial pattern had an influence on recreational provision. The most im-
portant factor for a high recreation provision was the forest area. When the
area available for afforestation is limited, a higher accessibility can be obtained
by attributing special attention to forest shape complexity and forest contiguity.
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10.4 Indications for future research
This research attempted to provide some contributions towards the develop-
ment of methods for using pattern metrics for forest monitoring in urbanized
regions. As is often the case, the research work provides answers, but also raises
additional questions.
• In general, pattern metrics need to be tested further in other geographi-
cal regions. While considerable work has been done in North and South
America, as well as in some regions of Europe, it is assumed that other
patterns and processes will feature in forested regions of Africa and Asia.
• It is hoped that this work will incite the forest and the GIS community
to further consider error propagation in the field of the management of
natural resources. In this work, false change area was estimated based on a
general measure of positional error. As this error is rarely homogeneously
distributed over a study area, it would be worthwhile to include a measure
of local distortion in the error model.
• To define the optimal shape of a membership function, a predefined dis-
tortion was simulated. This is one method to obtain membership values.
Other simulation procedures, as well as experimental data could corrobo-
rate or complement our results. Additionally, the adequate use of operands
remains unclear when it comes to the application of fuzzy sets for opera-
tional management of natural resources.
• In addition to generalization techniques and fuzzy sets, it would be inter-
esting to search for other ways of error mitigation.
• The results in this work clearly indicate that aggregated information on de-
mography, soil fertility, distances to infrastructure and spatial forest cover
pattern do not suffice to accurately predict land cover change. The inclu-
sion of planning information could fill some gaps. In spatial modelling,
this could be implemented by including land use plans as explanatory
variables.
• In the absence of available land use plans, a promising approach would
consist in expanding the spatial models to agent-based models, by for in-
stance implementing the theory of planned behavior. This technique an-
alyzes human behavior in well-defined situations. As such, the intentions
of for instance forest owners could be predicted under different scenarios,
before the actual decision-making process starts.
• In view of the popularity of pattern metrics for ecological monitoring, it is
hoped that this work instigates a discussion on the relation between spatial
pattern and recreational provision. It would be interesting to analyze
different kinds of outdoor recreation, using a wide spectrum of recreation
models in diverse geographical regions.
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Bij het uitstippelen van het bosbeheer worden over het algemeen verschillende
stadia doorlopen : een planningsfase, een implementatiefase en een evaluatiefase.
Bij iedere stap in dit proces wordt gebruik gemaakt van informatie omtrent bos-
bedekking. Het is dus belangrijk dat deze gegevens onder kwantitatieve vorm
beschikbaar, én betrouwbaar zijn. Doorgaans wordt in het beslissingsproces
enkel het totale bosareaal meegenomen. Er wordt echter steeds meer belang
gehecht aan de sociaalrecreatieve, ecologische en milieubeschermende functie
van bossen. Om deze bosfuncties op te volgen is er een groeiende nood aan
nieuwe maatstaven en alternatieve methoden. Hiertoe zijn in het domein van
de landschapsecologie een aantal veelbelovende methoden bekend, en dit werk
legde zich toe op de vraag of deze eveneens waardevol kunnen zijn als onder-
steuning voor het bosbeleid. Bijzondere aandacht ging naar richtlijnen voor
het gebruik van landschapsindices. Vlaanderen werd gekozen als studiegebied
aangezien dit een representatief voorbeeld is van een sterk verstedelijkte regio.
Deze streek is onderhevig aan een intensief landgebruik en bossen staan er onder
zware druk.
10.5 Onderzoeksvraag 1
Welke methode is geschikt om het ruimtelijke patroon van de bosbe-
dekking in Vlaanderen op een kwantitatieve manier te beschrijven ?
Het eerste deel (Hoofdstuk 5) van dit werk bestond uit het uitwerken van
een standaard procedure om het ruimtelijke patroon van de bosbedekking te
kwantificeren. Uit een breed gamma van landschapsindices werd een bruikbare
subset geselecteerd aan de hand van vooropgestelde criteria. Uit deze analyse
kwam eveneens naar voor dat de vorm van de bosfragmenten in Vlaanderen
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minder variatie vertoont dan wordt aangegeven in studies uit andere delen van
de wereld. Dit kan worden toegeschreven aan de doorgedreven menselijke im-
pact op de landbedekking. Hierdoor worden de meeste bosranden vastgelegd
door de (rechte) grenzen van aanpalende landbouwbedrijven.
Hoewel de geteste data-reductietechnieken vaak gebruikt worden om op een
doeltreffende manier redundante informatie uit een gegevensset te verwijderen,
waren zij niet in staat een consistente verbetering te genereren voor het on-
derzochte classificatieprobleem. Bovendien bleek het resultaat van deze tech-
nieken uiterst gevoelig te zijn voor de invoergegevens. Wanneer een bijkomende
variabele werd opgenomen of de berekening van de landschapsindices op een
licht afwijkende schaal werd uitgevoerd, had dit een verschillend resultaat tot
gevolg. Als alternatief voor data-reductietechnieken werd eveneens een liter-
atuurstudie naar veelgebruikte landschapsindices uitgevoerd, om tot een subset
van landschapsindices te komen. Volgens deze werkwijze werd een subset gese-
lecteerd, die resulteerde in een classificatienauwkeurigheid die vergelijkbaar was
met diegene bekomen aan de hand van data-reductietechnieken. Dit ondersteunt
de veronderstelling dat zo goed als alle dimensies van het ruimtelijke bosbe-
dekkingspatroon worden vastgelegd door volgende set van landschapsindices :
het totale bosareaal, het aantal bosfragmenten, de gemiddelde grootte van een
bosfragment, de gemiddelde vormindex, de gemiddelde nabuurafstand en de
aggregatie-index.
Naast de keuze van de landschapsindices, wordt het resultaat eveneens be-
invloed door de bemonsteringsstrategie. Eerdere studies gaven immers reeds
aan dat landschapsindices uiterst schaalgevoelig zijn en onderlijnden bijgevolg
het belang van het constant houden van de pixelgrootte en de afbakening van
het landschap tijdens een tijdsserieanalyse. De experimenten in dit werk gaven
echter aan dat de voorzorgsmaatregel om doorheen de tijd consistent dezelfde
bemonsteringsstrategie toe te passen niet afdoende was om een robuuste veran-
deringsdetectie te garanderen. Wanneer er een verband wordt gevonden tussen
een landbedekkingspatroon en een veranderingsproces, is het dus van het groot-
ste belang ook de gebruikte bemonsteringsstrategie nauwkeurig te beschrijven.
Uitgaande van deze nauwgezette analyse werd een subset landschapsindices
geselecteerd, bestaande uit het totale bosareaal, het aantal bosfragmenten, de
gemiddelde grootte van een bosfragment, de gemiddelde vormindex, de gemid-
delde nabuurafstand en de aggregatie-index. Voor de bemonsteringsstrategie
werd gekozen voor een regelmatig zeshoekig grid en een ruimtelijke resolutie
van 10 m. Elke zeshoek van het grid was 10.000 ha groot. Een doorslaggevend
voordeel van een regelmatig grid is diens universele toepasbaarheid. De be-
grenzing van het landschap hangt immers niet af van lokale omgevingsfactoren,
waardoor een regelmatig grid geschikt is om het ruimtelijke bospatroon van
verschillende geografische regio’s te vergelijken. Vervolgens werd op basis van
de gereduceerde gegevensset een typologie opgesteld voor het ruimtelijke pa-
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troon in bosbedekking in Vlaanderen. Tijdens deze oefening werden vier types
onderscheiden, die gekenmerkt werden door het aanwezige bosareaal binnen
de beschouwde zeshoek en de graad van bosfragmentatie. Zeshoeken die het-
zelfde type ruimtelijke bospatroon bevatten, werden vaak in elkaars omgeving
teruggevonden.
Een kleine groep van 22 zeshoeken bevatte een uiterst beperkt bosareaal
(1.13 % van de oppervlakte). De bosfragmenten binnen deze zeshoeken waren
niettegenstaande redelijk groot (4.64 ha). Een matig bosareaal (7.52 %) in een
weinig gefragmenteerde toestand kwam voor in 38 zeshoeken. De gemiddelde
grootte van een bosfragment bedroeg hier 8.16 ha. De derde groep bestond
uit 42 zeshoeken met een gelijkaardig bosareaal (6.87 %), maar als gevolg van
een grotere versnippering viel de gemiddelde bosgrootte terug tot 3.16 ha. De
laatste 32 zeshoeken bevatten het grootste bosareaal (25.89 %). Hier kwam ook
de kleinste bosversnippering voor (gemiddelde bosgrootte=11.12 ha).
10.6 Onderzoeksvraag 2
Welke technieken zijn geschikt voor het detecteren en modelleren
van veranderingen inzake het ruimtelijke patroon in bosbedekking in
Vlaanderen ?
Een belangrijk aandachtspunt voor change detection is het minimalizeren
van fouten die hun oorsprong vinden in misregistratie. Wanneer boskaarten die
niet perfect gecoregistreerd werden, over elkaar geplaatst worden, ontstaan arti-
ficiële (d.i. op het terrein niet bestaande) sliver -polygonen langs de bosranden.
Dit resulteert in een overschatting van de oppervlakte die onderhevig was aan
verandering (van bos naar niet-bos of omgekeerd). In Hoofdstuk 6 werd gebruik
gemaakt van een simulatietechniek om het verband te onderzoeken tussen deze
fout in de oppervlakte (of loos alarm) enerzijds en het ruimtelijke patroon van
de bosbedekking anderzijds. Een boskaart werd verschillende malen ruimtelijk
vervormd, waarbij de grootte van de vervorming telkens toenam. De vervormde
kaarten vertoonden respectievelijk een RMSE van 10, 30, 60 en 90 m. Bij een
RMSE van 10 m bedroeg het loos alarm gemiddeld 56.72 ha over alle zeshoeken.
Een RMSE van 90 m resulteerde in een loos alarm van gemiddeld 404.13 ha.
De kleinste waarden voor het loos alarm werden gevonden in zeshoeken waar
relatief veel bos voorkwam in een weinig gefragmenteerde toestand.
Met landschapsindices als ingangsvariabelen kon het loos alarm voorspeld
worden met een nauwkeurigheid van 90 %. Uit deze oefening werd ook afgeleid
dat voor het uitvoeren van een nauwkeurige change detection op de bossen in
Vlaanderen een coregistratienauwkeurigheid van minder dan 10 m vereist is.
Deze lage foutentolerantie is op twee manieren te verklaren. Enerzijds is het
bos in Vlaanderen behoorlijk versnipperd, waardoor een groot aandeel van de
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bossen voornamelijk bestaat uit bosrand. Anderzijds grijpen in Vlaanderen geen
spectaculare veranderingen in het bosareaal plaats. Tussen twee boskarteringen
wordt niet meer dan 5 % verandering in landbedekking verwacht. Bijgevolg mag
de foutenmarge deze waarde niet overstijgen.
Indien de vereiste positionele nauwkeurigheid niet kan bereikt worden, be-
tekent dit niet noodzakelijk dat de beschouwde tijdsserie waardeloos is. In
Hoofdstuk 7 werden twee manieren verkend, die toelaten om deze tijdsseries
alsnog te gebruiken. In het eerste deel van dit hoofdstuk werden artificiële ver-
schillen in het ruimtelijk patroon van de bosbedekking geminimalizeerd door de
tijdsserie te onderwerpen aan een generalizatieprocedure, waardoor een tijdsserie
met een lagere ruimtelijke resolutie verkregen wordt. Verschillende technieken
zijn hiervoor voorhanden, zoals bvb. vergridden, bufferen of wissen van vertex-
punten, hier gëımplementeerd via het Douglas-Peucker algoritme.
Vergridden had een generalizerend effect bij een celgrootte van meer dan
60 m. Het veralgemenend effect was groter naarmate een grotere celgrootte
werd gekozen. Bufferen had eveneens het grootste effect wanneer een buffer-
breedte van 60 m werd vooropgesteld. Bij het wissen van vertex-punten werd
een optimaal resultaat bekomen bij een tolerantie van 30 m. De impact van
deze generalizatietechnieken op het ruimtelijke bospatroon werd verder onder-
zocht aan de hand van vier landschapsindices : het totale bosareaal, het aantal
bosfragmenten, de gemiddelde grootte van een bosfragment en de gemiddelde
vormindex. Hieruit kwam naar voor dat deze procedures elk een invloed hebben
op één of twee dimensies van het ruimtelijke bospatroon. Een optimaal resultaat
zal slechts door een combinatie van deze technieken bereikt worden. Omwille
van wisselende resultaten werd vergridden beschouwd als de minst gunstige
oplossing.
Naast generalizatietechnieken werd in het tweede deel van Hoofdstuk 7 een
methode op basis van vage logica onderzocht, waarbij de ruimtelijke details
behouden blijven, en een nieuwe klasse ingevoerd wordt. Tijdens change detec-
tion wordt, naast een veranderlijke en een onveranderlijke landbedekking, ook
een onzekere klasse onderscheiden. Dit wordt gëımplementeerd door de scherpe
grenzen tussen bos en niet-bos te vervangen door een zone waarin bos geleidelijk
overgaat van bos naar niet-bos, of omgekeerd. Deze overgang wordt bepaald
door een zogenaamde lidmaatschapsfunctie. Onder andere wegens een gebrek
aan duidelijke richtlijnen omtrent de vergelijking van de lidmaatschapsfunctie,
wordt deze techniek tot nu toe niet algemeen toegepast. Om hierin meer duideli-
jkheid te verschaffen, werden verschillende functies getest als lidmaatschapsfunc-
tie. Deelgebieden werden geselecteerd, die representatief waren voor de 4 types
in het ruimtelijke patroon van bosbedekking in Vlaanderen. Alle geteste functies
leverden aanvaardbare resultaten, hoewel een minder goede aanpassingsgraad
werd bekomen voor meer gefragmenteerde bospatronen. Zowel de sigmöıde, de
polynomische en de omgekeerd afstandsgerelateerde functie presteerden beter
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dan de lineaire functie. Gemiddeld bedroeg de breedte van de onzekere band
rond de bosranden het dubbele van de vooropgestelde RMSE. Wanneer de
ruimtelijke vervorming groter was dan 60 m (RMSE), werden nauwkeurighe-
den lager dan 70 % bekomen.
Modellering wordt over het algemeen gebruikt om een dieper inzicht te
verkrijgen in een bepaalde evolutie aangaande landbedekking, hoewel dit zelden
wordt toegepast om de veranderingen over 300 jaar te analyzeren over een
volledige regio. Het in Hoofdstuk 8 bestudeerde tijdsvenster loopt van het jaar
1775 tot 2000, en werd onderverdeeld in 3 perioden met een verschillende duur.
In een eerste fase werd enkel het onderscheid gemaakt tussen toenemende en
afnemende fragmentatie. Aangezien informatie omtrent het bestaande bospa-
troon reeds vervat zat in de ingangsvariabele bostype, werden landschapsindices
hier niet expliciet opgenomen in het model. Voor verschillende tijdsvakken
bereikte het model variabele nauwkeurigheden en werden verschillende ingangs-
variabelen behouden. Voor het eerste tijdvak (1775 - 1850) was de verklarende
waarde van het model laag. Enkel het in 1775 bestaande bospatroon vertoonde
een significant verband met de evolutie van het ruimtelijk bospatroon. Dit ver-
band werd in alle tijdsvakken teruggevonden. Voor het tweede tijdsvak (1850 -
1940) was de verklarende waarde van het model hoger en werden meer ingangs-
variabelen weerhouden, met name bodemvruchtbaarheid en afstand tot grote
steden. Tijdens het derde tijdsvak (1940 - 1990) was de bodemvruchtbaarheid
niet langer gekoppeld aan de bosdynamiek. Het verklarende vermogen van de
modellen bleef echter beperkt. Een reden hiervoor wordt gezocht in de hoge
aggregatie van de ingangsvariabelen. Alle informatie werd immers uitgemid-
deld over zeshoeken van 10.000 ha. Bovendien was een belangrijke drijvende
factor, nl. de besluitvorming inzake ruimtelijke ordening, niet opgenomen als
ingangsvariabele. Deze informatie was echter slechts fragmentarisch beschik-
baar voor deze tijdsperiode.
In een tweede stadium werden modellen opgesteld om het bosareaal per
zeshoek te voorspellen. Basismodellen bevatten enkel informatie omtrent de-
mografie, bodemvruchtbaarheid en de afstand tot diverse infrastructuur. Ver-
volgens werden landschapsindices expliciet als variabelen opgenomen. De model-
nauwkeurigheid voor en na het toevoegen van de landschapsindices werd vergeleken.
Tot 1940 bleken de basismodellen te voldoen en leidde het opnemen van land-
schapsindices niet tot beduidend betere resultaten. In de periodes na 1940
daalde echter de voorspellende waarde van het basismodel, en het toevoegen




Op welke wijze kunnen landschapsindices ondersteuning bieden bin-
nen de besluitvorming omtrent de recreatieve bosfunctie ?
Tot nu toe is het leeuwendeel van de praktische toepassingen van land-
schapsindices te situeren binnen het domein van de ecologische monitoring.
Om het gebruik van landschapsindices te verbreiden werd in Hoofdstuk 9 het
ruimtelijke bospatroon bestudeerd in het kader van recreatieplanning. Er werd
gefocust op één type openluchtrecreatie, nl. het maken van korte wandelingen
in een bosomgeving. Het recreatie-aanbod werd ingeschat aan de hand van de
bereikbaarheid van het bos binnen een bepaald ruimtelijk bospatroon. Deze
bereikbaarheid werd berekend aan de hand van een GIS-model dat specifiek
voor dit soort openluchtrecreatie werd opgesteld voor deze geografische regio,
nl. de greenspace monitoring tool. Dit model gaat uit van het gegeven dat de te
overbruggen afstand over het algemeen de beslissende factor is om al dan niet
een bos te bezoeken.
Er werd een duidelijk verwantschap gevonden tussen het recreatie-aanbod
enerzijds en het ruimtelijke bospatroon anderzijds. De correlatiecoëfficiënten
varieerden tussen 0.75 en 0.91. Alle onderzochte dimensies van het ruimtelijke
bospatroon hadden een invloed op het recreatie-aanbod. De belangrijkste factor
voor een hoge recreatievoorziening was het bosareaal. Verschillen in recreatie-
aanbod tussen zeshoeken met een identiek bosareaal konden voornamelijk ver-




10.8 Aanbevelingen voor verder onderzoek
Dit onderzoekswerk beoogde het gebruik van landschapsindices voor bosmoni-
toring in verstedelijkte gebieden te stimuleren, door het aanleveren van richtlij-
nen en robuste methodes. Dit werk heeft enkele antwoorden geformuleerd, maar
het riep eveneens extra vragen op.
• Over het algemeen kan gesteld worden dat landschapsindices verder die-
nen uitgetest te worden in andere geografische regios. Hoewel reeds een
aanzienlijke hoeveelheid onderzoek hiernaar werd verricht in zowel Noord-
en Zuid-Amerika, als in diverse regios van Europa, is het niet uitgesloten
dat in bepaalde bosgebieden van Afrika en Azië afwijkende patronen en
verschillende processen optreden.
• Hopelijk zet dit werk zowel de bosbouwkundige als de GIS gemeenschap
aan om verdere aandacht te besteden aan het belang van foutenpropa-
gatie bij beheerplanning van de natuurlijke rijkdommen. In dit werk werd
de overschatting van de veranderde oppervlakte geschat op basis van een
algemene maat voor ruimtelijke nauwkeurigheid. Aangezien positionele
fouten lang niet altijd homogeen over de ruimte verdeeld zijn, zou het
nuttig kunnen zijn om een maat voor lokale vervorming in de voorspellin-
gen mee te nemen.
• Voor het bepalen van de optimale vergelijking van de lidmaatschaps-
functie, werd een welbepaalde vervorming gesimuleerd. Dit is slechts één
van de werkwijzen om lidmaatschapswaarden te genereren. Andere simu-
latieprocedures, evenals experimentele gegevens, kunnen ingezet worden
om deze resultaten verder te valideren. Bovendien bestaat nog onduidelijk-
heid rond het gebruik van operands voor het gebruik van vage sets voor
change detection.
• Naast het toepassen van generalisatiemethodes en het gebruik van vage
logica, zou het interessant zijn om andere manieren te onderzoeken voor
het beperken van positionele fouten en hun voortplanting.
• Sterk geaggregeerde informatie inzake demografie, bodemvruchtbaarheid
en bestaande infrastructuur is niet steeds voldoende om veranderingen in
het bospatroon op een nauwkeurige wijze te voorspellen. Het opnemen
van informatie omtrent de beslissingen inzake ruimtelijke ordening zou
dit hiaat gedeeltelijk kunnen vullen. Dit kan gëımplementeerd worden
door bvb. ruimtelijke bestemmingsplannen als verklarende variabelen te
integreren. Ook kunnen de modellen uitgebreid worden tot agent-based
models, bvb. via de theorie van gepland gedrag. Hierbij wordt menselijk
gedrag geanalyseerd in vaststaande situaties. Op deze manier kunnen, nog
vóór het beslissingsproces begint, de reacties en intenties van boseigenaars
voorspeld worden onder verschillende scenarios.
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• Met het oog op de populariteit van landschapsindices voor ecologische
monitoring, wordt gehoopt dat dit werk de aanzet geeft voor een meer
uitgebreide discussie omtrent het verband tussen het ruimtelijk bospatroon
en recreatie-voorzieningen. Het zou interessant zijn hierbij verschillende
soorten openluchtrecreatie te bestuderen. Hiervoor zou een brede waaier
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